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1. INTRODUCTION. 

1.1. Genera!. 

The proteetion of electrical power transmission and distribution 

systems in case of overlead or fault is obtained by circuit breakers. 

These switching devices basically consist of (at least) one pair of 

centacts per phase, which, if called upon, can be separated. In the 

closed position the contact pair has a very low impedance and 

constitutes a connecting link between two circuits. In the open 

position the contact gap represents an impedance which value tends 

to infinity. During the transition stage the change in impedance is 

achieved by an electric gas discharge. 

If the current carrying centacts are moved apart, current conduction 

is maintained for a certain time by an are existing in the medium 

which is present in the contact gap. For alternating current systems 

interruption is normally obtained by extinguishment of the are near 

a natura! current zero. During the interruption period, which lasts 

some tens of microseconds, there is an interaction between the 

extinguishing are and the circuit. A transient voltage is generated 

over the breaker (the recovery voltage) and if this stress is with

steed by the dielectric medium in the contact gap, the interruption 

is successful. Modern breakers must be able to handle short circuit 

currents which can reach as high as 100 kA on the one hand and 

recovery voltages which have gradients of several kV per micro

secend on the ether in a time interval of only a few milliseoonds. 

This, tagether with rated nomina! voltages which can go up to 100 kV 

per interrupting unit, illustrate some of the severe (and conflicting) 

demands which must be coped with in power switchgear design. 

Circuit breakers are classified by their interrupting medium and 

three types can be distinguished, namely gas, oil and vacuum. Whereas 

gas and oil breakers have been used for several decades, the vacuum 

breaker is comparatively new. lts commercial introduetion stems from 

the beginning of the 1960's and until now this type of breaker is 

mainly used in distribution systems with voltage levels of around 

10 kV. 
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__!. 2. Scope and pur~~-the investiCJ~!;ion. 

'i'he vacuwil b:i::eaker ftinctions on the princi:f>les of a metal vapeur 

discharge in vacuum. One of its peculiar features is that the medium 

in which the are is maintained is created by the arcing process proper. 

For arcing currents up to several kA, only the cathade is active in 

the sense that the dominant processes which govern are behaviour 

occur close to the cathode-vacuum interface. Between the electredes 

a tenuous plasma is present. In this region partiele collisions, 

radiation or ether energy exchange processes are almost entirely 

absent. The anode acts merely as a collector of charged and neutral 

species. 

Another characteristic of the vacuum are is that it actually consists 

of a number of discharges inparalleleach having a foet-point at the 

cathode; the so-called cathode spot. The number of cathode spots 

~resent is proportional with current and the average current carried 

by a cathode spot is determined by the properties of the cathode 

metal. The cathode spot dimensions are minute and they generally 

move with high veloeities over the cathode surface. The arcing voltage 

of a vacuum are is very low and ranges (depending on the choice of 

cathode metal) from 10 - 30 V. The voltage characteristic shows a 

positive gradient with current. 

For very high currents the characteristics of a vacuum are show 

significant changes. Anode spot( s) are formed and the properties of 

both electredes will play a role in the arcing process. This type of 

are will not be considered here and the study is primarily concerned 

with cathadie arcs. 

The development of the vacuum breaker and its succesful introduetion 

has been accompanied by an increased interest in cathode spot behaviour 

as being essential for the arcing and interrupting process. Although 

the literature bears witness of the fact that the cathode spot 

phenomenon has been given a good deal of attention for more than 

seventy years many aspects occurring both at high currents and near 

current zero are far from being understood. Whereas for gas and oil 

breakers a sound theorétical basis has been developed , such a 
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foundation is not yet available in case of the vacuum are despite 

the many experimental and theoretica! investigations executed in 

this field. It is therefore all the more remarkable that well 

functioning vacuum interruptors have been developed. 

The purpose of the investigation presented here is to contribute to 

a better understanding of the cathode spot processes. The two main 

aspects which have been given particular attention are the mass and 

energy exchange mechanisms which occur in the cathode spot. In 

literature the term catbode spot processes refer to these processes 

occurring at and directly above the cathode surface. Frequent attention 

is given here to processes which take place in the catbode volume 

under the cathode spot. In this respect terms as crater, 

craterstructure or craterformation are important and the processes 

occurring here are considered to be a part of the entire cathode spot 

process as being a transition stage from metal to plasma conduction. 

1.3. Preview -----------
The thesis is divided into two parts. The bulk of the experimental 

data is contained in seven papers previously published and added 

in the form of appendices. In these appendices the electrical 

circuitry and diagnostics used aredescribed and the different 

experimental results obtained are analysed. A number of conclusions 

drawn from this work is the basis for the first part of this thesis. 

Chapter two gives a phenomenological description of the catbode 

surface changes due to arcing and correlates these changes with the 

different mass flows originating from the cathode. In chapter three 

the catbode erosion by ions is treated while in chapter four and 

five a cathode spot model is developed and the significanee of 

Joule heating is investigated. 

Two publications have a co-author. The ion distribution in appendix 

3 was investigated by Ir. P.G.E.Wielders. This werk served as a 

partial fulfilment of the requirements for a M.Sc. degree in 

ElectricalEngineering. Ir. W.M. de Cock executed the measurements 

contained in appendix 7 during a post-graduate research training . 

They both worked under guidance of the author. 
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2. CATHODE EROSION STRUCTURES. 

2.1. Introduction. 

Arcing in vacuum results in structural changes of the cathode surface. 

A superficial examinatien shows that the eroded areas have a pitted 

texture, extending over the entire cathode after prolonged arcing. 

Surfaces with specular reflection prior to arcing exhibit a dull 

appearance after arcing . The diffuse light reflection in the latter 

case already indicates the irregularity of the pattern produced. 

If viewed on a miercseale the erosion structures generated by low 

current arcs (up to a few hundred A) are extremely complicated and 

difficult to analyse. A variety of patterns is produced whi ch is not 

surprising in view of the stochastic character of the process. The 

cathode spot(s) move at random over the surface and their momentary 

veloeities may vary from zero to tens of meters per secend within a 

short time interval. Consequently an area can repeatedly be traversed 

and the conditions of energy input vary substantially from one place 

to the ether. For currents of a few kA the issue is even more compli

cated by the presence of a large number of cathode spots interacting 

with each ether. 

An interpretation of the different phenomena observed on an arced 

cathode surface can be given if effects such as mentioned are taken 

into account, Here the erosion process will be described in a number 

of steps each showing an increased degree of erosion. 

The analysis of cathode surface erosion was executed using high 

purity metals with a low content of alient material (around 10 p . p . m. 

for Cd and Cu and 150 p.p.m. for Wand Mo) . Prior to arcing the 

surfaces were cleaned by e.g. degreasing solvents, heating in a 

reducing atmosphere (H2l and degassed in a high vacuum environment. 

Arcing occurred at pressures of 10-6 Nm-2 and less. The cleaning and 

degassing process ensured a minimum of contamination on the surface, 

This was also indicated by the are voltage which did not differ in 

value as is obtained after prolonged arcing. Also the light emitted by 

the are (Farrall 1973) showed the colour characteristic for the 

specific cathode metal investigated, i.e. green for copper, 
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white-blue-seagreen in case of cadmium and blue to blue-white for 

molybdenum and tungsten respectively. After arcing the cathode was 

removed from the vacuum chamber and its surface was examinated in 

detail by a scanning electron microscope (S.E.M.). 

Fig. 1 is a photomicrograph of a highly polished Cd surface, arced 

by a 100 A are (i.e. around ten cathode spots are present). The 

Fig. 1. 

Detail of a cadmium surface eroded 

by a 100 A vacuum discharge. The 

angle of observation is JOO with 

respect to the axis perpendicular 

to the cathodeplane (Tilt 30°). 

picture shows four almost circular holes having a diameter of a few 

~m surrounded by a smooth rim. The rim formation apparently is due to 

a flow of molten metal from these holes. On the outside of the rim 

different stages of droplet formation under influence of surface 

tension can be discerned. The rim material is partly deposited on 

the surface and partly free from it, the latter suggesting that fast 

solidification occurred during the process of eruption. The picture 

also shows the presence of (shallow) holes having submicron sizes 

and exhibiting very regular features. 

Fig. 2 gives a side-on view of similar types of erater structures on 

cadmium. Also here one observes a number of more or less isolated 

holes of various sizes each surrounded by a rim. Particularly the 

craters of a few ~m in diameter are well-defined. 

These isolated craters as shown in fig.1 and 2 are good examples of the 
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Fig. 2. 

Side-on view of erater formations 

on cadmium (TiZt 70°). 

most simple structures which (apart from the presence of droplets) 

have been observed on metals like Cd, Cu, Mo and W. They can be 

present in abundant numbers as is illustrated by fig. 3, which shows 

part of the erosion pattern produced by a 10 A are on Cd (one cathode 

spot). Conservative estimates indicate that thousands of craters are 

formed per millisecond arcing time. A secend aspect revealed by 

fig. 3 is the wide range of erater sizes present; a phenomenon which 

was also observed on Cu (Daalder 1974) • A third aspect shown is that 

Fig. 3. 

Erosion pattem of a 10 A vacuum 

are on cadmium (TiZt JOO). 

craters are closely grouped tagether and/or partly or entirely are over

lapping each ether. The larger sized structures (10 - 50 pm) may be 

interpreted as a superposition of a number of craters as is evidenced 

by the presence of a multitude of rims stacked upon each ether. The 

process of transition from individual craters to larger aggregates is 

illustrated in detail by fig. 4a, which is part of the erosion 
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Fig. 4a. 

Superposition of craters formed on 

a rough copper surface by a 100 A 

vacuum are (Tilt 30°). 

Fig. 4b. 

Interpretation of fig. 4a. The 

craters are subsequently formed 

in a clockwise fashion. 

patternon a Cu surface (IOOA are). The surface was scratched prior to 

arcing. The purpose of this is to promote are movement [Reece (1963), 

Daalder (1974)] which is caused by the presence of ridges and sharp 

projections. Fig. 4b is a possible interpretation of fig. 4a in 

terms of a subsequent erater formation in a clockwise fashion. The 

craters are partly and in some instances entirely overlapping each 

other and as a consequence details of craters formed in an earlier 

stage have been wiped out. This and other micrographs frequently gave 

the impression that new craters have been formed on the rims of older 

craters. Similar observations were made in vacuum breakdown experi-

ments (Farrall 1976, Mesyats et al 1976). 

The repetitive formation of craters in a limited area indicates a 

relative low displacement velocity of the cathode spot(s). The energy 

density on the surface will increase and larger areas attain an 

elevated temperature. If this process continues one may expect that 

details of structures originally formed will finally completely be 

lost as they submerge in a larger volume of molten metal. This is 

illustrated by fig. 5, showing the edge of an eroded copper cathode. 

If one compares with è.g. fig.3 it is clear that the erosion 
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Fig. 5. 

Erosion area of a 100 A are at 

the edge of a copper cathode. 

Extensive meZting has occurred 

(TiZt 30° ). 

patterns are radically different. In fig. 5 there is evidence of 

extensive melting on a miercseale as indicated by the presence of 

smooth areas. For increased magnifications the presence of craters 

can still be observed but their number is low in comparison with 

areas eroded to a slight degree and apparently many of them have been 

obliterated by liquid metal flow. 

The analysis of a range of photomicrographs showed that the different 

stages described here (together with many intermediate phases) are 

observed on arced Cd, Cu, Mo and W cathode surfaces. In case of Cd 

the craters mostly showed a pronounced rim structure whereas for Cu 

and the refractory metals the rim was relatively small in size. 

Cathode spots present on highly polished and well cleaned surfaces 

generally have a marked tendency to remain in the area where they 

have been initiated. This is particularly true for the refractory 

metals. Only a small part of the cathode surface is eroded for low 

currents, and its size is slowly increasing with arcing time. 

Apparently the eroded parts generated by the spot(sl are .favourable 

for spot sustainment. This is possibly related with the interaction 

between the streng electric field of the spot and the liquid metal 

present. Due to geometrical distortien of the liquid by this field 

[Tonks (1935), Bartashyus et al (1972), Hantzsche et al (1976)] 

electron emission can be locally enhanced which subsequently leads 

to a breakdown. 
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One may expect that the erosion patterns as described here for 

moderate arcing currents (up to a few hundred A) also exist in case 

of kA arcs. The mechanism of spot division is characteristic for any 

vacuum are and as a result the average current through each spot has 

a more or less constant value. The patterns produced by a few cathode 

spots have been analysed in detail for copper (Daalder 1974) and it 

was shown that the nature and magnitude of erater sizes produced by 

either one spot or a few are similar. For higher current levels how

ever the energy transpoited to the cathode surface will increase at 

least proportional to current (Daalder 1977). Also the number of 

cathode spots will increase and in combination with prolonged arcing 

times conditions are favourable for elevated temperatures in local 

areas, which in its turn results in an enhanced production of molten 

metal. 

In this respect another difference is prominent between superficially 

eroded areasas shown by fig. 3 and areas being heavily eroded as 

depicted by fig. 5. In fig. 3 the amount of droplets and splashes 

present is very small and they are mainly deposited in the vicinity 

of the la.rger erosion structures. Th is is in contrast wi th fig. 5 

where a high amount of molten material is present in the form of 

large sized droplets and splashes. The impression is streng that at 

least part of this deposited material is loosely attached to the 

surface. On polished surfaces the areas showing streng erosion were 

clearly marked by a surrounding area covered with splashes having 

oblong shapes. 

These observations are fully consistent with the analysis of 

material lost from the cathode during arcing. The presence of 

splashes already indicates that the molten metal is expelled along 

the cathode surface. Measurements showed (Daalder 1976) that 

molten metal is dominantly lost at small angles (20-30°) 

with the cathode surface. Generally the production ~f molten 

material as droplets is governed by parameters as the melting tempe

rature of the me tal, the are cur.rent and arcing time, cathode si ze 

and are movement. Refractory metals exhibit a low droplet loss and 

the erosion product consists almest entirely of ion mass. For the 

low melting metals the droplet production is dominant. However for 
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any metal a reduction in e.g. arcing time and/or are current shows a 

distinct reduction of the amount of molten mass produced per coulomb 

charge transfer (or per unit energy). The amount of ionized metal per 

coulomb however does not vary (Daalder 1975, 1976). Apparently a 

reduction of the total energy input diminishes the probability of 

melting on an extended scale. This process is further complicated 

by the erratic are movement. Fig. 5 was taken from a cathode surface 

where the are remained predominantly in a small area at the cathode 

edge as was also detected by visual observation of the cathode spot 

movement. Erosion experiments have shown that as a consequence a 

significant increase of molten droplet loss is measured in comparison 

with arcs moving over larger surface areas (for otherwise identical 

experimental conditions). 

The manner in which the amount of liquid metal generated can vary 

with circumstances as described and its intricate dependency on a 

variety of parameters show· that the molten metal production is 

primarily an indirect consequence of the arcing process. A combina

tion of conditions decides its actual magnitude and to a certain 

extent these conditions can even be controlled by the choice of the 

experimental parameters. The ion production on the ether hand is 

(largely) independant of the experimental variables and its magnitude 

is decided primarily by the choice of a specific cathode metal. 

~~~-~~~~~~-=~~-~~~~~~~~-~~-~-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~: 
rhe observation that are movement has a pronounced influence on both 

the erosion pattern and the composition of the erosion product is 

further substantiated by the analysis of cathode spot behaviour under 

the influence of a magnetic field. If a vacuum are carrying a current I 

is situated in a magnetic field B the are has a tendency to move in 

a direction given by- (IxB). This behaviour, first discovered by 

Stark (1903), is known as the retrograde motion of the are. Although 

many theories have been proposed to explain the effect of are move

ment in a direction opposite to the"Amperian force there is no satis

factory description today covering both the qualitative and quantita

tive aspects of this phenomenon. A similar behaviour is found if 

several cathode spots are present, which will move in a retrograde 
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fashion under influence of their total inherent magnetic field 

(e.g. Djakov and Holmes 1970; Gundlach 1972; Sherman et al 1975). 

The erosion tracks generated by an are moved by a magnetic field were 

analysed on polished copper cathodes. The field was generated by 

coils placed outside the vacuum chamber, the field direction being 

parallel with the cathode surface. During the experimental time this 

field had a constant value and was uniform within 10% over the entire 

cathode surface.The electrode configuration is shown in fig.6. Near the 

Fig. 6. 

Electrode configuration used in the analysis 

of cathode spot tracking under influence of 

an external magnetic field. 

edge of the anode a molybdenum pin of 1 mm diameter protruded 2 mm 

outside the anode surface, touching the cathode surface if the elec

tredes are in a closed position. Are initiatien was performed by 

separating the electredes after the onset of current flow. (A further 

description of the experimental equipment and recording techniques is 

found elsewhere (Daalder 1974, 1975)). 

Generally an increasing B-field is accompanied by a rising are 

voltage and an increased directed motion of the cathode spot(s). For 

low values of the field (=10-2T) the influence on the are movement is 

small and erosion mainly occurred in the area where the are was 

initiated. The initia! reluctance of the are to move was also 

observed for higher magnetic fields. After this phase the are moves 

in the retrograde direction with a velocity which is (amongst others) 
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l.b.. 

Fig. 7, 8. 

Erosion patterns produced on 

capper by vacuwn arcs moving in 

the retrograde direction. In 
. o-2 . f' f~g. 7 B = B.l 1 T; ~n ~g. 

Bb B = 1.6 10-1T for the Zeft 

traiZ and B = 2.0 10-1T for the 

right traiZ. The osciUogram 

fig. Ba beZongs to the Zeft 

traiZ of fig. Bb. Fig. Be shows 

part of the right trai Z on 

fig. Bb in more detail. 
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decided by the are current and the magnetic field strength. Examples 

of the erosion pattern produced for varying fields are shown by 

fig. 7 arid fig. 8 together with their current and voltage traces. In 

all cases the are was initiated at the lower side of the figures. In 

fig. 7 the magnetic field had a value of 8,1 10-2T and the are 

current had an average value of 75 A. The erosion trace is oriented 

perpendicular to the magnetic field and the are moved in the retro

grade direction. From the trace length an average spot velocity of 

5 msec-
1 

was estimated. The trail producedis mainly a strongly 

eroded area where extensive melting has occurred (cf. fig.5). 

Numerous splashes are positioned on the untouched area beside the 

trail. The pattem observed for lower values of the field strength 

is similar. The trail will become broader and the average are 

velocity (as obtained from the trail length) diminishes. 

In the oscillograms the are voltage initially shows a minimum value 

which particularly for small values of the field is around 20 V 

(cf. fig.7). This value is similar to the value of are voltage of a 

randomly moving copper vapeur are. It is likely that this part of the 

voltage trace is associated wi th the non-retrograde movement occurring 

in the first stage of arcing. 

In fig. Sb the magnetic field has a value of 1,6 10-~ . for the left 

trace whereas for the right trace the field is 2.10-1T. (The oscillo

gramshownis related with the left trace). The minimum spot veloeities 
-1 have been around 42 and 95 msce respectively, the currents varying 

between 80 and 180 A for both trials. Due to the increase in are 

voltage both arcs were self-extinguishi~g events. (The power supply 

was 144 V d.c. and as shown in the oscillograms the current was 

dependant on the momentary value of the are voltage. The current 

conduction after interruption as shown in fig. Ba is due to firing 

of a thyristor placed in parallel with the are and used for limiting 

the are duration). 

The traces of fig. 8 consist of large numbers of craters mostly 

superimposed (see fig. Sc). The surrounding areas are almest free of 

droplets and splashes. The magnitude of the cathode craters in fig . 8 

are on the average several micrometers in diameter which is in the 
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same range of cratersizes as observed for a randomly moving are on 

copper and for currents of 50-150 A. (Daalder 1974). It therefore 

seems that the magnetic field primarily promotes a transition from 

chaotic movement to a directed movement of the cathode spots (Kesaev 

1964), although there is a considerable increase in are voltage. 

The conclusions one can draw from these measurements are similar to 

these previously stated. For low spot veloeities an enhanced erosion 

occurs by the melting of larger areas. This effect diminishes for 

increasing veloeities and a distinct reduction in splattering and 

droplet formation is observed. For high veloeities the trail consists 

dominantly of aggregates of craters and this pattern can be regarded 

as the basic erosion structure produced by vacuum arcing. 

2.4 Cathode surface conditions. 

In the experiments described so far attentie~ was focused on obtain

ing conditions which ensured a minimum of surface contamination. The 

aspect is a very important one as the presence of oxyde layers and/or 

absorbed gases may interfere with cathode spot behaviour. This in its 

turn can result in experimental observations which are not typical 

9 a 9, e 

Fig. 9. Evidenee of su:t'faee eontamination and its influenee on the 

erosion patte1'Yl of a "vaeuum are". 
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for a true metal vapeur are in vacuum. Particularly the experiments 

of forced cathode movement by an external magnetic field showed that 

scrupuleus cleanliness of the cathode surface is mandatory. Cathodes 

which e.g. were not well degassed or presumably were oxidized to a 

slight degree revealed entirely different erosion patterns. An 

example is shown in fig. 9a, b, c. The track is producedon copper 

by an are of around 50 A at a field strengthof 3.10-
2
T. The track 

shows many branches and the are has moved extremely fast (several 

hundreds of meters per second) in the retrograde direction. The 

erosion pattern consists of widely spaeed craters having dominantly 

submicron sizes as is shown by fig. 9c. These craters are about an 

order of magnitude smaller than the craters on copper as previously 

discussed. 

These small craters are also found on cathodes arced in air . 

Hitchcock et al (1977) observed craters having diameters of 0,1 -

0,4 ~m on oxidized copper surfaces generated by a 4,5 A are. Drouet 

et al (1976) found similar sizes on copper for a 700 A are in air. 

It is therefore likely that the presence of oxyde layers were 

instrumental in the erosion pattern obtained. By improving the 

cleaning technique (heating the copper cathodes in a reducing 

atmosphere) these phenomena were not observed any longer. 

(The observed correlation between cathode spot behaviour and the 

conditions prevalling at the cathode surface has a hearing on the 

question of the possible existence of a cathode spot substructure; 

see in this respect the discussion on this subject given by Farrall 

(1973)). 

Although the photomicrographs as shown by figs. 1 to 4 give a good 

impression of the erosion pattern and the general outline of erater 

structures they do not contain sufficient information with regard to 

the dimensions craters actually have. Of interest is e.g. to know the 

erater depth and its shape at different cross sections parallel and 

perpendicular to the cathode plane. If these data are available the 

amount of material lost from a erater can be evaluated. In order to 
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analyse such parameters a three dime.nsional visualization is 

necessary. This is achieved by taking pairs of SEM-micrographs of the 

same object using sligthly different angles (in our case +7° and -7°) 

with respect to an arbritary axis. Employing these micrographs to

gether with a stereo viewer a three dimensional impression of erosion 

patterns is obtained. 

Viewing eroded cathode surfaces in this manner one observes an 

extremely vivid scene in contrast with a two dimensional represen

tation where erosion structures may appear to be of a rather shallow 

nature. Distinct differences in height are present and if we restriet 

ourselves to (dominantly cadmium) erater structures some features are 

prominent. 

As already suggested by micrographs like fig. 1 the holes appear to 

be rather deep being almast cylindrical in shape and having steep 

walls. The rim patterns surrounding craters present a variety of shapes. 

In many instances they can be extremely thin and are elongated 

almost perpendicular to the cathode surface (compare fig. 1). These 

funnel shaped structures give evidence of molten material thrown out 

of craters and arrested during its flight indicating a very rapid 

process of resolidification. Also the material lost from these holes 

apparently has been expelled in a jetlike fashion which is oriented 

at least initially perpendicular to the surface. Rim formations having 

shapes as shown in fig. 2 did also frequently occur. On first sight 

the material is positioned on the cathode surface. However contraction 

of the outer part of the rim due to surface tension may lead to a 

false impression in this respect, particularly as far as the rim 

thickness is concerned. It is feasible that especially for these 

latter structures a reflow of molten material into the erater has 

happened. 

A detailed study was made of a comparatively large erater produced 

on Cd by a 2 A are (see fig. lOb). The specific dimensions of this 

erater were obtained by the technique of relief mapping. This method 

applied in geodesy for the manufacturing of topographical maps from 

aerial stereographs was used in the analysis of a pair of photo-
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JJm -

Fig. 10. Three dimensionaZ anaZysis of a erater structure in 

cadmium. Fig. lOb is a pair of stereo micrographs 

(TiZt + 7° and -7° respectiveZy). The reZiefmap 

(fig. lOa) and the crosseetion aZong the Zine A B C D E 

(fig. lOc) were obtained ~om fig. lOb. 
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micrographs shown in fig. lOb. By a stereoframer (developed 

by the Department of Geodesy, Delft University of Technology, 

Netherlands, and manufactured by T.N.O. Netherlands) a number of 

* contourlines were drawn as shown in fig. 10a • In this figure the 

small circles are positioned in the catbode plane and the numbers 

beside indicate the height {in ~m) with respect to a reference point 

o. (The cathode planeis sloping upwards from y toy'}. For reasens 

of comparison a number of points are identified both in fig. 10a and 

fig. 10b. The contourlines demonstrata that cross sections parallel 

to the cathode surface are almost elliptical to circular. A cross

sectien perpendicular to the cathode plane (along the line ABCDEl is 

shown in fig. lOc. This figure gives evidence that the hole generated 

is comparatively deep and has steep sloping walls. Whereas for this 

cross-section part of the rim is almost parallel to the surface, 

other parts of the rim rise very steep (e.g. the droplet on the stalk 

in the upper left corner is almest as much above the surface as the 

hole is deep). 

Using the data of fig. 10 a,c the volume incorporated by the erater 
-18 3 under the cathode surface can be calculated and amounts to 8,1.10 m • 

If we approximate the·crater by a hemisphere this would mean a erater 

diameter of 3,14 ~m. If we want to know the volume which is associated 

with the amount of mass lost from the cathode we must substract the 

volume of the erater rim. Its structure is rather complicated and as 

has been remarked the contraction of the outer rim complicates the 

issue. By scanning from different sides and angles the average rim 

thickness was found to be in the order of 0,1 ~mand the total rim 

volume amounted to approx. 2.1o- 18m3 , which is 25% of the erater 
-18 3 volume. The volume lost is then 6.10 m , which is in termsof a 

hemisphere equivalent with a diameter of 2,9 ~m. The erater diameter 

of the cross-sectien in the catbode plane has approximately the same 

value (3,0 ~m). 

* The author is indebted to Mr. A. van VoordenM.Sc., Department of 

Geodesy, Delft Univarsity of Technology, whomade this relief 

map, 
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If the volume of a erater is known we can obtain an estimate of its 

generation time. For a 2 A Cd are the amount of ion mass leaving the 

cathode is 256 pgr sec-1• (Daalder 1976). Apart from the amount 

leaving the cathode there is also a return flux of ions to the 

cathode surfaee. Both fluxes have the same magnitude (cf. ehapter 4) 

which means that the total amount of ion mass produced is 
-1 

512 pgr sec Using this value and assuming that only one erater is 

produeed at the time we find a erater formation time of 10-7sec. 

If one is studying the erosion structures produeed by an are in vacuum 

the question arises to what extent the information contained in the 

fossile tracks is relevant for the actual arcing process. In case of 

"heavily" eroded areas we have tried to demonstrata that much of the 

information originally pres.~nt has been lost. One may wonder however 

if the erater formations as discussed are representative for the final 

stage of a loeal arcing process, i.e. what are the possible changes 

which occur after extinetion. On cadmium the rim formations suggest 

that a rapid transition to a stationary situation has occurred. Also 

the observed craterdepths and their smoothness indicate that no 

significant (back) flow of molten metal took place after the emission 

process has stopped. If this is true it would e.g. mean that in case of 

the erater presented in fig. 10 the current density prior to extinguish

ment would be in the order of 3.1o 11 Am-2 • 

For the refractory metals the rim formations are generally less 

pronounced. It is conceivable that part of the rim material being 

still in the molten state has flown back in the holes due to the 

action of the surface tension. To what extent cavities have been 

formed in the erater itself (this occurs frequently in the rim 

material by curling of the outer part of the rim) and its influence 

on the actual erater volume, are questions which can only be specu

lated upon. 

Finally the influence of the surface condition of freshly prepared 

centacts on the arcing process cannot be ruled out even if extreme 

precautions are taken. Espeeially the presence of very small (sub

micron sized) craters eould be evidenee for this as discussed in 

the previous section. For larger sized eraters however, one may 
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expect from the amount of mass involved in the arcing process that 

the nature of the are will be dominantly decided by the properties 

of the cathode bulk material. 

2.6 erater distributions. 

Previously the magnitude of cathode craters was measured on capper 

for a range of currents (Daalder 1974). One of the conclusions drawn 

was that for a specific current the erater distribution observed 

agrees well with a lognormal distribution of cratersizes. Similar 

experiments have been performed for cadmium and to a lesser extent 

for tungsten. From SEM-micrographs erater numbers were counted as 

a function of their diameter. As the erater rims are easiest to 

abserve the outer rim-to-rim distance a was taken as a characteristic 

size. The result is shown in fig. 11. Also for these metals lognormal 

distributions were observed and in fig. 11 the cumulative lognormal 

distributions are presented (cf.Daalder 1974). Cadmium was measured 

most extensively in the current range of one spot (up to around 10 A). 

As can be seen the distribution of a 100 A are is almast identical 

with that produced by a 10 A are. This is due to the fact that an 

s 

.,. -~~~--~----~----~~~--L-~ 
0,01 ().1 10 so 70 90 98 

Fig. 11. Cwnulative "less than" frequeney distributions of the 

eraterdiameter on cadmium and tungsten cathodes. 

a denotes the rim-to-rim size of an individual crater. 
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100 A are on Cd consists on tbe average of 10 catbode spots. 

A similar effect was previously shown to exist for copper which carries 

around 75 A per catbode spot. 

The distributions of fig. 11 can be characterized by a single specific 

eraterdiameter for which we will take tbe median value a
50

,. 

The three dimensional analysis of a Cd-crater has shown tbat tbe 

actual eraterdiameter (in terros of mass loss) has a value which is 

about half tbe rim-to-rim size. In order to find tbe real erater

diameter we will assume tbat for tbe erater distribution a similar 

proportionality exists, i.e. we take 0,5 a50, = 2 ra, where ra is the 

inner craterradius. For W no such correction was made. The observed 

rims are smaller in size and tbe craters are generally larger tban in 

case of Cd. We assume tbat tbeir influence on tbe actual erater

diameter is small altbough a possible souree of error lies here. The 

same applies for tbe Cu measurements earlier performed. Also here a 

rim-to-rim measurement was used to characterize tbe cratersize and 

it is conceivable tbat tbe actual eraterradius is somewhat less tban 

measured. 

In fig. 12 tbe medium va~ues for Cd and Cu (Daalder 1974) are plotted 

as a function of tbe are current. We cbserve tbat a linear relation 

exists between tbe radius and current in a certain current range. In 

case of copper tbis relation is 
ra -8 -1 
- = 8,7 mA 

ra -8 -1 -- = 5,7.10 mA , for Cd we find 
Ia 

Ia ra -8 -1 
For tbe only maasurement on tungsten a value of - = 4,8.10 mA is 

Ia 
found. 

8 

r-' ,; 

r- t~ml copper V 
V' 

12 

~ . --~ • - ...!-_ . -
_".- (A) 

4 

0 20 40 60 80 110 

Fig. 12. The median araterdiameter as a funation ofaraing 

aurrent for cadmium and copper cathodes. 
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If we again start from the assumption that one erater is formed at a 

time the current density can be evaluated for an average cratersize. 

In case of cadmium the current density at 10 A will be 3,9.1D
12

Am-
2

, 
12 -2 for copper at 75 A the value is 1,3.10 Am • These values most 

probably can be considered as minimum values if one takes into 

account that the erater observed actually represents the final stage 

of an emission process. The high values of the current density 

suggest that resistance heating may be significant in the process of 

erater formation and this aspect will be treated extensively further 

on. 

Of interest is that xor currents approaching zero the medium crater

size attains a constant value in case of Cu and Cd (cf fig. 12a,b). 

As this effect could be an artifact introduced by the limitation in 

the resolution measurements were performed at increased magnifica

tions down toa resolution of 0,1 ~m. Although smaller craters could 

be discerned at higher magnifications they did net alter the 

distributions shown in fig. 11 as their numbers were limited. 

The tendency of a. constant average erater radius for diminishing 

currents means that the current density decreases. It is feasible 

that the current chopping phenomenon is related with this effect 

(cf.Daalder 1974 p.1757). The decrease of the current density means 

a decrease in the specific power input in the erater volume and this 

may be the reasen that sustainment of the are becomes increasingly 

more difficult. 
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~~z-~~=x-~~-~~~=!~!!~~!~ 
An analysis has been made of cathode surfaces eroded by vacuum arcs 

carrying currents up to a few hundred Amps. A variety of structural 

changes was observed on cadmium, copper, molybdenum and tungsten 

cathodes. The different erosion structures have been interpretea as 

reprasenting a number of stages with differentdagrees of erosion. The 

type of erosion pattem generated is dependant upon local conditions 

of energy input. The latter quantity is influenced by the mamentary 

velocity of the cathode spot{s) and the manner of cathode spot move

ment. Is has been shown that the type of erosion pattem produced 

and the composition of the erosion product originating from the 

cathode are intimately related. 

The following conditions have been reached: 

1) The basic erosion pattem produced by cathode spot(s} in vacuum 

consists of craters. For a specific current level a range of 

cratersizes is generatea varying in diameter from less than one 

micrometer up to several micrometer. For currents less than the 

average current per cathode spot the average cratersize is 

dependant on current. If several cathode spots are present the 

average cratersize agrees with the average current carried per 

catbode spot. The latter means that whereas the current carried 

per cathode spot is nearly independant of the current, the 

average cratersize will have approximately a constant value (for 

a specific cathode metal) at increased current levels. 

2) As long as no extensive overlapping, superposition or fusing of 

craters occurs the amount of liquid metal leaving the cathode 

in droplet form is small. In that case the erosion product 

consists dominantly of ions originating from the observed erater 

structures. The amount of ion mess leaving the cathode is largely 

independant of the experimental conditions but is dominantly 

decided by the choice of the cathode metal. The ion mass leaving 

the cathode is essentially the lower limit of cathode spot erosion 

in vacuum. 

3) If large amounts of craters are produced in a limited area (which 

is usually the case) melting on a scale (much) larger than the 
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average cratersize occurs, As a consequence the production of molten 

mass will be enhanced. 

4) In this sense the erosion in the farm of liquid metal (droplets) can 

be considered as an indirect consequence of the arcing process but 

is not essential for the arcing process proper. 

5) In our apinion the droplet production is mainly due to the heat 

flow which is equivalent with the ion flow incident on the catbode 

surface. This process is a surface heating effect in which the velo

city of the spot(s) and the way it (they) move(s) over the surfaces 

are essential parameters deciding whether surface melting will 

occur on an extended scale. 

6) The production of ion flow on the other hand is considered to be 

caused by resistance heating in localized areas (crater generation) • 

This process is primarily a volume effect in which the specific 

resistance of the metal and its dependency on temperature are 

governing quantities. 
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3, CATRODE EROSION BY !ON T~SPORT, 

TQe ion current originating from the cathode spot(al ia e~tvalent 

with a mass transvort from the cathode. One may expect that this mass 

flow is some function of variables as are current and arcing time. A 

precise formulation of this dependency can be found by the analysis 

of the ion valeneles and the magnitude of the ion currents. 

The methad of ion current measurement in vacuum arcs has been given 

by Kiwblin (1971}. His investigations of some sixteen different 

cathode metals (Kiwblin 1973, 1974) lead him to the conclusion that 

the total ion current leaving the cathod spot(s) is a constant fraction 

of the are current in a range from tens of Amps up to several kA 

(Kimblin 1975). This fraction has the same value for all metals in

vestigated and, by taking certain corrections into account ~aalder 

and Wielders(1975}; Daalder (1976)] the total ion current amounts 

to a value of about 11% of the are current. For a specified are 

current the ion current is nat a function.of the arcing time. 

The investigations of Plyutto et al (1965} and Davis and Miller 

(1969} provide for the composition of ionic species in low current 

vacuum arcs (up toa few hundred A}. Their data show that the average 

ion charge is approximately constant for different cathode metals 

(with possibly a slight increase for currents approaching zero). It 

has been argued (Daalder 1975} that the average ion charge is 

independent of arcing time. 

From these data it appears that the amount of ionized roetal vapour 

(6m
1

) is proportional to bath the are current (Ia} and;the arcing 

time (At}; i,e.: 

(1) 

where Eri is a constant for a specific cathode metal. 

This relation can also be found by observing the mass changes which 

occur at the cathode, anode and confining shields during arcing. The 

cathode mass loss and the weight increase of anode and shields was 

analysed for cu, Cd and Ma arcs (Daalder 1976}. The mass balances 
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set up at the different metal surfaces showed that the ~unt of 

ionized mass l?roduced at the catbode is indeed in accordance with 

equation (1) or in other 'I!!Ords: the amount of ionized maaa 
liberated from the cathode is proJ?Ortional to the total charge 

passing through the plasma. 

In vacuum arcing mass changes (either an increase or a decrease) can 

be expressed in terms of mass per coulomb charge transfer. The ex

pression is known as the "erosion rate" and more in particular the 

constant Eri in eq. (1) defines the "ion e;~:osion rate" of a catbode 

me tal. 

The value of Eri can now be analysed as follows. The amount of mass 

transported by an ion current Ii cap be written as: 

MI i 
Ami =--At g.e (2) 

where M is the mass of an ion, g its average ion charge number and e 

the elementary charge. 

Inserting (2) in (1) the expression for Eri will be: 

(3) 

I, 

The fraction I~ is a constant. Eq. (3) indicates that for any catbode 
a 

metal the amount of ionized mass produced is proportional to the 

quotient of atomie mass and the average ion charge. 

The two methods of obtaining the magnitude of the ionic mass component 

are indicated by eqs. (1) and (3). From eq. (3) follows that if the 

average ion charge is known the ion mass loss for any specified are 

current and are duration can be calculated. On the other hand eq. ('1) 

indicates that by obtaining the catbode mass loss for one specific 

current and arcing time can be established and thus the mass loss 

for any combination of Ia and At is known. This methad however is 

complicated by the fact that most catbode metals exhibit mass loss 

both in ionized form and in the form of molten droplets. The magnitude 
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of the latter com~onent ~~ governed by a number of vax~able~. lts 

value can be very high and th!s will obscure tQe ion mass com~onent. 

For certain condition$ hDwever (Daalder 19751 ilie lo$5 o:f molten metal 

can be minimized so that the cathDde mass loss dominantly consists of 

ions. The magnitude of the ion component is then readily evaluated 

by catbode weight measurements. This is e.g. the case for the re

fractory metals; for other metals special measuring techniques are 

necessary to separate the two components (Daalder 1976). 

Table 1 is a compilation of the data on the ion erosion rate Eri' 

Also the minimum erosion rate values Er min as obtained by weight 

measurements have been tabulated. In the author's opinion the values 

presented here are the most reliable data known today. As has been 

observed the values of Eri and Er min are related by lim Er min' 
ÖQ+o 

where 6Q is the charge transfer by the are. The values of Er min as 

tabulated will to a certain extent incorporate droplet losses. This 

is the reason that generally Er min will be somewhat larger than Eri' 

The data accumulated here will be confronted with the results obtained 

by a theoretica! analysis of the erosion rate given in chapter 5. 

Ramark. 

The eqs. (1} and (3} are expressions which show similarities with 

Faraday 1s laws of electrolysis, The first lawof electralysis states 

that the amount of mass liberated at an elecrode is proportional to 

the current and the time. We observed that in vacuum arcing the amount 

of ionized mass lost from the cathode is proportional to the charge 

transport. In eq. (3) the quotient of atomie mass and the average ion 

charge appears. This quotient is known as the electrochemical equi

valent and for electrolytes the amounts of liberated mass is pro

portionalto the electrochemical equivalent (second law of Faraday). 

Eq. (3) formally expresses a similar behaviour for different cathode 

metals as far as ion mass production is concerned.(The processes 

of electrolytic conduction (by ions) and plasma conduction in vacuum 

(dominantly by electrons) are of course different in nature). 
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Table 1 Survey of th.e ca,th.ode ion mass loss E •. and th.e lll:l.n:!Jnum . x~ 

cathQde erosion E • as Jneasured tox dUtexent catru:>de 
;r 1lll.Il 

metà.ls. 

me tal Er i g author E r min author 

\l9C 
-1 \l9'C 

-1 

Pb 236 1 {a) 

Bi 238 1 (b) 

Cd 128 1 {a, c) 130* (d) 

Sn 135 1 (b) 

Zn 74,5 1 (a, c) 76* (c) 

Al 22 1,4 (a) 25* (cl 

19,5 1,58 (e) 

Mg 19 1,45 {b) 25 (h) 

ca 31 1,47 (e) 

Ag 90,4 1,36 (e) 108 (f) 

CU 39,2 1,85 (e) 37-39 (d) 
35-40 (h) 

Ni 43,7 1,53 (e) 50 (f) 

48,9 1,37 (b) 49 (c) 

Ti 45 (h) 

52 (i) 

Zr 47,9 2,17 (el 

Cr 22 (f) 

Mo 55 1,99 (e) 47 (i) 

Ta 72 2,87 (e) 

Fe 40 1,6 (k) 50 (1) 

w 90 2,3 (k) 62 (i) 
50-100 (m) 

c 13,2 1,04 (e) 16-17 (i) 
Be. 10 1 (c) 14,8· (c) 

Authors: (a) Plyutto et al (1965); (b) estimated from (al; (c} 

present work; (d} Daalder (1975, 1976}; (e} Davis and 

Miller (19691; (f) Jorde et al (1975}; (hl Klyarfel 'd 

et al (1969); (i) Kimblin (1973); (k) Franzeh and Schuy 

(1965); (1) cited in Reece (1963); (m) Ross (1958). 

* Value obtained after substraation of cathode mass loss in droplet 

form. 
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* 4. CATHODE SPOT MODELS AND THE ION ENERGY BALANCE 

4.1. Introduction. 

The cathode spot is a transition phenomenon between current conduction 

in metals and in gases and as such has been a souree of extensive 

study. Its extremely small dimensions and high energy density com

bined with a rapid movement over the cathode surface however makes 

the analysis both by experiment and theory a difficult task. Most pa

rameters of the spot can only be evaluated by indirect means and pos

sess a time averaged character. 

The knowledge"of high temperature behaviour of metals is very limited 

and is another drawback for a proper descriptie n of cathode processes, 

The issue is even more complicated if one considers interactions of 

the cathode spot with a surrounding gas medium and/or gas surface 

layers (oxides)as is the case for arcsin air. In a vacuum are and for 

conditions of not too high currents the discharge process is dominant

ly governed by the behaviour of the cathode spot(s). Due to the absence 

of interfering media one may expect that under these oircumstances the 

processes are comparitively easier to investigate. 

During the last years a substantial amount of new experimental data 

pertaining to the cathode spot in vacuum have become available. These 

results have not only enlarged the knowledge already existing but proved 

in a number of instauces to be radically different from the theoretica! 

concepts previously developed. 

This paper will therefore analyse the significanee of these results for 

cathode spot modelling and employ these data in the calculation of 

energy and mass flows occurring a't the metal-vacuum interface. 

*Presented in condensed form at the 1977 Meeting of the Current Zero 

Club in Vienna. In this form accepted for publication in 

Joumal of Physics D: Applied Physics. 
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4.2.1. The stationary spot. 

The model frequently employed in the analysis of the catbode spot e.g. 

Campton (1931); Lee and Greenwood (1961); Djakov and Holmes (1971);· 

Ecker (1971,1973); Lee {1975); Beilis (1977) is schematically shown in 

fig.1. Three regions are discernable heing tbe catbode area and tbe zones 

in which acceleration and ionization occurs. In tbe ionization zone 

metal vapour originating from tbe catbode is ionized by electrans which 

have been accelerated in tbe catbode drop. A space charge region is 

established which provides for an electric field at tbe catbode sur

face. !ons return to tbe catbode and part of tbeir energy is used for 

a local heating of tbe catbode area. This leads to evaporation of neu

trals which, after ionization provide for sustainment of tbe s~ace 

charge. Due to tbe combined action of a high spot temperature ( in the 

order of 3.103 - 5.10 3K {Lee 1959 ; Rondeel 1971 ; Ecker 1973 ; 

Mc,Clure 1974) and a strong electrio field electron emission occurs. 

Rondeel (1971) and Harris and Lau (1974) have modified this stationary 

spot model by taking into account tbat a secend ion flow exists orien

ted away from the cathode (see par.4.3.2.). 

r r 1 r 

1 r r ionisation zone 

1 
? 1 ? 1 ? 1 acceleration zone. 

____._......L...-J...l 1~.......~..-.~.1 ....l....---C at ho de surface. 
~ 100}Jm. 

Fig. 1. Model of the stationary spot. 

The cathode spot thus provides for current continuity at tbe metal

vacuum interface and is characterized by its current density, the 

spot temperature, the electric field at tbe surface and tbe ion current 

fraction in tbe are current. 

Essential in tbis stationary model is tbat tbe geometrical projection 

of the space charge area on tbe catbode is identical witb tbe area in 
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which eletron emission and evaporation of. neutrals occur. One of the 

(implicit) consequences of this assumption is that in literature gene

rally no distinction is made between the current densities wbich are 

experimentally obtained either from erosion trail dimensions or from 

the space charge dimensions cf. Daalder (1974} p.1756. 

In case of the latter method the cathode spot dimensions are obtained 

by photografic observation of the lumineus zone (which can be identi

fied with a spaoe charge region) present at the catbode surface during 

arcing. Its order of magnitude is around 100 ~. leading to current 

densities in the order of 109 - 10
10 

Am '"'
2

, e.g. Djakov and Holmes 

(1974), Rakhovskii (1976). 

4. 2. 2. Review of experimental data. 

'l'he accumulated data of both arcing and breakdown phenomena as obtained 

in recent years leads to an interpretation which is different from the 

stationary spot model. Particularly the dynamic behaviour and the rege

nerative character of the spots have shown to be prominent features. 

'l'here is ample evidence that cathods spots on metals are not stationary 

but move with varying veloeities _(~ce. J!:)63; Jorge ~1;:. a,.l 1975).. 

Another proparty of the are is the formation of crater-like structures, 

in the cathode surface (Basharov et aJ. 1968; Gurov et al 1964; 

Daalder 1974). Examples of these erater structures have been analysed 

and discussed in detail in chapte:t:~2 • The size of the craters vary from

less than a fraction of a micrometer up to several micrometers as ob

served on different cathode metals. These sizes are at least an order 

of magnitude lower than the observed dimensions of the lumineus zone 

above the surface. Experimental evidence available indicates that these 

craters are the sourees of cathode mass ~oduced in ionized ferm 

(Daalder 1975, 1976a). 

Apparently spot movement and erater formation are associated and a 

continuous process occurs of formation, extinguishment and reesta

blishment of current channels at the metal-vacuum interface. 'l'he in

caption of current flow at areas where subsequently craters are 

formed most probably has aspects similar to cathode induced breakdown 

as studied by J!'urseHe.g. J!'ursei and Zhukov 1976} and Mesyats and his 

coworkers(e.g. Mesyats 1974.1 Bugaev et al '1975~. 'l'hey showed by the 
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application of nanosecond high voltage pulses that surface irregu

larities (metal needles) are sourees for streng electron emission. 

Local field enhancement leads to high current densities and by the 

subsequent heating an explosive evaparatien of micro-projections 

occurs leading to the establishment of acathode flare. This process 

has been termed explosive emission. 

Fursei and Mesyats et al together with ether authors e.g. Mitterauer 

(1973); Rakhovskii (1976); Hantzsche et al (1976) have proposed that 

the vacuum are is in fact a repetitive process of simultaneous and/or 

subsequeht explosions of cathode surface protrusions. The general 

character of the erosion pattern produced either by arcing or a break

down is rather similar when viewed on a mieraseale (Farrall 1976) and 

could therefore support this view. Also Mesyats (1975) has pointed out 

the similarities existing between some experimental data obtained for 

arcing and breakdown. 

Some questions remain however. In vacuum breakdown experiments needle

like protrusions having dimensions of some micrometers are used. Al

though on arced centacts these sizes of irregularities are present in 

the ferm of an erosion pattern, it is doubtful whether they are manda

tory for electron emission. Cox (1975) has analysed arced contact surfa~ 

ces and located emission areas by an electron beam tracking technique. 
-8 Although the resolution of his SEM was 6.10 m, he was unable to detect 

protrusions which by their geometry could account for the observed 

electron emission. He concluded that either the protrusions had submi

croscopie sizes or that the emission sites consisted of areas having 

a low value of werk function as e.g. grain boundaries and cracks. Simi

lar observations were made by Latham and Braun (1968) who at a resolu

tion of 10-
8
m were unable to detect protrusions which could account for 

the observed emission currents. 

It seems therefore that the dimensions of surface irregularities with 

electron emitting properties are considerable smaller than the obser

ved erater dimensions of a few ~. A description of the cathode emission 

process as being solely a repeated blow up of micropoints is not justi

fied in this respect. It is feasible however that explosive emission is 

the cause of the initia! local breakdown. For sustainment of the ca

thode spot (i.e.arcing) a much larger amount of mass is released (as 

e.g. witnessed by the presence of craters and the cathode mass loss) 
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than could be explained by the amount incorporated in minute protru

sions. The space charge above the cathode surface will therefore domi

nantly be formed of ionized material not originating from surface irre

gularities. 

4.2.3. The non-stationary spot. 

An interpretation of the observations given above is shown by fig.3, 

which outlines some of the essential features of a non-stationary 

spot. This model incorporates an ion flow directed from the cathode, 

a phenomenon e~erimentally observed and treated in more detail in 

par. 4,3.2. 

I 
I 
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Fig. 3. 
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I 
I 
1 cathode V surface. 

~ 10"um. -
Model of the non-stationary spot. 

Only part of th~ spot area is shown. 

It was noted that the lateral dimensions of the space charge region 

(which we will take as being identical with the cathode spot area) is 

much larger than the typical size of a crater. In the non-stationary 

spot model the dominant electron emission tagether with the produc-

tion of ionized mass is restricted ·to these erater areas Which cover 

only a fraction of the spot area. The ion flow returning to the cathode 

surface is now mainly oriented outside those area(s} where (temporarily) 

electron emission and evaporation o.ccur. In contrast with the stationa

ry spot model this returning ion flow is not considered to be the energy 

souree by which evaporation of metal occurs in the cathode spot area. 

Evaporation is achieved by another energy mechanism (which did not play 

a role in the stationary concept) namely Joule heating {Daalder 1973, 

1976b). It should be pointed out that the interpretation given here 

has consequences for the definition of different current densities 
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existing in the catbode spot area. This problem is a very important 

one as the current density is a main parameter in deciding the elec

tron emission mechanism. Although we will not explore this topic in 

1etail here one can roughly state that the current density obtained 

from erater si~es refers mainly to an electron current density while 

the current density obtained from the luminous ~one (and as far as it 

is identical with a space charge region) is rather defining a(locally 

varying) ion minus electron current density. 

The argumentation in literature (Rakhovskii 1976) discussing which 

method (erosion track maasurement or analysis of the luminous zone) 

is best in deciding the proper value of the current density in the 

cathode spot does not seem to be of relevanee in this respect. 

:rt shoula be noticed that, in common with other treatments, no expla

nation is given here of how an ion space charge layer is maintained 

at the cathode in spite of an ample supply of neutralising electrons). 

The process of resistance heating is effective only if the current 

densities at the vacuum-metal interface are very high. Mesyats (1974) 

found that current densities in the order of 4.to13 Am-2 are possible 

on tungsten emittors prior to breakdown. From observed erater dimen

sions on arced capper cantacts minimum current densities in the order 

of 1011 - 1012 Am-2 have been obtained (Daalder 1974), the most probable 

erater-diameter having a linear dependency on current agreeing with 

theoretica! considerations based on Joule heating (Daalder 1973) , A 

similar result was obtained for cadmium (to be published) . 

The cathode spot process may now be explained as fellows. Due to current 

constriction(s) at the metal-vacuum interface the energy input is libe

rated in small volumes. Material will be evaporated and a erater is 

formed which rapidly grows in size. As a consequence the current density 

at the moving erater boundary decreasas and thus the heat production and 

eventually the process stops. The are would extinguish if not at the' same 

time new emtssion centra were formed due to the extension of the space 

charge enveloping new cathode areas around active emission sites. 

Continuous rebuilding of the space charge occurs by the repetitive 

formation of ioni~ed cathode material originating from newly deveioped 

~raters. 

The observation that Joule heating is an effective energy souree 
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provided tbe current densities are high, necessarily leads to tbe mo

vement of tbe catbode spot. A sufficient current concentratien in tbe 

catbode surface is possible only during limited time intervals. Due 

to mass expulsion tbe erater becomes larger and the current density 

decreases witb time. Emission sites having higher initia! current 

densities will tben take over. 

The feasibility of initiation of emission sites by an expanding plas

ma cloud is demonstrated in an elegant experiment performed by 

Mesyats ( 1974). By placing two needle-like cathodes close to each 

otber he demonstrated tbat after breakdown and are formation between 

one of tbe neeàles and the anode an are was ini tiated on tbe second 

needle. High speed fotograph y, spectographic analysis and current 

measurements showed tbat tbe time lag between tbe breakdowns agreed 

witb tbe time used by tbe front of tbe plasma cloud generated at tbe 

first needle to travel to tbe second. The observation (Daalder 1976a) 

of current commutation from a catbode to an adjacent condensation 

shield biased to catbode potential is most likely caused by highly 

energetic ions which originate from catbode spots, suggesting a mecha

nism similar to Mesyat' s results. 

The space charge generally will have an inhomogeneous and unstable 

character. Fluctuations in tbe space charge density in place and in 

time combined witb surface irregularities decide tbe topographical 

randomness of tbe erater positions and tbe erratic movement of tbe 

catbode spot in toto. 

Microphotographs of arced catbode S)lrfaces show a variety of distances 

between erater/erosion structures. On tbe one hand "strings" of cra

ters are sametimes noted indicating a subsequent displacement of 

approx. half a erater diameter and suggesting tbat initiatien of new 

emission sites have occured on rims of craters previously formed. On 

tbe otber hand individual craters can be observed laying completely 

isolated and surrounded by are as which at least vis.ually gi ves tbe · 

impression of being "untouched". The last observation also indicates 

tbat due to tbe extension of tbe space charge new emission sites can 

be produced in virgin areas. 

To provide for current continuity at tbe metal-vacuum interface at 

least one new emission site should be created during tbe life time of 
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an active emission site. For low currents the probability increases 

that this is not the case. A diminishing energy input by lower cur

rent densities will produce a space charge which is less in density 

and size thus decreasing the chance that a favourable new emission 

site is generated. The are bacomes increasingly ünstable, its average 

lifetime diminishes (Cabine and Farrall 1960 ; Farrall 1973) and it 

finally chops. At higher currents however there is a copious produc

tion of ionized material. The space charge will be capable of produ

cing several emission sites in short time intervals. There is an in

creasing probability (with increasing current) that more than one are 

channel can be active during prolonged times. The spot divides and 

two emission centra are formed, each of which by a sufficiently dense 

space charge is capable of self-sustainment. 

Tbe next paragraphs are devoted to a quantitative enforcement of the 

model outlined here. Of special interest is the power balance of ions 

at the catbode surface wbich is used for a calculation of the ion 

current incident at t~e cathode. Tagether witb the ion current from 

the cathode these ion flows constitute the total mass which according 

to the model should be supplied by Joule heating. A comparison can 

thus be made between the total ion mass and results previously ob

tained on the basis of a Joule heating model (Daalder 1976b). 

In the analysis of the cathode spot mechanism its energy balance can 

be considered as an important tool. Since Campton (1931) as one of the 

first made an extensive inquiry into the quantitative contributions 

of the different energy flows existing near the cathode of a mercury 

are, his example was followed by many others. 

The energy balance is mostly used to evaluate that fraction of current 

flowing to the catbode which is carried by ions. If the ion current is 

known tbe electric field at the catbode may be calculated, which in 

its turn is a ·decisive parameter for the evaluation of the electron 

emission. 

4.3.1. Review of energy balances. 

Agreement regarding the kind of processas featuring in such a balance 

is rather general. The problem however arises thàt the magnitude of a 
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number of terms;either was not known or could only be estimated due to 

insufficient knowledge and/or lack of eXparimental data. -As 

a consequence different values of the ion current fraction are repor

ted by various authors. 

Compton's (1931) analysis of a Hg-arc-narrows the ion current frac

tion down between the limits of 0,01 and 0,33; he concluded that for 

these values field emission is feasible. Von Engel and Robson (1957) 

assumed for a Hg-arc that electron emission was due to the impact of 

excited atoms and they calculated a fractional ion current of 0,10. 

Holmes (1974) started from a similar emission machanism and in case of 

a Hg-arc arrivéd at a fraction of 0 1 46. For capper using thermal en

hanced field emission (T.F.-emission, Dolan and Dyke 1954; Lee 1960) 

he finds a value of the ion current fraction of 0,15. About the same 

value (0,10) is found by Rondeel (1971), who also used T.F.-emission. 

Holm (1958) concluded that in case of high current arcs (kA) the elec

tron emission is of a thermionic nature, the ion current fraction being 

0,50; whereas for low current arcs field emission is predominant and 

the ion current fraction drops to a few percent. 

On a more general basis Lee (1959,1960) and Lee and Greenwood (1961) 

have analysed the contribution of ions in the current flow to the 

cathode using T.F.-emission. In their energy balance cooling of the 

cathode by emitted electrans and evaporation of cathode metal are im

portant loss mechanisma. They concluded that dependant upon the cathode 

spot temperature, the work function of the cathode metal and the elec

trio field at the surface, the ion current fraction may vary between 

one and zero. Their application to some catbode materials (copper and 

tin) shows that as a function of current and current density ion 

fractions between 0,2 and 0,9 are conceivable. Djakov and Solmes (1971) 

using Lee and Greenwaod's results give values between 0,0 and 0,5.0ther 

theories even claim a purely ionic current to the cathode (e.g. Slepian 

1926; Weizel, Rompe and Schön 1950; Augis and Gray 1971). 

Analysis of the different energy bàlances proposed shows_ that one of 

the major uncertainties is related with the choice of a feasible emis

sion mechanism. Up to date it is not established what the governing 

emission system is though the high current densities indicate that this 

process likely is the result of the combined action of elevated tempe

ratures and strong electrio fields at the cathode. Dependent upon the 
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emission mechanism chosen the energy loss by emitted electrens varies 

with the calculated spot temperatures and electric fields and this 

contributes to the spread in the ion current fractions cited. 

Other factors leading to uncertainties are the energy loss to the 

cathode by thermal conduction and the amount of energy involved in 

evaporation and melting of metal. The first term was mostly assessed 

by thermodynamica! models but lack of experimental data made it im

possible to check their validity which, as recent measurements have 

shown, is generally poor (Daalder 1977). The magnitude of mass fluxes 

leaving the cathode were only approximately known and the different 

experimental data showed conflicting results (Daalder 1975). 

4.3.2. Present state of experimental knowledge. 

The spread in the ion current fraction as illustrated makes it diffi

cult to use one of these energy balances quantitatively as a start for 

further analysis. This, tagether with a large amount of new experimen

tal results now available, makes a re-evaluation of the cathode energy 

balance mandatory. Some of the data obtained during the last decade 

and pertinent to the energy exchange processes at the cathode will be 

shortly summarized here. 

Did Reece (1963) already notice the existence of an ion flow from the 

cathode spot in vacuum, Plyutto, Ryzkov and Kapin (1965) and Davis and 

Miller (1969) made a detailed inquiry into its nature. They observed 

that the ions present in vacuum arcs have considerable higher kinetic 

energies than previously was assumed on the basis of vacuum are vol

tages in the order of 10-30V. Dependant upon the specific cathode metal 

the average energies range fron several tens of eV up to some hundred 

eV. Their findings led to a consistent interpretation of the high velo

city mass flow from the cathode as earlier detected (Tanberg 1929; 

Easton et al 1934) and agreed with results of later research work 

(Miller 1972; Eekhardt 1973; Rondeel 1974; Bauer and Holmes 1976; de 

Cock and Daalder 1976). 

Another significant discovery of Plyutto et al (1965) and Davis and 

Miller (1969) was that in vacuum arcs multiple ionized species can be 

present in considerable fractions. Metals with a low melting tempera

ture produce dominantly single charged ions whereas for the refrac-
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tory metals the charge numbers can reach as high as 5 or 6. 

The magnitude of the ion eurrent from the eathode to the surroundings 

was first analysed by Kimblin (1971, 1973, 1974, 1975). He showed that 

this ion eurrent has a maximum value of 8 - 10% of the are current, the 

fraetion being about constant for are eurrents up to several kA and 

for a wide range of cathode metals. 

Mass transport from the cathode due to areing has been subject of a 

number of studies (for reviews see e.g. Farrall 1973 and Daalder 

1975). Both the mass composition and its angular distribution indi

eate that the vacuum are is fully ionized. There are two dominant mass 

flows having their crigin in or close to the cathode spot(s). 

one mass flux consists of ions having a direction predominantly perpendi

cular to the eathode plane(Plyutto et al 1969;Daalder and Wielders 

1975; Eekhardt 1976; Kutzner and Zatucki 1977). The ion mass produced 

per coulomb charge transfer ( ion erosion rate ) has almost a constant 

value for a specific cathode metal and is in fact the minimum possible 

value of the erosion rate. The origin of this ion mass flow has been 

linked with theeraters formed in the eathode plane.(Daalder 1975,1976a) 

There is a second mass flow which is oriented dominantly within nar

row angles (10° - 30°) with the cathode plane and composed of molten 

droplets having sizes of less than 0,1 vm up to some tens of vm. The 

magnitude of this mass component taken per coulomb charge transfer 

varies with a number of (experimental) parameters. The origin of 

droplets has been related to areas surrounding craters. If these areas 

attain melting temperature by the :!;lux of bombarding ions (a proeess 

dependant upon e.g. the velocity of the cathode spot(s)), molten mate

rial will be removed due to the large pressure gradients existing in 

the spot area (Daalder 1975; Daalderand Wielders 19151. 

The heat conducted into the cathode during arcing has been analysed 

for ten cathode metals (Daalder 1977) • It proved that the conduction 

loss for a specifie eathode metal is a constant fraetion of the total 

are input being around 25% for the low melting metals and, inereasing 

proportionally withare voltage, reaches values of.33% for the refrae~ 

tory metals. 
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Using the experime.ntal data which have been summarized a power balance 

can now be constructed for a range of metals which vary considerably 

in their thermophysical properties (table 1 shows the metals investi

gated). The power balanceis considered at the metal-vacuum interface 

where the energy flux of ions is balanced by a number of loss meeha

nisros and the magnitude of the different terros will now be analysed. 

As has been remarked previously in the non stationary model the erater 

formation (production of ionized mass) is due to Joule heating. The 

energy produced by this process inside the erater volumes is exclu

ded in the ion energy balance. During the erater formation-process 

Joule heating also occurs outside the craters i.e. in the bulk of the 

catbode and can thus play a role in the ion energy balance. This 

energy term however can be neglected (with the possible exception of 

carbon which has a high specific resistance). The significanee of 

Joule heating as an energy process will be treated further in detail 

in a oompanion paper. 

4.4.1. Ion kinetic energy. 

On impact the ions transfer kinetic energy to the catbode surface. In 

most balances this energy was obtained from the energy gain in the 

catbode voltage drop which, for metal vapour arcs, was taken to be 

identical with the are voltage. Energies in the order of 10 - 30 eV 

vere used, assuming that only single charged ions were present. 

Fig. 4. 
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Potential distribution in front of a vacuum are eathode 

aeaording to Plyutto et al (1965). 
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The observation of much higher kinetic energies of ions led Plyutto et 

al {1965) to the postulation of a potential hump in front of the ca

thode. According to them the potential distribution (see fig.4) is 

such that a maximum exists which is larger than the anode-cathode 

voltage. 

The hump is caused by a space charge of positive ions and from this 

area acceleration of ions to the anode and cathode occurs. In Plyutto's 

concept the acceleration is due to ambipolar diffusion. According to 

Mc.Clure (1974) the acceleration force on the ions is primarily that 

of mutual repulsion of ions within the hump region. The hump model was 

also used by Davis and Miller (1969) to explain their measurements 

which generally agreed with the results of Plyutto et al. 

Both Plyutto et al (hereafter PRK) .and Davis and Miller (hereafter 

DM)have measured the kinetic energies of the ions with different charge 

multiplicities together with their fractional distributions in the 

flux directed from the cathode. DM used a combination of electrosta

tic energy-analyzer and mass spectrometer and measured ion energies 

with respect to cathode potential. PRK employed the method of retar

ding potantials, their probe analyzer situated in the plasma be-

ing at floating potential. 

On the basis of the poten ti al hump model i t is reasonable to assume 

that the charge compositions of the ion fluxes originating from the 

space change region and directed either from or towards the cathode 

are similar. Kinetic energies of ions hitting the cathode can then 

be obtained from the PRK and DM data. The average kinetic energy 
' {including the thermal energy) eUkin (with respect to cathode poten-

tiall of an ion having an average charge ge was caculated for a num

ber of metals (see table 1, third column). From the PRK meë!.surements 

the ion energy with respect to cathode potential was found by an addi

tion of the energy corresponding to the are voltage. 

The power transferred to the cathode can be expressed by: 

(Watt) 

Here Ii is the ion current flowing to the catbode as defined by fig.S. 

The accomodation coefficient ~ denotes the fraction of energy ulti

mately received by the cathode. 
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Fig. 5. Definition of aurrent f1ows in a vaauum ara. 

4.4.2. Ion neutralization energy. 

Due to their charge the ions also possess potential energy. Upon im

pact the ions are neutralized by liberating electrens from the metal .. 

(Compton 1931; Ecker 1961). In order to calculate the amount of energy 

available after neutralization, the work done by freeing the electrans 

must be substracted. The experimental results of PRK and DM have been 

used to calculate an average ionization energy euion of an ion with 

charge number g. (See table 1, fourth column) • 

The power transferred to the cathode is given by 

a 
n 

g 
[u. - g ~] (Watt); ~is the work function of the 
·~on 

material and an the accomodation coefficient for this specific process. 

4.4.3. Ion enthalpy. 

If the neutralized ion absorbs on the surface the condensation energy 

will be transferred and the partiele cools down attaining finally the 

(local) catbode surface temperature. The power thus delivered is given 

by: 

ao • H {Watt); 
g 

a
0 

is the accomodation coefficient for this process and eH the enthal

py of the particle. H is calculated from the evaparatien temperature 
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at normal pressure down to room temperature (see table 11 fifth column). 

The value of H is largely decided by the condensation energy. The choise 

of the normal boiling temperature as an upperlimit is not a critical 

one 1 because the total enthalpy is hardly varying with increased tem

peratures. 

4.4.4. Power loss by conduction. 

Part of the energy flow of ions incident on the cathode surface will 

be converted into heat and conducted from the surface into the bulk of 

the cathode material. This power loss is given by u I , where U . con a con 
is the conduction lossin Watts per Amp. discharge current (Ia). It 

was shown (Daalder 1977) that U
00

n is related with the are voltage Uarc 

according: ucon ~ 0 1 38 uarc- 1 1 44 (Volts}. 

A further analysis revealed that the conduction loss Ucon is even bet

ter represented by the relation U ~ 0,40 Iu - cjl], where cjl is the con are 
work function of the catnode metal. This relation holds for a braad 

rang of cathode metals wi th varying physical parameters. Applying 

the latter expression the power loss u was calculated (table 1, con 
sixth column) using Michaelsco's (1977) recent compilation of work 

function values. 

4.4.5. Power loss by mass transfer from the cathode. 

The fluxes of ions, draplets and metal vapour leaving the cathode 

are equivalent with energy flows. The energy of the latter two compo

nents will be partly or entirely réceived at the cathode surface and 

contribute therefore in the ion energy balance. 

As follows from the dynamic model the mass component in ionized farm 

is generated by Joule heating and therefore does nat figure in the 

power balance of the ions at the cathode surface. 

The magnitude of the mass flow of molten draplets varies with a num

ber of variables. Its order of magnitude in terms of energy however 

can be readily assessed if we consider some metals with different pro

porties. In case of capper a 100 A are will produce a flow of approx. 
-1 50 ~grC of molten material for not too short are durations (Daalder 

1976). The temperature of the particles willat least be the melting 

temperature but probably not much higher than this value. If we take 
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a temperature of 2000K as an upperlimit the droplet mass agrees with 
-2 -1 a power flow of 4,5.10 WA • This value is less than 1% of the heat 

conduction in a copper cathode. In case of cadmium the droplet loss is 

about 400 ~grc- 1 which means a power flow of around 3.10-2
WA-

1 , i.e. 

also approx. 1% of the heat conduction loss to a cadmium cathode. For 

molybdenum these values are much lower. 

The molten particles also possess kinetic energy. Utsumi and English 

(1975) measured veloeities of 200 - 300 msec-1 in case of gold drap

lets having sizes of a few ~m. Own observations showed for lager sized 

cu-particles (which are more dominant in the droplet mass erosion) 

veloeities in the range of tens of meters per second. Even if we take 

as an upperlimit for the velocity the Utsumi and English values the 

kinetic energy will be only a fraction of the enthalpy of the molten 

mass. 

Also the production of neutral vapeur in texms of energy loss from the 

cathode is very small. In case of Cu the maximum possi'ble value of the 

energy lost by evaporation of neutrals will be around 1% of the heat 

conduction loss, for Mo a much lower value is found. (Daalder 1976a) 

Both the energy flows related with droplets and vapour are minute in 

comparison with the heat conduction loss and in fact are less than the 

measuring error in the latter quantity (Daalder 1977) • For these rea

sens it is entirely justified to neglect these terms in the energy 

balance. (It does not mean however that e.g. the production of drop

lets is a negligible effect as such. Their role in breakdown pheno

mena is not precisely understood but is considered to be of importance). 

4.4.6. Power loss by electron emission. 

The electrens emitted from the cathode surface generally repreaent an 

energy loss. Its magnitude is determined by the type of emission mecha

nism active in the cathode spot, which in its turn is controlled by 

parameters as the electric field strength and the temperature of the 

emission site. The erater formations indicate that these variables are 

strongly dependant on time and the local topographical circumstances 

of the cathode surface. This makes a decision on the proper (time

averaged) value of the electron energy loss difficult. 

An evaluation of the power loss by electron emission however is found 
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by considering two extreme cases. For conditions of pure thermionic 

emission (Richardson-Dushmann) the electrens escape over the potential 

harrier and if the smal! amount of kinetic energy the electron has out

side the metal is neglected the loss is e~ joule for each electron 

leaving the metal. This process is unlikely to happen. The minimum 

current densities in the catbode plane are in the order of 1011-1012 

-2 
Am which are much larger than can be expected by thermionic emission 

only. However the advantage of considering this process is tbat it sets 

an upper limit for the electron energy loss. On the ether hand, if 

pure field emission applies the electrens will leave the catbode by 

tunneling dominantly from tbe Fermi level through the potential 

barrier and the catbode experiences no energy loss. 

In the intermediate range of high temperatures and high electric 

fields (i.e. tbe most likely condition) the electrans may tunnel do

minantly from energy levels above the Fermi level, the energy loss 

being a fraction of the normal werk function. This process is known 

as Nottingham cooling. Detailed calculations of this cooling affect 

as a function of bath temperature and electria field have been per~ 

formed by e.g. Lee (1960) and Ecker (1961,19761. The energy loss per 

secend by electron emission from the catbode is now formulated by 

a el I 1 el~- Here I' el is the emitted electron current (see f.ig .5) {not 

including the electron current which neutralizes the inflow of ions 

at tbe catbode surface), while o .,< ~:~.e1 ,< 1; the factor being ae1=1 

in case of termionic emission and ae1=0 in case of field emission. 

In the non-stationary spot model a ,fraction 6 [0~ 6,< 1] of the energy 

loss due to the emitted electrens can be compensated by the incoming 

energy flow of ions. The remainder of the energy loss (factor 1 - 6) 

must then be supplied by Joule heating. In the ion energy balance the 

power loss by electron emission is then given by 6ael I'el •· 

4.4.7. Radiation. 

The amount of radiative energy received or emitted by tbé catbode and/ 

or.cathode spot is largely an unknown factor. To the author's know

ledge no measuremants on spot radiation are available for solid catho

des. 

Haynes (1948) measured the total pawer radiated from the catbode spot 
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on mercury in the range of visible light and found a value of 
8 2 10 -2 2.10 Wm- • Using a minimum current density of 10 Am for mercury 

(Froome 1949) the radiation loss would amount to 2.10-2WA- 1 • This loss 

is very smal! in comparison with the conduction loss, even taking 

into account that the losses in the ultraviolet increases this value 

(according to von Engeland Robson(1957) by a factor twó). The general 

attitude in literature encountered is that radiation loss (or gain) 

at the cathode surface can be considered as smal! in comparison with 

most other processes occurring in the cathode spot. The dimensions of 

the souree are minute and theoretica! estimates basedon e.g. black 

body radiation arrive at maximum losses from the cathode in the order 

of a few Watt per spot (Rondeel (1971); Rieder (1956); Ecker (1973)). 

Here we will adopt the same attitude and neglect radiation as an 

energy process. 

If one now writes down the power balance using only the relevant terms 

the result is: 

I. I I. I 

~ ~ 
ak --uk. +a g ~n n g 

[u. - g~] + a 
~on o g 

H (1) 

The terms on the left hand side of the equation denotes the total 

power received by the cathode due to the incoming ion flow. This 

power is balanced by heat conduction and electron cooling respec

tively. Elsewhere (Daalder 1978) it will be shown .that for most 

metals it is acceptable to use ~=an=a0=1. If we further use 

Ia= I 1el + Ii 1 the power balance can be written als fellows: 

I I 

i 
I 

a 

g [u + i3a 
1

q>] con e 
(2) 

Minimum and maximum values of the ion current fraction 
I 

a 

can be 

found by taking i3ae1=0 and i3ae
1
=1. The result is shown in table 1, 

last two columns. 

If one analyses these values it appears that for a braad range of 

metals these limits have about the same magnitude. Although the 

energies of the returning ions are strongly dependant upon the 
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I ' I i ' 
Me tal u 4> 

1 u u kin U, H g I I are ~on con a a 
Volt Volt Volt Volt Volt Volt (i3ael= 0 (i3a = el 

Pb 10,5 20 7,4 214 2,5 4,3 110 0,10 0,22 

Cd 11,0 16 9,0 1,3 217 4,2 1,0 0112 0,25 

Zn 12,0 20 9,4 115 3,1 413 1,0 0,12 0,24 

Ca 1310 40 11,7 213 4,0 2,9 1,47 0112 0,19 

Mg 1415 49 1512 1181 413 3,7 1,5 0111 0,18 

c 16,0 29 1212 212 4,4 510 1104 0112 0122 

Ag 1715 60 1514 3,4 5125 413 1,36 0110 0117 

Ni 1810 54 1810 513 5,2 511 1153 0111 0120 

Al 20,0 62 17,6 3,8 6,3 4,3 1,58 0,13 0119 

cu 20,0 87,5 27,7 4,2 6,1 417 1,85 0,10 0,17 

zr 21,5 98 26,1 7,5 7,0 4,0 2,17 0,12 0,18 

Ta 24,0 177 44,9 10,0 7,9 4,2 2,87 0,10 0,15 

Mo 26,5 153 2512 8,2 8,8 416 1,99 0,10 0114 

Tab'le 1. Data used in thB ion power ba'lance at the aathode-vacuum 

interface, 

specific metal (energies differences about a factor ten) the mini

mum values of the ion current fraction is about 10%, while the 

maximum value is roughly 20%. 

~ second observation is that the possible varlation of the ion 

purrent fraction is a factor two and less. This means that even 

~ithout having specified any particular emission mechanism the 

+on current fraction is well defined between boundaries wich do 

not lay far apart. Particularly the refractory metals (Mo and Ta) 

exhibit only a moderate variation •. This result is in contrast 

with other cathode balances where dependant upon the magnitude of 

~lectron cooling the ion current fraction can vary between wide 

limits. 

~he limited varlation which is possible in the ion current fraction 

is partly due to the (unsuspected) significanee of the cathode heat 

~issipation which clearly also sets a minimum value for the ion 

current to the cathode. 
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~lthough the limits in the ion current fraction are calculated for 

an are current of around 100A one may expect that these values will 

not alter appreciably with higher currents. One of the reasens for 

this is that due to spot division the current per spot is about 

constant. The observations that both the ion current from the cathode 

and the conduction loss to the cathode are proportional with are 

current in a range of several hundred A also corroborate this state-

ment. 

As previously has been remarked it is unlikely that electron emission 

is of a purely thermionic nature which means that the maximum value 

of the ion current fraction will be generally toa high. The difference 

between the ion current fractions can be narrowed down if one con

siders electron emission by the combined action of high temperature 

and high electrio field. (T.F.-emission). The minimum current densi

ties in the cathode surface are of the order of 10
11 

10
12

Am-Z as 

fellows from experimental data for metals like Cu en Cd. 

Theoretica! calculations based on Joule heating show similar values 

(te .be published) for most metals considered here. In case of T.F.

emission the electrio field strength for these current densities 

will then be around 10 10 Vm 
1 

(Good and Müller 1956). Ecker (1976) 

calculated the energy emission loss (a~) for electrio fields around 

10
10 

Vm- 1 and emission site temperatures up to 8000 K. (~=4,5 eV). 

From his results fellows that the averaqe loss per emitted electron 

taken over the entire temperature range is less than 1 eV, i.e. much 

lower than the normal work function value of 4,5 eV. 

As a consequence the maximum ion current fraction almest reduces to 

its minimum value in case of the refractory metals, while for the 

ether metals this value is closely approached. This result indicates 

that the electrio field is dominant in the emission of the electrans 

and that one may expect (for widely different types of metall ion 

current fractions wich are 10% er somewhat higher. The ion flow direc

ted from the cathode has a similar magnitude of around 10% which 

should mean that these flows have the same size. According to Me. 

Clure (1974) this is te be expected for reasans of momenturn as it 

is a consequence of the fact that the accelerating force on the ions 

is primarily due to mutual repulsion of ions in the space charge 

region. He substantiates his argument by a calculation of the force 
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-exerted by copper ions on the catbode wbich appears to be in reason

able agreement witb measured values. Harris and Lau (1974) consider 

the momenturn balance of the partiele flows above the cathode in more 

detail and arrive at ~he same conclusion. 

The conclusion that the magnitude of ion currents from and towards the 

catbode is the same for a wide range of metals irrespective of their 

thermodymical properties leads to the unifying point of view tbat the 

cathode spot mecbanism in vacuum is basically the same for any 

catbode metal considered. It will be shown in a future report (cf. 

also Daalder 1976b) that these conclusions can be further substan

tiated by the calculation of the total ion mass flow due to Joule 

heating for a wide range of metals. 

4.6. Conclusions. 

Arcing in vacuum is possible only by generation of ions in the cathode 

spot(s). The creation of a positive space charge is essential for main

taining electron emission at the cathode surface while the ion flow 

from the cathode prohibits the formation of a negative space charge 

for currents up to at least several kA. For these reasans it is 

necessary to know which process or processes are instrumental in 

releasing mass from the cathode and thus providing the medium for the 

are in which it can sustain. 

This paper has analysed the magnitude of ion current flow to the 

cathode. Tbe ion current fraction was calculated on the basis of a 

power balance at the cathode and it was shown that its value could 

vary between the limits about 10 and 20% irrespective of the electron 

emission mechanism and for a wide range of cathode metals. Taking the 

most likely emission system into account, it has been further argued 

that the ion current fraction actually lies close to its minimum 

value of 10% and is of the same size as the ion current which is 

directed from the cathode. A total ion current which is 20% of the 

are current has therefore found to be existent in vacuum arcs. 
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5. GENERATION OF MASS FLOW BY JOULE HEATING. 

5.1. Introduction. 

Previously it has been argued that the basic erosion pattern 

produced by a cathode spot in vacuum consists of eraters whieh 

are the crigin of mass loss in ionized form. The small dimensions 

of these craters suggest high current densities and power densities 

and an analysis will therefore be made taking Joule heating in 

loealized areas as a dominant energy souree. 

Energy transferred to the cathode by ions will in the first instanee 

be negleeted as a souree contributing to the heating of a erater

volume although it may be important in the breakdown stage (Daalder 

1978). Resistanee heating in constructions at the cathode surface 

constitutes a heat flow problem which in its general form is a 

very complex one. A number of phase transitlens are involved 

(melting, evaporation, ionization) and the different existing phases 

are linked by time dependent boundary conditions (Stefan problem). 

The different energy balanees comprise the parameters of the 

eathode roetal which are temperature dependant. At temperatures 

above the melting point knowledge on liqutd metals becomes very 

scarce. Also the specificatien of appropriate boundary conditions 

requires knowledge on e.g. partiele densities, temperatures and th< 

governing ionization processes in and near the cathode spot area, 

parameters which are neither experimentally known nor is there a 

theoretica! model available. Clearly a number of simplifications are 

mandatory in order to make the problem tracable. 

An important parameter in vacuum arcing is the ion erosion rate 

(Eri) which is the amount of ionized mass produced per coulomb 

charge transfer. It is one of the few quantities which are. rather 

accurately known in vacuum arcing for a broad range of cathode 

metals. This parameter will be investigated in this chapter. 

As a first step heating of the cathode roetal fr0111 r00111 temperature 

up to melting will be studied. A caleulation of the. eros.ion rate 

for this interval shows a linear dependency on the accompanying 

entropy change. This result agrees with experiments for a wide 

range of metals. As a next step heating of the liquid roetal in 

the erater up to high temperatures (approaching the critica! tempe-
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rature) is considere'd tagether with the onset of evaporation. 

It will be shown that the erosion rates calculated for the hot 

liquid metal are essentially not different from the erosion rates 

as found in the first part of the analysis. 

time. 

·ro start with we assume that a erater can be reasonably approximated 

t.y a Itemisphere as shown in fig. 1. Af ter the ini ti al breakdown a 

urrent 1~1 flows radially and isotropically into the cathode and 

is constant during the erater formation time T(ra). 

'l'l'.e radius the erater finally attains is r = ra. Elsewhere (Daalder 

1978) it has been shown that the surface areas and volumes associa

ted with the initial breakdown are much smaller than the dimensions 

of the craters generated by arcing. The amount of material released 

during the breakdown stage is therefore negligible as compared 

with the mass comprised in craters formed during the arcing phase. 

fig.l Model of the cathode erater used in 
the calcuZation of cathode maas erosion. 

The mass produced in the time interval T(ral is~~ ra3 ms, where 

ms is the specific mass. If the arcing process is considered as the 

repetitive formation of a erater with radius ra generated by a 

current I' el in a timespan T(ra:) , the average erosion rate can be 

written as: 
2/3 1T r 3 m 

E (r a) a s 
r 

I I (i) 
el T (:!;a) 
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This expression will be calculated and cam~ared with the data 

available. 

Another assumption we will make is that once the roetal in the crater~ 

volume attains the molten state it will ultimately be removed from 

the crater. Actually this statement contains two aspects. A minimum 

condition for erosion is that the eroded metal will have reached the 

fusing temperature and absorbed the fusing energy. The mechanica! 

strength of metal in the solid state is high and there is no experi

mental evidence indicating that removal of solid metal by arcing 

occurs. On the other hand one may expect that during the erater 

formation process high pressure gradients exist in and near the 

crater. 

An order of magnitude of this pressure is found by considering the 

magnetic pressure. In a cylindrical cross sectien in front of the 

erater opening the average magnetic pressure is given by 

If it is assumed that the partiele and current flow above the erater 

opening passes through a cylindrical column with a more or less 

constant radius the radial magnetic pressure will be balanced by a 

oorrasponding gas pressure. On a copper cathode a SOA are generatas 

craters having an average radius of approx. r 3 ~m (Daalder 1974). 
a 6 -2 

In front of such a erater an average radial preesure of 4,4.10 Nm 

(= 44 bar) exists in the final stage of the evaporation process (during 

the erater formation the presuure will be even higher). The vapour 

pressure inside the erater must be of the same magnitude and as the 

cohesive strength of the molten metal is low the liquid will be 

expelled. During its expulsion a further heating of the molten metal 

occurs but this process will be considered at a later stage. 

If all the molten metal eventually leaves the crater, the erater size 

at any instant during the arcing process is defined by the position 

of the solid liquid boundary. 

The energy balance of a layer dr at distance r in the solid metal 

(fig. 1) can be formulated and is expres9ed by: 
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(2) 

Here p(T) is the specific resistance of the layer considered, À is the 

thermal conductivity, and e the speeific heat of the solid metal. 
p 

During the first instances of the proeess the eratersize is small. 

The power generated in a layer near the erater boundary (small r) will 

be high in camparisen with the power received in the layer by heat 

eonduetion. In first approximation the latter proeess ean be negleeted 

thus adiabatic heating is eonsidered. If the time ~t 1 is caleulated 

which elapses befare the melting temperature Ts is attained at distance 

r, starting from room temperature T
0

, we obtain: 

r· 
T 

0 

dT 
p (T) 

(3} 

If the time ~t2 for melting the layer dr is included we can write: 

2 2 T 
(2'!1r ) m

5 rj' c dT 
.: (r,Ts) ~ti + ~t2 _E_ (4) 

2 p (T) + 

0 

Here Ps is the heat of fusion. We note that the time T(r) is in

creasing wi th the fourth power of the erater radius, i.e. for larger 

~adii the erater formation time shows a very fast'rise. 

·rhe specific resistance of metals generally inereases with temperature. 

This dependeney can be formulated by the law of Wiedemann-Franz

Lorentz according: 

p(T) À= L T (5) 

where L is the Lorentz constant. Its value is tabulated(e.g. Landolt·-
-8 2 -2 Bornstein 1959) and amounts to approx. L = 2,4.10 (V K ). 

For most metals the variatien of the thermal conductivity is small in 

the temperature range considered. This means an almost linear increase 

of the specific resistance with temperature (Gubanov 1965 ; Landalt 
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Bornstein 1959 ; Goldsmith et al 1961 } • We will consider À as a, 

constant ( À l and the same applies for m , \'lhich. sho\'ls. a negligible . 0 s . . 
variation. 

Inserting (5) into (4) we can write: 

T 

J 
0 

2 2 
(21fr } m ?. 

s 0 
--I-,-2-=-L..::.... 81 (Ts) 

el 

p 
c dT + _.!,. 

p T T 
s 

(6) 

(7} 

s
1

(T
5

) denotes the entropy increase of a specific cathode metal up to 

and including melting. 

8 I 
--6 
r.10 (m) I . /Mo-90A 

6 L I 
/ Cu-75A/ 

y 
/ /1 

/ r:=t / Cd-10A 
/ / % 

4 

/ / _/Mo-~ 

/ / / X" 
~ I~ / /"'Cu-tOA 

........ ~ -.....- ......--.. _....... i'""'" ....--î 
2 

---- -~ --~ __. ~ .Cd-1A - - _. ~ I 

T<rHsec) 

fig. 2 The araterTadius as a funatión of the erater formation time. 
1 
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In fig. 2 the erater formation times T (r ,T l according eq. (6) are 
s 

shown as a function of the erater radius for same characteristic 

metals. For each roetal T(r,Ts) was calculated for the average current 

per cathode spot (Cd ~ 10 A, Cu ~ 75 A, Mo ~ 90 A} and for currents 

which are near the minimum current carried per spot. The range of 

erater diameters on arced cathodes are from less than one micrometer 

up to several micrometers as was shown by experiment. 

According fig. 2 erater formation times having maximum values in the 
-7 -6 . 

order of 10 10 s ean be expected. These time intervals may be 

compared with the spot life times as observed in high speed photo

graphy studies of high eurrent arcs. Basharov et al (1968) noted 

· t l'f t• f 10-7 10-6s fora d · '1 max~mum spo ~ e ~mes o copper are an s~~ ar 

values were observed by Shadov et al (1972) for eopper and molybdenum. 

Gurov et al (1964) mention formation times of 1-3.10-7s intheir 

study of cadmium, zinc, tin and copper arcs. Spot life times of 

similar magnitude can also be inferred from the measurements of 

de Cocket al (1976), Fora copper are they observed a well defined 

eorrelation between the high frequency signals of the are voltage and 

the ion currents flowing toprobes situated near the eathode. The 

applied technique was used for measuring ion veloeities and one can 

conclude that these high frequency components are due to the repetitive 

emission bursts of ions. If one again assumes that one erater is 

formed at a time the high frequency spectra are equivalent with 

formation times of 10-6 10-7s and less. 

If the expression of T(r,Ts) is introdueed in (1) we find: 

E (r) 
r 

(8) 

This result indicates that the erosion rate is proportional to the 

current and inversely proportional to the erater radius, the entropy 

and the thermal conductivity. We note that the average mass production 

per coulomb tends to zero for larger radii even when conduction losses 

are neglected. 

As a next step an expression for the value of the erater radius will 

be derived. 
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5.3. The erater radius. 
---,-----~~-----~-----

In th.e initia! phase of the proceas we ba.ve considered Joule 

heating as being dominant in comparison With heat conduction. 

For increasing values of time the erater grows in size. The 

resistance heating in the solid metal is for larger radii much 

less than for smal! values of r {cf. eq. 2). 

on the ether hand the significanee of heat conduction shows a re

lativa increase for larger radii. As a result the propagation 

speed of the solid-liquid boundary penetrating into the contact 

metal strongly diminishes and finally bacomes zero. The maximum 

erater radius ra is attained when the Joule heating in the boundary

layer is approximately balanced by heat conduction. This situation 

which approaches a quasi-steady state can be characterized by 

(Rich 1961; Hantzsche 1972; Daalder 1973; Harris and Lau 1974): 

llT 
for r ~ r 

a 

The energy balance wil! then take the ferm: 

r > r 
a 

Introducing (5} the general solution of (9) wil! be 

where a 

a a 
cos r + c2 sin r 

I' .fL el 
2'lTÀ 

0 

(9) 

( 10) 

(11) 

and c1, c2 are constants which are determined by the boundary 

con di ti ons. For r+ nv, T = T 
0 

, and i t fellows that C 1 = T 
0

• 

The second boundary condition is obtained from the following 

considerations. In the final stage of the process as described 

by eq (9) evaporation and expansion of metal liquid layers occurs 

and thus an energy transport out of the erater wil! still continue 

for a limited time interval. Joule heat.:Lng in the molten layers has 
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not yet ceased and a high pressure gradient exists in the molten 

metal (cf.par.5.5).This process must come to an end when the last 

molten layer at r = ra is involved in the partiele emission. 

At that moment there is a heat flux which flows fram the erater 

boundary r = into the erater and a heat flux whieh is directed 

into the bulk of the cathode metal. Therefore the fusing temperature 

at the erater boundary is the highest value of the temperature 

profile in the final stage. This leads to a secend boundary 

condition: 
aT 
ar = 0 for r = r 

a 
Introducing this result in {10) gives, together with T= Ts at r 

IL 
21TÀ 

{ 18) 
o arccos 

The maximum erater radius is found if in (18) the principal value 

r : 
a 

of the arccos is taken. The re lation shows that a linear dependency 

exists between current and r • Measurements on eraterradii showed 
a 

that if the craterdistributions are characterized by their median 

value such a relation indeed exists for Cu and Cd {see fig 12 , 

chapter 2). For copper we find a calculated value of 

5 1 10 -8 mA-1 , . 

-8 -1 ;ihereas the measurements gave a value of 5, 7. 10 mA 

-8 -1 
rn case of Cd the measured value was 8,7.10 mA whereas the 

calculated value is around a factor 2,5 higher. Also for tungsten 
-8 -1 the measured value at 601\(4,8.10 mA ) is about a factor two lower 

than calculated. 

Generally one may expect that the calculation according (18) gives 

too high values for the eraterradius. Smaller cratersizes indicate 

that the process extinghuishes before the maximum possible crater

size is reached and that the temperatures at the boundary have been 

higher than the fusing temperature. This point will be pursued 

further on (5. 5) • 
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5.4. The eros.ion ra.te. 
-------~---~-~~--~~~~~ 

If we now a.pply the expression for the max~ obta.tnable erater

radius (18) in the equation of the erosion rate (8) we find: 

E (r ) 
r a (19) 

A first observation is that the erosion rate as calculated is 

independant of the current and the arcing time. This is consistent 

with the experimental data of the ion erosion rate Eri as bas been 

discussed in chapter three. A second observation is that the erosie 

rate of any me tal is only a function of the entropy and (to a lease: 

extent) of the melting temperature. If the data on Eri and Er min 

to3 

=tEri.Ermhll -1 -1 (J.ag A sec ) 

' ~+BÎ . 

~· 
' eAg 
A~w 

-'+~Zn 
Ta"..._ M 

Mo~j f-fN"""•Fe 
Zr ' I 

+ 
~u ~ Fe 

Çac~Mg 
Al.M9'-

S <Ts) 

"" u kgt Kt) 

' tcf 

fig. 3 'J'he ion erosion rate· E ri ( + J and the minimum cathode rate 

E • ( <!l } as a fu.nction of the entropy increase for 
r nn-n 

different mstals. 
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accumulated in table 1 of chapter 3 are plotted as a function of the 

entropy one observes that this dependency on the latter variable 

indeed exists (fig. 3). 

The data are grouped around a straig~t l~ne ~v~ng a slope -1, 

whlc~ means th.at the product of entropy and erosion rate is about 

constant. Of interest is that both iron and nickel clearly deviate 

from this law. The peculiar behaviour of vacuum arcs on ferro

magnetic cathodes has also been observed to exist for other arcing 

properties (Reece 1963, Kesaev 1965). As can be observed in fig. 3 

the values Eri lay closer to the observed dependency as is the case 

with the values of Er min' Previously it has been pointed out that 

the values of Er min will be influenced to a certain extent by 

droplet erosion. Also the minimum weight loss measurements are gene

rally difficult to ~btain with a high degree of accuracy. 

Besides the ion flow directed from the cathode (E .; E . ) there 
r~ r m~n 

is also an ion flow incident on the cathode. In the concept outlined 

both ion mass flows are originating from craters. Previous-. 

ly the magnitude of the ion flow returning to the cathode has 

been analysed by an energy balance and it appeared that for the 

range of metals considered here (fig. 3) the ion flows from and 

towards the cathode are equal in magnitude. One may therefore expect 

that the calculated value of the erosion rate will be twice the 

measured value. From fig. 3 one obtains Er
1

s 1 
3,5.10 -5 -1 

(VK ) • 

From eq. (19) one can calculate that 5, 1.10-5 < Er(ra)s 1 < 7,7. 

where the lower boundary is decided by the metals having a low 

melting point (e.g. Sn, Bi, Pb). The calculated values must be 

corrected by a decrease of about 10%. This is due to the fact that 

the experimental values of the erosion rate have been obtained with 

respect to the measured cathode current I • In the calculation of 
a 

Er (ra) howevèr the electron current I ~l originating from the erater 

is considered. As the returning ion flow oomprises 10% of the cathode 

current this means that I~1 = 0,9 Ia. After correction we cbserve 

that the differences between calculated and measured values are a 

factor 1,3 - 2. The agreement is reasonable if we take into account 

that in the expression of the erosion rate E {r ) the maximum radius 
r a 

according eq. (18) was used. It can be expected that generally the 
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average erater size will be lower than this maximum as was also borne 

out by experiment. The expression of E (r ) as calculateà according r a 
eq.. (19} must therefore be.considered as a lower limit of the erosion 

rate. 

Summarizing one can conclude that the Joule heating model prediets 

Yalues of the cathode mass loss, which for a broad range of metals 

agree well with the observed values of the ion erosion rates. The 

starting point was that for erosion the metal should at least attain 

the liquid state and the model has shown that the entropy change up 

to and including melting is a decisive parameter. As a next step 

the heating of metal in the liquid state is considered. Of particular 

interest in this respect is the time involved in raising the liquid 

to high temperatures. It will be shown that this process is fast and 

occurs in about the same time span which is necessary to heat the 

metal from room temperature up to fusion. 

After the transition from solid to li~d.metal a ~urther. tncrease in 

temperature occurs, For sufficiently small radii the increase of in

ternal energy will preeeed on an even fast'er s·cale than ts the case 

when the metal is in the solid state. This is due to a number of 

reasons. 

- In the first place the specific resistance is larger once the metal 

has attained the fusing temperature, e.g. for copper p(Ts) is a 

factor 5,5 larger than at room temperature. 

- Secondly tlie values of p (T) and A show a discontinuous change at the 

solid-liquid transition. 

Most metals demonstrata an abrupt rise in the specific resistance 

[Flügge (1956), Landolt Bornstein (1959), Gubanov (1965)], which is 

around a factor two for the closed packed metals (e.g. Cu, Al, Zn). 

The thermal conductivity on the other hand is reduced at the transition 

to the same extent as the specific resistance increases [Touloukian et 

al ( 1970)]. For these changes the law of Wiedemann-Franz (eq. 5) 

applies. (The metals Bi and Sb show a decrease in p (T) and a corres

ponding increase in À at the phase transi ti on} • 

With the exception of mercury and the alkali metals the knowledge on 

the specific resistance of liquid metals at elevated temPeratures is 
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scarce. According tosome authors [Powell (1949), Grosse (1966), Holm 

(1958), Cuzaek (1963), Osadin et al (1972)] the Wiedemann-Franz law is 

also applieable for liquid metals. Grosse (1966) applied this relation 

in his calculation of thermal eonductivities of the low melting metals 

(Hg, K, Lil and found agreement with experimental results. Powell 

(1949) considered the product of specific resistance and thermal con

ductivity for a number of metals in a limited range above the melting 

temperature and he concluded that for liquid metals the Lorentz 

tunetion will not exceed its theoretica! value by more than 10%. If 

we assume the validity Of the Wiedemann-Franz law for liquid metals a 

rapid increase of p(T) with temperature is to be expected. This is due 

to the fact that for high temperatures the thermal conductivity of 

most metals after an initial (small) rise rapidly deelinas and becomes 

about zero at the critical point (Touloukian et a1(1970), Grosse 

(1966}]. As a consequence the specific resistance will initially 

show a more or less linear rise whereas for higher temperatures the 

increase is lllQre than proportional.Taking COJ?per as. a,n E!XalllJ?le the 

i,ncrease of P(Tl .from T (.1.356 .K} up to 5QQQ K a.mounts to a factor 
s 

11,2 in the liquid state and the total increase from room temperature 

has become a factor 50. 

In order to analyse the time intervals involved in heating the liquid 

in the erater to high temperatures we start from the assumption that 

the liquid is heated under its own vapour pressure and it will be 

checked further on to what extent this is the case. 

'.l'he time span fl t
3 

involved in obtaining at radius r a temperature 

T > , starting from Ts, can be calculated by an expression similar 

to eq. (3): 

2 2 m c 
(2nr ) ~ dT 

I, 2 p (T) 
el 

(20} 

Adiabatic heating is also considered here and the decrease in thermal 

<:onductivity for higher temperatures is favourable for this point-of

~iew. Both p and c are taken constant. For those metals known these s p 
•rariables vary only slightly up to high temperatures (e.g. Handhook 
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1972). Near the critica! point however one may expect deviations as 

cp will increase in value [Hirschfelder et al (1967}] and ps diminish

es. 

An expression for p (T) in case of liquid metals has been given by 

Grosse (1966). According to him the electrical conductivity a between 

T and the critica! temperature T can be described by a hyperbalie 
s er 

relation: 

(a*+b) (T*+b) = b(l+b) (21) 

a(T) p (T ) 
where a*= 

__ s_ 
(22) 

a(Ts) p (T) 

T-T 
and T* = s (23) 

T -T er s 

b is a constant for a specifie metal and known for a limited number of 

metals (Grosse 1966). As Grosse demonstrated relation (21l holds for 

metals like Hg and the al.kali's. (For these .metals the re~:~istivities 

are known up to tbeir criticai temperaturesl. The .relation j..ndj..cates 

that if the critica! point is approached the conductivity vanishes 

which agrees with the onservation that for the -metals -mentioned the 

eonductivities vary over several decades ~ear T • !Grosse (1966), er 
Henseland Franck (1968)). As Grosse observes one may expect that for 

metals with a high Ter the onset of ionization in the saturated vapour 

will limit the increase of resistance. 

By application of relation {21) the inteqral (20) ean be solved and 

using eq. (5) we can write: 

2 2 
(2'1fr ) m À 

s 0 

À{T ) 
s 

where s2 (T) = c -À
p 0 

T -T 
~[b(1+b)loq T*+b - b T*) 

T b s 

(24) 

(25) 

HereA(T
5
)is the thermal conductivity of the liquid at the fusion 

temperature and T* designates the temperature T according (23). 

If an extrapolation is made of (25). up to Ter (which means that we 

consider the con tribution of· the inteqral for temperatures near Ter 

to be small in s2 (Tcr) ) we find: 
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À(T )T -T 
S (T ) = e __!!; ~ [b(1+b)log 1+b- b] 

b 
. 

2 er p ).
0 

Ts 
(26) 

~e time whieh is involved in raising a layer at distanee r in the 

metal to Ter starting from is found by adding eq; (6) to eq. (24) : 

2 2 m À 
(21rr) ~Is1 (T)+S2 (T )] 

I, 2 L s er 
el 

(27) 

Both s
1 

and s
2 

have the dimension of the entropy, however s
2 

does not 

repreaent the aetual entropy inerease between Ts and Ter but is defined 

by (26). The values of s
2

(T ) ean now be ealeulated for those metals 
er 

for which sufficient data are available, using eq. (5} ,Grosse (1966}, 

Hanàbook (1972), Touloukian et al ( 1970), and ean be eompared with the 

values of s
1 

(T
5
), see table 1, 

Tablé 1. 

Me tal 
s

1 
(T

5
} 8 2 (Ter) 

s2 T T 
er s --1 -1 

Jkg K 
-1 -1 Jkg K s1 K K 

Pb 1,32 10
2 

1,83 10
2 

1, 39 4668 600 

Sn 2,6 102 5,2 102 2,00 8000 505 

Ag 4,04 102 2,39 102 0,59 7460 1234 

w 4,2 10
2 

2,98 10
2 

0,71 23000 3653 

Cu 8 102 3,97 102 0,50 8500 1356 

Al 1,6 103 1,29 103 0,81 7150 931 

The (estimated) values of Ter were obtained from Young and Alder 

(1971) and Grosse (1961). 

that the time span 

82 
the quotient s- ranges from 0,5 to 2. This implies 

which elapses ~etween room temperature and melting 

Table 1 shows that 

point on the one hand and melting point and eritieal point on the 

other have about the same values. In other words the temperature. rise 

of the liquid metal is very fast and this in its turn stresses the 
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importance of s1 {Ts) as a characteristic parameter in t.he erosion 

processas s1(T >~ s
2

(T ). s er 

From fig. 2 follows that in case of a 75 A copper are the solid

liquid boundary has reaehed a radius of 3 pm atT • 6.10-B sec. 

Aecording eq. (27) the temperature front having the critica! tempa

rature willat that time be positioned at 2,7 pm, i.e. only 0,3 pm 

more inwards. The different temperature fronts will elosely follow 

eaeh other which implies steep temperature profiles in the erater. 

This can also be illustrated as follows. 

If at a time T the erater si~e is defined by r = Rsm i.e. the solid

liquid boundary is positioned at R (where R < r } the temperature sm sm a 
as a function of r can be calculated employing eq. (24} and eq. (4). 

For COJ?J?er the ta!DJ?erature ;profUe i$ aketched :i.n .:Ç:î-$1- 4. ThJ= xaJ?:I.d 

increase of the temJ?eratw:e above T
8 

lllak.es tha.~ at a.J?J?XOX. 0,9 Rsm 

TIKitSOOO ------

4000 

fig.4 The temperature profile 
as a [unation of the 
radius for a ar>ater> in 
a aapper aathode. 

, the cri ti cal temperature ;i.s reach.ed. Als:o below the :melting point the 

temperature decline is high. At r = 1,54 R the temperature has . sm 
decreased to 400 K. The whole process of Joule heating is therefore 

eonfined to a small volume whieh is only little larger than the erater 

formed. 

It is easily shown by calculation that the energy stored in the solid 

which eventually does not attain the melting temperature is negligible 
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compared to the total energy produced during the erater formation. 

Chis means that the conversion of Joule heat into the production of 

molten metal and the ensueing rise of its internal energy is almest 

complete. 

If we now analyse theerosion rate Er(r) in case of liquid metals 

heated to high temperatures eq. (8) must be written as 

E (r) 
r 

1 
7f 

L I' 
el (28) 

Here s2 (T) has been added to s
1 

in order to take the increase in time 

for temperatures above into account [cf eq. {6) and eq. (27) ]. If 

one takes as an uppelimit s2 {Tcr) theerosion rates of metals having 

temperatures around Ter can be calculated using in eq. (28) the 

measured values of the erater radius. In case of tungsten we found 

r 
~ = 5.10-8mA-1 , 
I' 
el 

-1 
which gives Er(ra) = 199 ~grc , i.e. about twice 

the value of the measured ion erosion rate. For Cd data for s
2

(T
0
r) 

were nat available but if we campare with Pb and Sn one may expect 

that s
2

(T )::< 1,5 s
1
(T). 

er s 
Using this tagether with the measured value 

-1 pgrC , i.e. also around 
-1 )lgrC which 

find E {r ) = 257 r a 
In case of capper we find 52 

-8 -1 
8,3.10 mA we 

measured value. 

is about 1,3 times the 

measured value. (It might be possible that this latter value is too 

low by the difference in measuring technique ohosen for the Cu measure

ments where light microscopy was used instead of electron microscopy 

as was the case for Cd and W. The latter technique is more accurate 

than the first mentioned one.) 

As ):?Xevi.ousl:)( bas. been xemaxked one should e.Jq?ect l3. c<J,lcula,ted exosion 

xate ya,lue 'l>lll.i,ch. :Î:!il twJ.ce th.e JUeasuxed value due to th.e xetu,rnin51 ion 

xl~. (cf. ch.4) These examples show that the erosion rates calculated 

for temperatures around Ter are similar to those obtained at T
5

• This 

agreement is due to two effects counteracting each other. In the calcu

lation of liquids at the fusion temperature the erosion rate was 

evaluated using a maximum erater size. For higher temperatures the 

time span increases as characterized by adding s
2

(Tl to s
1

(T}; how

ever the actual erater sizes being less than the calculated ones 
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reduces this "correction". As a result the erosion rates calculated 

either at T or at T will not differ much. er s 

In the previous sectien we have analysed the heating process of 

liquid metal assuming that the liquid is in equilibrium with its 

vapeur pressu:re. The expansion of the liquid at elevated temperatu:res 

leads to a two-phase system where metal vapou:r and liquid coexists. 

At the liquid-vapour boundary the rate of vaporization of the liquid 

metal deeides the velocity of this process and is generally a function . 

of the tempe:ratu:re at the transition boundary. As the temperature in 

the erater will he highest for small radii an expansion wave sets in 

travelling with a decreasing velocity into the erater volume. 

The velocity of the vaporization-expansion wave was investigated by 

Bènnet et al (1964) on thermodynamica! grounds. Starting from a two

phase liquid-vapour system governed by a vapour p:ressure p and 

temperature T they arrived at an expression according: 

c ~ IT 
m dT ,-

s Yc 
(29) 

V 

Here e is the velocity of the evaporation wave, m
5 

and cv the specific 

mass and specific heat of the liquid. 

Using an expression for the vapour pressu:re {Sm1thells,l955}. 

c was calculated fo:r Cu as a function of temperatu:re. Their 

result is shown in fig· 5. Bennet et al applying eq.(29) were able 

to explain the onset of expansion waves occur:ring :Oy the fast evapo

ration of copper wires due to high cur:rents (exploding wire phenomenon). 

Using their result the evaporation veloeities for some metals have 

been calculated (see fig. 5), applying the vapour pressure data of 

Dushmann (1966). For temperatures approa:ching Ter the relation (19) 

will become inaccurate due to the variatien of m and c with 
S V 

temperature. 

The curves of fig. <Sl show that appreciable vaporization occurs only 

for temperatures considerably higher than the fusing temperatures {and 

the normal boiling point}. In case of CU and Al the vaporization will 

become significant for temperatures above 4000 K and for the refrac-
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fig. 5 The evaporation veZoaity as a function of temperature for 
different ~tals. The aritiaal temperatures are denoted by 0. 

torymetals temperatures of 9000-10.000 K are necessary. 

Previously we found from experiments on Cu that a current of 75 A 

produces on the average a erater sizeof around 4 ~m inradius. From 

fig. 2 follows that the average formation time will be 2.10-
7
sec. 

-1 
An evaporation wave having a T 5000 K (20 msec ) is travelling 

about the same distance in the same time. As was shown previously the 

temperature gradients are steep and the temperatuie front of 5000 K 

will lay close to the value of 4 ~m. As a consequence the bulk of 

the erater mass has been raised to temperatures higher than 5000 K 

before expansion occurred. 

In case of Cd a 10 A are produces on the average a erater with a 

radius of approx. 1 ~m, which is generated in 3.10-9sec. Temperatures 

above Ter are to be expected in this case. 

For tungsten we found an average radius of around 2,5 ~m, produced by 

a 60 A are. An evaporation wave of around 14.000 K can travel to the 

erater boundary in the formation time. 

It fellows from these examples that the liquid in the erater has 

raised to high temperatures before a significant expansion occurs. 

Because higher pressures are attained at smaller radii it is conceiv-
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able that the evaporation process will even be. retarded by the higher 

pressure and thàt consequently higher temperatures are reached in the 

liquid state (Osadin et al 1972) • 

Due to the increased resistance of the liquid metal at the .minimum 

temperatures mentioned one may expect that the voltage drop in the 

erater becomes substantial. Its vaiue can be approximately evaluated 

by u = I 1
1 R where u is the voltage difference over the c e · c 

liquid metal and R its resistance i.e. R "' 2;~T) 
a 

(301 

As the product of erosion ra te and S 
1 
+S 

2 
(T) var i es li ttle at increased 

temperatures the voltage drop is in first approximation decided by 

p(T) and the.thermal conductivity at room temperature. 
. . . 3 ~ 

In case of CU we find for T = 5.10 K {p = 10 ~m) a voltage drop of 

4,1 V, whereas forT= 6.103K (p "' 1,5.10-6~) u 6 1 3 V • 
. 0 3 . -6 . 

In case of tungsten the voltage drop at .T = 14.10 K (p = 5 ~7 .10 Om) 

is about 14 V. 

These values constitute a significant part of the are voltage 

(CU:18-20 V; W:28V), and as they are minimum values in the sense that 

a further rise of the specific resistance may be expected it follows 
·, 

that Joule heating can be considered as a basic mechanism in the 

arcing process. Cassie ( 1958) already suggested that one cotild expect 

a significant voltage drop in the catbode due to the incrèase of the 

specific resistance. A further inquiry into resistance behaviour of 

metal vapeur is not feasible in this stage due to lack of 'data for 

the metais considered here. However comparison with mercury and the 

alkali's shows that the liquid-vapour transition is accompanied by a 

steep increase in the specific resistance. Small variations in 

prèssure result in resistance variations which may vary in the order 

of 10
6

:..10
7 

[Hensel and Franck (1969); Alekssev et al (1972)]. 

Also àbove the critical point large. fluctuations as a function of 

pressure and temperature can be expected, a phenomenon whi.ch has 

found application in current limiting devices (Gundlach 1977}. One 

may therefore expect that à continued heatlng either in the liquid-
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vapour or in the gas occurs until ionization limits a further 

resistance increase. 

~~z~-~2~~!~~2~-~!~-2~~-~~~~=~!~è!-~~~~s~~· 

The only comparison between measured and calculated maas loss has, to 

the authors knowledge, been made previously by Kimblin (1973) applying 

a model of Ecker. Ecker (1971) calculated on the basis of his 

"existence diagram technique" values of the current density and spot 

surface temperature which satisfy the laws of charge-, mass- and 

energx conservat:Lon, The;model is related to stationa,:r;y cathode s;<,>ots 

in which. ions. are the ma:ln souree o:f energx .;ln,Put, wherea:;; Joule 

heating is only a contributory factor in cas~ o:f tQe refractory 

metals. (It should be noted that in Ecker's (1971) model the 

phenomenon of spot division was not taken into account. As a result 

the cathode spot carries the entire are current and Joule heating 

{calculated following an analysis by Rich 1961) becomes substantial 

for high currents. However if the experimental observation of spot 

splitting is taken into account Joule heating drops out completely.) 

Kimblin, using Ecker's results, calculated erosion rate values for 

a number of metals and compared these values with the cathode mass 

loss as obtained by experiment. In case of metals having low or 

moderate melting temperatures the calculated values exceeded the 

measured ones by a factor 2-5. As was pointed out by Kimblin, the 

differences could be well explained by a returning ion mass flow 

to the cathode. On the other hand expecially the low melting metals 

produce a seizable amount of molten mass, whereas in Ecker's model 

only evaporation occurs. If we substract this component the dis

crepancies in calculated and measured values increase and range 

from a factor 10 for Cd to a factor 5 in case of Cu. The calculations 

for the refractory metals show even strenger discrepancies with the 

measured values, the latter being a factor 50-100 higher. 

Kimblin (1973) already observed some deficiencies in Ecker's model, 

which e.g. does not take into account the presence of an ion flux 

oriented away from the cathode spots, while Rakhovskii (1976) 

critisized the application of free evaporation under vacuum conditions 

which, according to him, is an oversimplification for the conditions 

in the vacuum spot. 
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~~~~-~~~!~!!~~!~ 

An analysis has been made of the ion mass erosion occurring at the 

cathode during arcing in vacuum. Starting point was the experimental 

observation that the erosion pattem essentially consiste of crater

like structures. The amount of mass lost from these craters was 

ealculated on the basis of raaistance heating in the current con

strictions located at the metal-vacuum interface. It was shown that 

the craterformation time@ as obtained from the JÇlule heA4,ng .ll;IOdel 

agree wi th~ the SJ?Ot lUe tj"mea observed in di.ffettent EIXJ?ettiments. 

An expresaion tor the ion erosion rate u.on mas-s loss .from the 

cathode per coulomb change transfer) was derived which is independant 

of the experimental parameters and which has a constant magnitude for a 

specific cathode metal. These results are in agreement with experi

mental findings. It was further shown that the ion erosion rate as 

theoretically calculated is dominantly governed by the entropy increase 

up to and including melting. The experimental data colleetea for some 

18 cathode metals demonstrata that the ion erosion rate (and the 

minimum catbode erosion ratel closely agree with this theoretica! 

result. 

Previously the magnitude of ion mass fluxes oriented from and towards 

the cathode was investigated by an ion energy balance. It was found 

that these fluxes were equal in size and had the same magnitude for 

a braad range of metals. As a consequence the total .amount of ion mass 

produced at the cathode is twice the amount of ion maas leaving the 

cathode. A fair agreement was found by calculating the total amount 

of maas generated by Joule heating and camparing the outcoma with the 

expected total amount of ion mass produced at the cathode. 

Further analysis showed that due to dependency of th.e elect.rical 

resistivity on temperature the bulk of the erater mass can attain high 

temperatures in the liquid state during the erater formation times. 

The ion erosion rates calculated for metals heated up to temperatures 

approaching the critica! point correspond with values which should be 

expected (i.e. twice the experimental value). The voltage drop over 

the heated liquid in cathode eratere is substantial and constitutes a 

significant part of the are voltage. 

The agreement which has been found between the theoretica! approach 

and the experimental results substantiates· the notion that Joule 
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heating is a basic process in the cathode spot mechanism. The model 

has shown that the ion mass erosion (which is essential for vacuum 

arcing) for a broad range of metals with widely varying thermophysical 

parameters can thus be understood. This aspect, togethex with 

observations and conclusions earlier stated leads to the undexstanding 

that the cathode spot mechanism is essentially the same for any metal 

arced in vacuum. 
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6. SUMMARY. 

In this thesis the catbode erosion of metal vapour arcs in vacuum is 

investigated. Particular attention is given to the mass and energy 

exchange processes existing in the catbode spot(s). A catbode spot 

model has been developed which provides for an explanation of a 

number of results. 

In the experimental part of the work the diagnostics used included 

light microscopy, scanning electron (stereo) microscopy, weighing 

techniques, registration of electrical signals, correlation tech

niques and thermocouple measurements. 

- The structural changes of the catbode due to arcing and the ensuing 

mass loss were subject of study. By a combination of different 

techniques the erosion patterns cou1d be interpreted and conclusions 

were drawn reqarding the basic erosion structure. 

- A qualitative and quantitative analysis was made of the different 

mass flows originating from tbe catbode. The significanee of a nulliber 

of variables relevant for the catbode erosion process was established. 

The results were ab1e to explain the large differences which exist 
• 

for data on catbode mass loss measurements and showed that a metal 

vapour are is fUlly ionized. 

- The energy dissipation in the catbode was measured for a range of 

metals. A simple relation was found to exist between the dissipation, 

are voltage and the work function of the catbode metal. 

The experimental results were the basis for the construction of a 

model in which the dynamic behaviour of the catbode spot process is 

stressed. Other salient points in this model are the separation of 

energy flows associated witb electron- and ion currents in tbe 

catbode spot(s) and the significanee of transient resistance heating 

of the catbode metal. 

- The two energy balances at the metal-vacuum interface were analysed 

and the magnitude of tbe different terms have been evaluated. 

- The ion flows directed from and towards the catbode were calculated 

and proved to be of the same magnitude irrespective of the type of 

catbode metal. 
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- It was shown that the dynamic model is capable to explain different 

aspects of the catbode erosion process. In particular tbe calculated 

values of ion mass loss from tbe catbode are consistent witb the 

observed values for a wide range of cathode metals. 

- Both tbe experimental and tbeoretical results have led to tbe under

standing that the catbode process is essentially tbe same for any 

metal arced in vacuum. 
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SAMENVATTING. 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een experimenteel en theoretisch onderzoek 

naar het erosiemechanisme van metaaldampontladingen in vacuüm. In het 

bijzonder is aandacht geschonken aan de massa- en energiebalansen in 

de kathodevlek(ken). Een theoretisch model van de kathodevlek is ont

wikkeld waarmee een aantal resultaten, hier en elders verkregen, 

kunnen worden verklaard. 

Voor het experimentele gedeelte van het onderzoek is gebruik gemaakt 

van een aantal diagnostieken, waaronder lichtmicroscopie, raster

elektronen(stereo)microscopie, wegingsmethodieken, registratie van 

elektrische signalen, correlatietechnieken en thermokoppelmetingen. 

- Het tijdens het ontladingsproces vrijgemaakte kathode-materiaal en 

de daarbij optredende structurele veranderingen in het kathodevl~ 

zijn geanalyseerd. Interpretatie van de verschillende erosie

structuren blijkt mogelijk te zijn door toepassing van een 

combinatie van diagnostieken en experimentele technieken. 

Geconcludeerd is dat er een fundamentele erosiestructuur bestaat 

voor metaaldampontladingen i-n vacuüm. 

- De massafluxen gegenereerd in de kathodevlek(ken} zijn kwalitatief 

en kwantitatief bepaald. De invloed die een aantal grootheden op 

het erosieproces uitoefent is vastgesteld. Met behulp van de 

gevonden resultaten zijn de grote verschillen in de gegevens van 

erosiemetingen verklaard. Er is vastgesteld dat metaaldampont

ladingen in vacuüm volledig zijn geïoniseerd. 

-De warmteafvoer van(een) kathodevlek(ken) naar het kathodevolume is 

gemeten voor een aantal metalen. Er blijkt een eenvoudige 

empirische relatie te bestaan tussen de warmteafvoer, de boog

spanning en de uittree-arbeid van een specifiek kathodemetaal. 

Met de experimentele resultaten als uitgangspunt is een model ont-· 

wikkeld waarin het dynamisch gedrag van de kathodevlek-processen 

wordt benadrukt. Een onderscheid wordt gemaakt in de ruimtelijke 

verdeling van de energiestromen die gerelateerd zijn aan het 

elektronen- en ionentransport. De betekenis van de transiënte weer

standsverwarming van het kathodemetaal blijkt in dit model van groot 
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belang te zijn. 

De twee energiebalansen aan de metaal-vacuüm overgang zijn 

geanalyseerd en de grootte van de verschillende termen is bepaald. 

- De ionenstromen gericht naar en van het kathodevlak zijn berekend 

en blijken even groot te zijn, onafhankelijk van het gekozen 

kathodemetaal. 

- Het dynamisch model blijkt een aantal aspekten van het kathode

erosieproces te kunnen verklaren. Met name kan de minimale erosie 

(d.i. de ionen-erosie) van een metaaldampontlading worden berekend 

voor een reeks van metalen, waarbij een goede overeenstemming 

wordt gevonden met alle tot dusver bekende experimentele waarden. 

- Het experiment en de theorie hebben geleid tot het inzicht, dat het 

kathodevlekproces van alle metaaldampontladingen in vacuüm in 

essentie berust op een en hetzelfde mechanisme. 
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appendix 0 

SURVEY OF SOME THERMODYNAMICAL DATA (AT ROOM TEMPERATURE) FOR A NUMBER 

OF METALS. 

T m À ~ c 
Metal s s p 

-3 Wattm-1K- 1 -1 -1 -1 (K} kgm 0 m Joule kg I< 

Sn SOS 7,2.10 3 6,4. 101 11. 10-8 2,26.10 2 

Bi 544 9,7.10 3 8,2.{c) 107. 10-8 1,24.10 2 

Cd 594 a,4.10 3 9,3 .10 1 6,8. 10-8 2,30.102 

Pb 600 11,3.10 3 3,46.10 1 20,65.10 -8 1,30.10 2 

Zn 693 7, 1.10 3 1,15,10 2 5,9. 10 -a 3,90.10 2 

Mg 923 
. 3 
1,7.10 1, 57.10 2 4,45.10 -a a,79.10 2 

Al 932 2,7.10 3 2,37.10 2 2,66.10 -a 9,0 .10 2 

Ca 1123(6) 1,5.10 3 2,01.10 2 3,9 .10 -8 6,54.10 2 

Ag 1234 10,5.103 4,27.10 2 1,59.10 -8 2,39.102 

CU 1356 a,9.103 3,98.10 2 1,67.10 -8 3,85.10 2 

Ni 172a< 13) 8,8.10 3 8,99.10 2 6,84.10 -a 4,44.10 2 

Fe 1a08(Ö) 7,9.10 3 8,0 .'101 9,7 .10-8 4,4a.10 2 

Zr 2125( 8) 6,4.103 2,3 .102 40,0 .10-a 2, 7a .10 2 

Cr 2173 6,9.103 9,5 .101 12,9 .10-8 4,5 .10 2 

Ti 2000(13) 4,5.103 2,2 .101 42,0 .10-8 5,23,10 2 

Mo 28a3 9,0.10 3 1,40.10 2 5,2 .10-8 2,5 .102 

Ta 3250 16,6.10 3 5,7 .101 12,45.10 -a 1,4 .102 

w 3650 19,3.10 3 1,8 .102 5,65.10 -8 1,32.102 

Stainless 3 1 10-a 2 steel 316 7,9.10 1,47.10 75 5,0 .10 

T
5 

fusing temperature c crystalline 
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appendix 1 

IEEE Trans. Pow. App. Syst. PAS-93, (1974) 1747-1758. 

DIA!IETER AND CURREiiT DE!ISITY OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE CATHOOE DISCHARGES Hl' VACIJUM 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

J.E. Daalder Depa't'tment of Electrical Engineering 'fhe Netherlands 

The diameter of craters formed by a. vacuum dis

charge on a copper cathode 'Was determined for single 

and multiple discharges in the current range of 4-230 

A. For a fixed current the erater diameter has values 

according a lognormal distribution solely determined 

by the current. Current chopping is characterh;ed by 

the fonning of craters having one specific diameter 

(3"6 pm). Af ter splitting of a discharge the current 

is on the average equally divided over the partial 

discharges- The surface geometry influences the move

ment of the metal vapour discharge over the cathode, 

it does not affect the distributton of cra.tersiz:es. 

The mst probable current density in the cathode plane 

is a function of the current and is in the order of 

108 A/cm2 • 

I • lliTRODUCTION 

In the theoretical and experimental studies de

voted to the behaviour of the metal vapour discharge 

in vacuum or at higher pressures, the current dens i ty 

is an important parameter. The determination of its 

magnitude has been subject of several investigations 

[I ,2,3,4] and is a basic elettJent of theories dealing 

with the cathode emission processes [5,6] .. Unfort:una

tely there are still wide differences in the results 

obtained. This is partly due to impravement of the 

measuring techniques in the last decades showing ear

lierdata being too low in value [1]. However if we 

regard the values found in the last years • we still 

see the current density near the: cathode on e.g. cap

per is ranging from 10
4 

A/cm2 to 108 A/cm2 [2,3,4,7) • 

The c:urrent density of a discharge camprises 

tvo variables; the currEmt aaintained by thè discharge 

and the area of a •pecific cross section of the dis-

charge ch.anne 1. 

Two méthods are known to determine such a cross se.c

tion~ By the first method a region of the discharge 

just above the cathode having a strong light emission 

is photographed and its size is determined [4,8]. In 

'this region most probably ionization of mctal vapour 

occurs; in fact the extent of the space charge is then 

evaluated. 

The second method employs the crosion tracks produced 

by the discharge on the cathode surface and is same

times referre:d to as the aut:ograph method [I, 2. 3. 9] . 

The width of these tracks or the: size of the individu

al craters found are used to determine an average 

cross section. Both methods are critically evaluated 

in liter-ature [) ,4]. 

A number of definitions and presuppositions are 

used in both methods to characterize the size of these 

cross sections. This explaines only partially the 

large differences found. Confusion is increased by the 

fact that tht!se two elise-nt i al different areas investi

gated by the said methods both are known as the cath

ode. spot. 

The unccrtainty in the magn.i tude of the current 

density lead to an expertmental investigation of a 

metal vapöur discharge in vacuum. The main purposes 

we re: 

I. to study thc influence of the cathode surface con

ditions on the behaviour of a roetal vapour dis

charge; 

2 .. to analyse extreme conditions :as discharge division 

and the phenomenon of current chopping; 

3. t.o explore the parameters inf luencing the cuerent 

density as e.g. the dept"ndency on the current. 

The autograpb. tnethod was cmp loyed Jn these experiments ~ 

As catbode material copper was uscd. Copper is commer

cially available in a high degrc~ of pur i ty and has a 

wide application in vacuum are research which fa ei li

tates comparison with available data. 

2. EXPERIMENT/\!. EQUIPKENT 

:fr:e ~J:.r:.:,;::;e~;en!~ S::~ ~=.~~tstr!1'tfEËr i:,~!~~':r Electrical ei reu i try. 
Meetillll, Now Vork, N. Y., J..,woy 27-February I, 1974. Manuscript ••bmiued 
Auaust 6. 1913; mtde avaibble for printing November 13, 1973. The basic circuit in which the experiments we re 
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carried out is shown in fig. J. 

YB 

YB' vacuum breake< R5,snunt 
MB; mast~r breaker. Rt; variabie rutstance. 
r,.T,:tllyristor~ ~Bostora!l" ballery. 

fig: 1 The circuit 

A storage batti!ry was used as a d.c. power supply .. The 

current was regulated by means of tbe variab le res is

tance R.r and/or by the voltage level of the power sup

ply. For: the current range investigated t.be resistance 

(measured between. the contacts of the breaker) ranged 

from 10 ~H to 80 ~H. 

Having fired thyristor T 1 and af ter contact parting of 

the vacuumbreaker, the initiated discharge was ·short 

circuited by thyristor T2 after some millise:conds. The 

discharge current was constant e:xcept for the lower 

currEmt range ( lower than 20A} where chopping occurred. 

The current was measured by the coaxial shunt 

R
8

• having a resistance of i0,256 mO and a response 

time of O, lJ,~sec. The discharge voltage was measured 

directly across the breaker _ contacts. The voltage and 

current signals were recorded on a dual beam oscillos• 

cope {Tektronix 556) and photographed with a polaroid 

camera~ 

The vacuum breaker. 

The vacuum breaker used bas a hóusing of stain

leas steel. The demountable flanges are provided with 

high potential bushings. Copper gaskets are applied as 

vacuum seals. The electredes are mounted in the break-

er by clamps. 

which a high 

They have a base of O.F .H.C. copper on 

purity copper sheet is brazed. Fig. 2 

shows the dimensions of tbe catbode contact. 

fig,2 Oirnensions of the eathodo contact. 

According manufacturer' s specifications the quantity 

of impurities present in the coppersheet as determined 

by spectrographic examinatien is less than 8 p.p ... m .. 

The cleaning proeess of the electrodes prior to 
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munting ine:lude:d:! etc:hing with acids, .2_ degreasing 

in a freon bath, E. degassing in vac:uum (pressure less 

than 10-5 'forr) or in an inert gass for 30 minutes at 

700 °C. 

After assembling the breaker was evacuated and baked 

out for six to twelve hours at a maximum tempe:rature 

of 25o°C,. Tbe pressut"e after cooling down to room tem-

perature was less than 10-8 Torr. 

The average opening speed of the breaker 

was 1,5 msec-J, the anode .acting as the movable con

tact. The maximum lengtb of the gap between cantacts 

t'eaches 6 mm. 

3. llKTERMINATION OF CRATERSIZES ON T1IE CATRODE 

Tbe tendency of tbe catbodespot to follow irre

gularities, like seratches, on the catbode surface bas 

b'l>en noticed already as early as 1942 by Cobine and 

Callagher [JO] and is reported by ••m.ral otber inves

tigators, eompare for instanee [11,12]. 

In a preliminary imrestigation [ 13) catbode 

surfaces baving different roughness structures were 

examined. On a polished surface it is shown that the 

discharge has a tendency to affect a small area only 

which is fully eroded. An increasing roughness seema 

to urge the discharge to move over a large area~ 

In this ;ase we ob serve a -large number of locally se

parated craters; the move-ment of the dischax:ge is dis

continuous as is also shown by hi.gb speed photograpby 

[2]. 

The fact that on a roughened catbode surface 

t.he characteristics of individual craters are easiest 

to establish was used to determiue cratersizes .. For 

each current value investigated a catbode contact was 

prepared in the following way. 

After polishing emery paper {no. 600) was used to ob

tain a surface with unidirectional ridges~ These rid -

ges are irregular in shape and possess many sharp pro

jections. 

After eleaning and bake out p1rocedures as described 

above the system with the mounted electrades was pl.a

eed in the circuit and at a given current level a dis

charge was initiated between the contacts. The catbode 

was then dismounted and of it& surface a ,microscopie 

photograpb (magnification 50 - 250) was made. Using a 

calibrated magnifying_ glass the size of the craters 

eould be determined. 

Fig. 3 shows a typical example of a large erater and 

the geometry of the catbode on which it bas been for

med. Tbe vertical "lined" structure is due to the 

treatment with emery paper. The surface is only 

sligbtly eroded. The cáthode surfaces were photograph-



ed by pecpendicular illumination of the surface. !he 

bottorn of t:he erater is shown as a white spot, tbe 

walls ar~_• dark in appearance. Fig. 4 illustrates how 

the erater CiUl be i.ntcrpreted and indicates the way in 

which t he diameter was measured (compare [3] ) • Kost 

c:raters wcrc almost circular in cross s~ction. 'fhe 

depthof th<.:! erater was not measured. By studying in

dividual etatees it showed that especially the smaller 

oues c~n redsonably be approximated by a hemisphere. 

tig,) Example of a cr:oter 
,_____. 40p 

fig,4 lnterpretation of tig' 3 
a: measured diameter 

The larger craters show a bottorn wbich is Sómewhat 

flatter in appearance, no-wev-er the probability that a 

larger erater is actually consisting of two or more 

overlapping c.raters must be taken into consideration 

[ 13]. 

In general one can state that for most craters the 

depth îs about half of its diameter. 

The accuracy in determining the erater diameter is 1-

I ,5p.n. 

4. THE SINGLE CATRODE DISCHARGE 

The single cathode discharge has, as a function 

of the current, two clearly defined boundaries~ For 

lower current values the lifetime of the discharge is 

limited by curn:nt chopping, in case of copper this 

haf)pens around 4A [l4). For higher currents the proba

bility that a di$charge will. divide in two or more 

parallel dhcharges (spot division) strongly increases 

aud is for coppt•t' about one for currents of 100 i SO 

A [15]. 

In a current range of 4 - lOS A, the diameter 

of the erater was determined for 11 different current 

valueö. Fig. 5 shows the results. u denotes the number 

of m.;;:asurements in a class interval whic is taken 

here. as 1 pm. 

'l'able i indicates the number of measurements (N) for 

a fixt'd current (1); the val11e of the most probable 

dîaweter (•\) <'ot-r.esponding with the peak of the dis

tri bul iuu curvl! aud the percentage of the craters ha

ving th is di.ametf!r a
0

• 

Analysing the velues found for the spotdiameter 

some general conclusions can he drawn: 

fig:S Distributtons of the eraterdiameter a 
on a copper contact as a tunetion 
of the dtscharge current. 

Table I. 

N a 
0 

n/N 100% 

(observed (most probable (percentage of 
number of diameter) craters with 
craters) diameter a

0
) 

(A) (~rn) 

4, 7 197 3,8 38,4 

6,4 236 4,0 37 ,o 
9,2 310 4,2 27,2 

13,5 353 4, 7 26,4 

16,0 374 4, 7 25,0 

30,5 438 5,0 23,2 

54,4 200 6,0 16,4 

66,3 209 7' 3 11 ,2 

71,0 180 8,5 9,5 

87,0 170 10,0 8,0 

105,0 205 12,0 7, I 

- As is demonstrated by the distribut ion curves, there 

is a whole range of eraterdiameters possible for a 

fixed current. 

All distribution curves are single moded and app.ear 

to be positively skewed on a linear sc.ale. Plotting 

the logarithm of the diameter (fig. 5) the distribu

tion curves are symmetrical in respect to their modès 

For increasing currents there is a general shift to 

larg~r values of erater diameters. The possible dia

meter at a fixed current increases also. For example: 

at 4 j 7A the. eraterdiameter var i es between J 11tn and 8 
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pm,for 105 A the range is from 5 pm to 30 pm (I % 

values)·. 

- The percentage of craters having a value identical 

with the most probable value (mode of the distribu

tion) strongly increases with decreasing currents. 

At 105 A it is about 7%, at 4, 7 A is bas become more 

than 38% (Table I), 

- The general tendency of the curves of fig. 5 indi

cates that if the eurrent decreases an asymptotic 

value of the eraterdiameter is found .. This is clear

ly sbown by figa 6,. where tbe most probable diameter 

a
0 

bas been plotted as a function of the current. a0 
reaches a steady value of about 4 ~m if the current 

goes to zero .. 

As thc percentage of craters with a diameter a0strong

ly iocrcases for the lower currents we can conetude 

that the asymptotic value of the eraterdiameter-a fór 

I -. 0, will he solely one fixed value a
0

, that is 100% 

of the craters have a diameter a
0 

providing they are 

formeda 

One has to keep in mind that at these low current 

values · chopping and reignition frequently occurs be

fore the discharge extinghuises definitively. 

lig' 6 Dopendell<y of the mest probabllo diameter 011 IM current. 

Apparently the phenomenon of extreme instability (chop

ping) and the appearance of a dominating percentage of 

a eraterdiameter haviug a minimum value are intimately 

connected. A mure detailed investigation in the type 

of distributions will be treated further on. 

5. THE MULTIPLE CATiiODE DISCHARGE 

Using the technique of roughened eontact surfa

ces the behaviour of spot division was investigateda 

for the current range observed (120 - 230 A) splitting 

of the discharge occurred. The tracks made by the dis

eharge were inspected. Some examples will be briefly 

discussed here [13). 

Inspeetion of the erosion marks made by 11 127 A dis

charge 011 copper showed that a single discharge had 

started after separation of the contacts. The dis

charse ran over the surface for some mm. atid tben 

divided into two discharges which subsequently moved 

in opposed directions (retrograde motion). One track 

of such a partial discharge partly had run over the 

track previously made by the single discharge; the 

other traek was completely isolated. Distribution 

curves were determined from the area.. Fig. 7 shows 

the results .. 

llistributions of erater diametera 
llivision of a 127A discharge. 
lig,7 

The distribution B (isolated track of a partial dis

charge) strongly resembles the distribution of a 

single catbode discharge,Distribution A is different 

however. It is asya:metrical in appearance and has a 

bimodal character ~ which presumably is due to the 

overlapping of the two traces observed. 

Assuming that the dis'tribution A is cotoposed of two 

distributions A 1 and An * both being symmetrical on a 

logaritmie scale as in the case of a single dischar

ge, these two distrib'utions can be deterruined. Tbey 

appear to have most probable diameters of 1 pm (A •) 

and about 12 lJID {A"). One. can imagine that the dis

tribution having a mode of 12 um is associated with 

the discharge before division took place. Extrapola

tion of the curve in fig. 6 gives a value for a sin

gle discharge of l27A of 14 um.The modes ·of the dis

tribution of the partial discharges are 7 um reap • 

8 pm which. according fig., 6. are related vith cur

rents of about 60 A resp. 70 A. This means a tot:al 

current of 130 A, whieh agrees with the measured 

valuea 

- Fig. 8 shows distribution curves of a 140 A dischar

ge. The measurements wer~ performed in different 

areas. 
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fig: 9 Process of dlvft.ion and re\ated 
distributtons of tht craterdiamtttr 
ol a 2301\ discharge 

Again these distributions have a clear similarity. 

The modes have values of 7, 4 111n and 7, 7 t~m. Using 

fig. 6 we can relate thes€ veilues with about 65 A 

and 70 A. The total current therefore is 135 A which 

is some:what less than the measured values of l40A. 

- The tt"ace of a 230A discharge was very complex •. It 

was nat clear how the discharge had moved over the 

surface and "'bere division had taken place. By roea

suring the diameters of the craters in different 

areas it was possible however to reconstruct the 

process. 

Fig. 9 shows the distributions found. Curve A was 

measured in those areas where a single track was vi

sible. The distrihution is symmetrical and its peak 

is 8 ~m (i.e. about 70 A). Dis td.-bution B is asymme

trical and again we assume that it is composed of 

two symmetrical dis tributions i one (B') having a 

most probable diameter of 9 pm (80 A), the other 

(Bn) with a most probable diameter of 14 um (125 A). 

The most likely sequence of the splitting process is 

therefore as follows: 

First the discharge was composed of two partial dis

charges both conducting c.urrents of about 115 A and 

later on it splitted up in three partial discharges 

(two of 80 A and one of 70 A). 

In the three examples mentioned the distribution 

curves of partial discharges for a fixed current dif

fer. only s1ight.ly frmn eacb other. The discrepancies 

in their peak values are about l um which is iri. the 

order of the measuring error~ 

One can state therefore that the tataleurrent is equal

ly distribut:ed over the number of discharges present., 

llased on the strong similarity between the erater dis

tributions found for a single a.nd multiple ca.thode

discharge (and apart from possible electromagnetic in

teraction) it is reasonable to conclude that in both 

cases the processes occurring near and in the cathode 

are bas.ically the same. 

6. CRATER DISTRIBUTION IN ERODED AREAS 

In the experiments described use was made of 

cathode surfaces having a specific geometry. These 

cantacts with their numerous sharp projections show, 

in comparison with polisbed contacts 1 an increased mo

vement of the discharge [ 13] and this fact as such can 

be expected when field emission or 1'.F. emission plays 

a role in the process [5], 

Onemay wonder whether the results found can be gene

ralised to other types of surface geometries, With all 

the precautions taken it is still conceivable that a 

catbode surface on which a discharge is struck for the 

first time is oxydized and has layers of absorbed 

gas es. this can play a role in the process and can 

lead to different values of eraterdiameters as compa

red with surfaces being eroded by discharge action for 

a continued time. Those surface geometries for e.xample 

are found in vacuumbreakers which have performed a 

number of duty cycles. 

This point was subject of further investigation, 

Mêdified measuring technique 

Cathode surfaces completely eroded by the acti

on of a number of discharges were examined. 

It proved that the method of perpendicular illuminati

on of the object as hitherto applied gave little in

formation over the complicated structure of the sur

l:ace. Due to its extremely irregula-r character only a 

small part of the incident light was reflected in the 

direction of the optical axis of the microscope. De

tails could hardly be discerned and it was d-iffic:ult 

to l ocate craters * 

A strong improvement was obtained by illumination of 

the surface under certain angles and frolil different di

rections, i.e. a mOre or less diffuse light was thrown 

on the sub j eet. The phot.ographs taken in this way we re 

more detailed and better to interpre te. 

Fig. 10 and fig. J I are pictures taken by employing 

the methode of diffuse illumination and illustrates the 

differences between an area which i-s heav:ily eroded 

(fig. 11) and a surface which is only 11 touched" by the 

discharge (fig. 10). (For illustrating purposes only 

large sized craters are indicated by arrows). 

On this last picture the original structure of the 

catbode is largely intact (horizontal scratches) and 

the craters are distinctly visible.In fig. 11 the ori

ginal structure has completely vanished. Part.s of the 

area have been molten as shown by a smooth appearance. 

The whole makes the impression of a conglomera-te of 
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craters, overlapping each other, fused together or ha

ving lost their original fo·rms· when larger areas became 

liquid """"""tarily. However there are still isolated 

craters present. 

!Îg:10 
1~ fÎg:11 

Examples of craters in a slightly eroded llig:10) and a 
strongly eroded Uig: 11l area. 

Due to tbis last metbod of illumination the in-

terpretation of the erater diameter is slightly diffe

rent from the metbod of perpendicular illumination. This 

is illustrated by fig. 12. 

l :, ...... 
I >1 h 

::: ::: 
::~:: 

ü 
figo12 ti: ""'asured diamete< 

The walls of the erater a-re reflecting znore light due 

to the many augles of incidence. The black "ribbon " 

therefore has become smaller îf we compare with fig.4. 

For these complicated structures it proved that the 

diameter of the white ei rele {in fig.l2 denoted by a') 

could be measured easiest~ This nearly coincides with 

the bottorn diameter and is generally smaller than the 

value of a measured according fig~4. !he difference of 

a - a 1 is depending on the cratersize and amounts to 

approx. 2 lJ.M for the larger craterdiameters; for smal

ler diameters it is I um or less. 

Measurements of eraterdiameters in eroded areas 

Fig. 13 curve A shows the distribution obtained 

in an eroded area, formed by a discharge of 70 A. 

The discharge had run over tbe area of whicb these mea

surements were taken for 5 times during 8 msec each 

(compare fig. !I). 

2~---r-.-r .. >Tn----.-.-.. 

Ois;tributions of the eraterdiameter În 
strongly eroded ereas. 

The distribution is quite similar with. the distribu

tions found earlier (fig. 5). lts peak value is 6,5 t.tm 

which is about 1, 5 um lower compared with the peak 

value of a 70 A discharge on roughened contaets. 

This difference is largely due to the modified measur

ing techn ique and is further illustrated by fig .. 13, 

curve B. The distribution is dete~ined using a roughe

ned c:ont.i'et and a 70 A discharge which ran a short time 

over the surface (compare fig. lO). 

Only the isolated craters were measured using diffuse 

illumination for photographing. 

It is clearly shown that the differences of a distribu

tion· of an eroded area (curve A) and the dis tribution 

determined from a virginal contact surface (curve B) 

are smalL Their peak values differ only 0,2 IJM. 

Fig~ 13 curve C shows the distribution found for a 130 

A discharge in a heavily eroded area~ Presumably split

ting had occurred and we find the distributions of the 

part i al discharges {65 A).. If we compare this -~urve 

wit.h the other result.s found we see that this is in 

agreement with the concepts already fonnulated~ 

For the limited current values investigated we 

can conclude that the distributions and the values of 

the eraterdiameters are the same for both an eroded 

cathode contact: and for a contact treated in a speci

fic manner. Based on these t'es~!t.R. we can generalize 

this conclusion and state that the geometry of the 

surface only bas influence on the movement of the dis

charge(s) but t;:hat it doesn't affect the dimensions of 

the craters formed on the cathode nor the manner in 

which their diameter is distributed. 

7, THE LOGNORMAL lliSTRIBUTION 

Fig. 5 shows the distributions to have a bell 

shaped symmetrical form on a logaritmie scale. Th is 
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strongly suggests that the logarithm of the diameter 

a probably is normally distributed. By constructing 

the cumulative distributions of the experimental 

values of the erater diameter and plotting these on 

lognormal probabi 1 i ty paper, this hypothesis ca!'l be 

verified, as a cumulative lognormal distribut ion 

transfarms into a straight line on this type of paper. 

10 / 
- IIISA v;: :/" 

2o 87A 
·t~ 3o71A ~B]:; ~ er+----- 4o66.3A 

So54~A fç '/ ~ ~ 6o30.SA ~ / 
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.I 12 510 20 40 60 80 90959899 9~ 9~99 
fig:14 Cumulative "less than" frequency distributions of the 

eraterdiameter on a capper cathode. 

In fig. 14 the distributions found for a single 

discharge (fig. 5) have been plotted as a cumulative 

"less than" distribution. On theoretica! grounds [ 16] 

the deviations of the extreme points (the points close 

to 0% and 100%) are less important than for the mid-

points. Be a ring this in mind see that straight 

lines can be drawn through the experimental values in 

such a way that the criterion of lognormality is very 

well justified for most curves. 

The mathematica! expression of the two para

meter lognormal distribution is represented by [17] : 

d P(a) 
I =--e 

aai'Si 

where a :;:: o 

- (log a - ~) 2 

2o2 
da (I) 

The cumulative frequency distribution is then given 

by: 

J
a I 

P(a ~ a 1) = 
0 

I 
--e 
aoili (2) 

Here d P(a) respresents the fraction i of the number of 

measurements which have eraterdiameters in the inter-

val a - ! da and a + i da. 

The distribution is completely determined by the para

meters JJ an d. Here JJ denotes the arithmetic mean,a 

the standard deviation of the normal distribution of 

log a. 

Their values can be obtained graphically from fig. 14, 

using the formulas[IS]: 

e 
log a507. (3) 

e 
log <l 

a507. + a847. 
) ) (4) 

ai67. a507. 

The subscript of a denotes the percentage at which the 

value of a (in JJID) should be taken. 

These values are calculated and plotted in fig. 14 and 

fig. 16. In fig. IS a is shown as a function of the 

current on a double logarithmic scale, fig. 16 gives JJ 

on a single logarithmic scale. The values of JJ and a 

are reasonably approximated by the straight lines dra\o.'ll 

so that the dependency of these variables can be ex

pressed by the formulas 

and 

0 = 0,22 r 0
• 19 

-3 
~ = 1, 28 e 7,0.10 I 

I measured in A ) (5) 

I measured in A) (6) 

Based on these relations the following con'clus

ions can be drawn which may be a more rigarous basis of 

the results already found. 

- The fact that both JJ and a are a function of the cur

rent means that the distributions of eraterdiameters 

capper cathode are {at least in first order 

completely determined by the discharge current. 

10 0 

J(Al 

0 
f- a •0.22 1°·19 

I 

0 I 
5 

I 

I 1/ a 
.s 

Oependency of !1 on the current 
ligciS 

0 ft(Al f 11 T 
I I I ),],,,, 
f 

~·1.28. 

0 

IL 

10 

60 

~ 

0 I 
I 

0 I 
1: 
~ ~ 

0 
10 

Oependency of ~ on the current 
figol6 

- Relation (6) shows that if the current goes to zero 

lJ. will reach a value of l1 = 1 ,28. 

According to (3) this means that the median value of 

a eraterdiameter approaches the asymptotic value of 

a 507. "" 3,6 J.Jm. 

From relation (5) is learned that a goes to zero with 

current. This means that the dispersion of the dif-
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ferent values of the di.....,ters possible for a fixed 

current diminishes so that in the asyruptotic ease of 

I + O(a a 0) all the eraterdiameters have the •

value of 3,6 lltB• 

8. THE CURRENT DENSITY AT THE CATJ!ODE 

To calcula.te the current density of a single 

discharge at the catbode one bas to know if there are 

one or more emission sites active at the aame time, a 

fact which is still unclear. 

Assuming that the erater having the most probable dia

meter is formed on the average by the total discharge 

current we can calcnlate the. (most probable) current 

density as a tunetion of the eurrent (fig. 17). 

fig, 11 The relation betwun IM eurrenl densily 
and lhe current. 

It shows that there oceurs a maximum around SOA, the 

current density having a value of about 1,9 108 A/cm2• 

Fig. 6 shows that for currents larger than 50 A there 

is a linear relation between the most probable diame

ter and the current. Based on a model in whicb Joûle 

heating bas a dominant role. tbe cratardiameter was 

calculated [19] and showed to be a linear tunetion of 

the. current. Tbe calculated value of the craterdi.aJJte

ter agrees with the measured values for a number of 

metals. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The spread in the values of eraterdiameters and 

their dependency on the current can present - besides 

other sourees mentioned- a reason for the variation 

in current density found in literature. 

The eseential unstahle eharaeter of a Mtal vapour 

discharge in vacuum wi th a continuous decay and. 

renewal of catbode processes is reflected in the nu

merous catbodecraters formed. Any model or theory 

descrihing this proeess correctly should take this dy

namic behaviour into account. 
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Discussion 

G. A. Farrall (Genera! Electric Corporale Research and Dcvelopment 
C.enter, Schenectady, New Vork): I think anyone who has studied in 
detail the tracks of erosion pits Ie ft on a surface following a vacuum dis
charge willagree that the microsçopic appearance is a very confused one 
indeed, especiaJly for a surface whlch has been repeatedly traversed by 
the are. The demonstration of order and symmctry from !he study of 
such surfaccs. as Mr. Daalder has done, shows the hand of a very carefut 
and a very patient man. 

My detailed comments on this paper are represented in five ques
tions. 

I) You have ohserved a tendancy for erater size to approach a 
constant value as the magnitude of current approaches zero. Do you 
feel that thîs cons:tançy has a fundamental significanee relevant to the 
existence of tbc are? 

2) Rakhovskli and his colleagues in the Soviet Union haV'f.! in 
recent years reported current densities on copper surfaces of the order 
of 1 QS A/cm3. You have noted this studyin your paper. TI1e reason for 
the d1fference of this result from yours might arise from varying current 
magnitude or surface characteristics, or perhaps frorn the method of 
study employcd. What do you feel is the prîncipal reason for thîs 
difference? 

3) Again in the Rakhovskii studies, the belief is expressed that 
the structure~ obscrved in these optical examinations of the cathode 
during a burning arcj are actuaUy subdivisions of a larger co1Jcctive unit 
whîch is commonly rcferred to as a cathode spot. That is, the point is 
made that a single catbode spot carrying 50 to 100 ampcres is actually 
made up of a number of smaHcr separate cells. What ls your feeling re~ 
garding this observatjon and have you seen any evidence of cell structure 
ïn your studies? 

4} I was very înterestcd in your observatîons of erater sizes on 
virgin surfa{·es and surfaces which liad been repcatedty travcrscd by the 
are cathode root. Bccause, as you have lndicated in yuur paper, the sur~ 
face condition strongly affects the movement of thc discharge, I would 
have expected a stronger difference than the one you have found. Have 
you had the opportunity to study electrode surfaces in vacuum which 
have been strongly oxidized and, if so, what was the rcsuH? 

5) Is thcre a tendancy for craters to bc found at inctus:ions leftin 
the surface by the abrasive used to finish the surf ace'! 

Manuscript received February 12, 1974, 

C. W. Kimblin (Westinghouse Research Labs., Pittsburgh, Pa.): The 
physks of the cathode spot on copper electrodes in vacuum has been 
the subject of many experimental and theoretica! papers. The difficul· 

Manuscript received February 14, 1974. 
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ttes in resolving the basic mechanisms He in the small spot dimensions 
coupled with the high power de-nsity in the cathodc rcgions. 

Accurate knowledge of the cathode spot currcnt density, J, is 
certainly important,and Dr. Daalder's work should prove most valuable. 
However, as Dr. Daalder points out, it mustbc appredated that widely 
divergent values for the current density on copper have been publîshcd, 
even within thc past two years. For cx.ampJc, Rondeel (Ref. 9) using 
the autograph method dctermined a J vah•c of 2 x I 06 A/cm2 at 75A. 
Djakov and Holmes [Ref. (i)] using are photogmphy determincd that J 
fluctualed within a range 5 x JQS to I x 107 A/cm2 for current levels 
of 25 to 100 A. Golub, Kantsel and Rakhovsky [Ref. (ii)] also used are 
photography and determined J in the range 5 x 1 04 to 2 x I os A/cm2 
for currents in the range 25 to 100 A. Finally Kimb1in [Ref. (iii)] has 
shown that the measured erosion rate is reasonably consistent wîth 
Eckcr's (Ref. (iv)] theoretica! value for J of 106 Alcm2. All of these 
recent valucs are at least &n order of magnitude less lhan the current 
density for coppcrof I 08 A/cm2 observed at I 00 A in the present work. 
This differe-nce is important sincc, as shown by Ecker (Ref. (iv, v)] thc 
basic cathode spot heatin-f mcchanism is ion bombardment for J ap~ 
proximately less than 10, A/cm2, and resistive Joule healing for) of 
;;> 108 Aiem2. 

It is Jnteresting to note that thc erosion rate for coppcr vacuum 
arcs over the current range I 0 to 200 A is independent of thc currcnt 
level at approximately 0.95 ± 0.2 x I 0-4 grnms/coulomb [ Rcfs. (ili), 
(vi), (vii), {viiî)], see Figure A. This erosion ra te is aiso 
evidenced by the fact [Figure A) that maximum ton current l+ 
whîch J.11Îgrates away from the cathoJe spots of low currcnt vacuum arcs 
is a constant fraction (0.08) of the are t.:urrent I. As previously shown 
!Ref. (iii), (ix)j, I+ is re1ated to l via the relation i+ ~1 whercX 
is the erosion rate (g/C), cIs the electronk charge, m is the ion mass 
and f ls the fractional îonizatlon in the cathode spot rcgion. Since the 
total cathode fall is approximately 20 V independent of the are current. 
it is possible to explain an observcd rono:;tant erosion rate in termsof a 
constant power density at thc cathode spot. Uowcver this assumes the 
ion bombardment hcatîng mechanïsm consistent wlth a J of < l Q7 
A/cm2) and a constant current den'>ity. 

In order to support the present value of 108 A/cm2J would like to 
ask the author whcther an erosion ra te was measured in thc present ex
perimcnts. and if so whether thc. crvsion ratc was consistent with a 
value of approximately 0.95 x I0-4 g/C independent of currcnt.ln the 
event that erosion rat es we re not mcasured, pcrhaps thc author will 
comment on the following. Crater diameter:; al lOO A a factor of 
three larger than the erater diameters at 1 0 A i Fig. Assuming 
hemispherical craters, this suggests that the volume of material eroded 
from an indivîdual erater at 100 A wiU bc a factor uf 27 largcr than the 
vo1ume of matcriaJ eroded from an individual erater at lO A. Fvr a 
constant erosîon rate (gjC). the numbcr of individual craters fol!owing a 
given arcing duration at iO A should cxceed thc number of craters at 
100 A by a factor of 2.7. Was ît possibk to disccrn any significant 
dîfferencc in the number of cratcrs'! 
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Fjg. A: Erosion rates. (ü) and maximum ion currents (•) from cathode 
spots on coppcr a-s a function of the vacuum are current over the range 
15 to 200A 
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I would like to close by romplimenting the author on his inter· 
esting and stimnlating paper. 
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A.nswers to the questions of G. A.. Fartall. 
I. lt seems reasonable to assume lhat the asymplotic approach of 

cratersize for small current valucs bas a bearin~ on the lifelime of the 
are. The currcnt range in which the erater diameter tends toa constant 
valuc is charactcrized by increasing inslability in are current and voltage 
for decreasing current. The lifclime of lhe are diminishes (I ) and· 
chopping occurs. As shown the current dcnsity is dccreasing in this 
range and accordingly there will be a decreasc in theemission processes 
at thr catbode surface. Most probably the inlluence of the circuit in !he 
direct vicinily of the breakcr will be important in sustaining thc are (2). 

The constant value of erater diameter around current zero was also 
found in expcriments where tungsten was used as a catbode mal-erial 
indicating thls tcmlency bcing a more general propctty. 

2. The main reason for the difference.• in the current densily re
ported by Rakhovsky and the values found in this study can he as
cribed to thc diffcrencc of are rettions obscrvcd which directly follows 
from the different measurin' techni<tues cmployed. 

TI!C value of current density found by Rakhovsky is based on 
delermination of the size of the luminous zone ahove the catbod sur· 
face. This zone was detcrmined by high speed photography of the hum· 
ing are and ils si:ze (probably the length of the luminous zone parallel 
with the t-athode surfa<'C) is acrording to Rakhovsky 's measuremcnts in 
the ordor of !0()..200 pm. 

This study has determined !he size of craters formed by the dis
charge in tbe catbode plane. The magnitude of these craters was deler· 
mined by microscope afler thc discharge having been active on the 
surf ace. The diameter of these era te"' are in tbc order of I Opm. 

The diffcrence in sizes of the subjee Is determined is allOut a factor 
ten and accordingly lhe current density differs a factor hundred (and 
more). 

I do nol think that a direct comparison of these values of current 
dcnsity is juslified as they are relatcd to principally different zones of 
thcarc. 

3. Thc qucstion of een structure is an intriguing one and it Is un~ 
fortunalc that evidence regarding this phcnomenon is still largcly in· 
conclusîvc. 

There are some arguments which,ac.cording to my opînîon, are not 
in favour of the tdea of microstructurc. 

a. In one of your papc"' (3) you propose a possiblc ex· 
planation of cell structure as observed by Rakhovsky. 
Here you po in I out that the subdivision of !he spot could be due to the 
prestmee of heavy layers of absorbed gases on the calbode surf ace. This 
argument is supported by Rakhovsky's observalion of thc cxistcncc of 
two types of spots. The first IYP<' appears only in the fir.;t stage of tbc 
are lifetime and carrics ahout 5-10 A.. The second type appears arter 
approximately onc msec. and carrics 100·200A. Rakbovsky as.•umes 
tbat tbc sccond type actually is made up of spots of tbc lil'lit type. 

Manusc:ript ..."ived May Jt, IQ74. 

According Parrail the flrst type of spot possibly is charaderi>ed by the 
amount of gas relea<ed from the catbode wrfacc. 
Onc C!>Uid thcrefore infcr that only the sccond type of spots rcpresenls 
a true vncuum are. 

b. Anothcr possible explanation of the exist<ncc of a sub· 
structure as noted by Rakhovsky could be thc followin~. 

As has been puinled out tbe cr•tc"' forrnrd on the surface imlicalc 
a disconlinuolr.' movement of the are over the <.·.athodl~ surfacc. llley are 
formed by evaporation of roetal at high tempera! ure. The<e cratcrs will 
n1aintain thc temperafure during a ccrtain time even whcn thcy are oot 
Jonger acth•c in c'Onducting thc rurrcnt, !hal is whm thc are has rt1ovcd 
on. lt i• conceivable thcrcfore !hal therc will br an aflcr~low of these 
holtones. 

In olher words thc suhstructurc could he duC" h., lighl \~misoänn of 
both iu.:tivt~ an•as and areas with different sta&W" of are dcçay. 

c. Th~ study showsfora single dischafl!C (spot la dcpendcncy 
between cratersize and current (fig. S, 6). For currcntslarger than lOOA 
division of the discharge was demonstraled hy obt<crving smaller erater 
diameters jn agreement with thc current carril·d by rhc p:.ntial l1h;
charges. Thi~ confinn~ thc ob~r~1tion" of lljaktw aml Jlohnc'i (4) who 
showcd by are photography thal in case of coppcr divi'!ion t;~kes placc 
at currents of IOO·l50A. 

Similar measurements on tungstcn show that <tt.:cnnHng i:r.JlersiT.e 
divillion of the discharge occurs around 250A which lks dn<c to tht• 
value of 300A noted hy KimhUn (5). 

Should a sin~lc calhodc spot adually consist of a number of 
sepamte eens unc wou1d not ex~t a cratersizf.' incna~ing wilh t:ummt. 
lf division of a spot eau be demonstraled by dimini'\hing cralasi"', il is 
reasanabie to assmne that subdivision in one catbode spot should have a 
similar effect on thc cratersit.c. 

Therefore if Rakhovsk:y fintls for coppcr that cad1 çoll carriçs 
approx. 5A one should expect a distribution of cmtcrsizcs a.'\ fomtd for 
SA in the whole current range up to IOOA. These distri~utions wrnlld 

, thcn be idcntical which is clearly nol tbc case. 
4. and 5. Special attention to strongly o11:idizcû surfncC"S and fhc 

role of inclusion< bas not been !'.ivcn. 
The copper used bere presumably was only oxidi7.<'<1 inaslight dc!!fcc. 
Due to a thorough bake out of tbe electrodes beforc ancl üuring cvacua· 
tion onc can expect a comparitlvcly clean surface. "f'h<- mcasuremtmfs 
on sintcred tungsten cathodcs gave proof of thc prcscncc of more 
abundant oxyde layers and absorbed gases. Oxides as nitride< and <"ar· 
bidcsarc vcry stabie dissociatin~ unly at high tcmpcraturcs whil<• sinlcr<>d 
tungsten can posscss considcmhle amounts of all~rbcd gascs. 
Again~ however, we found about the samc sizc of cr~1h.'r di:.unck'rs on 
virgin contactsas compared with cornJitioncd surfal'C5. 

With the low magnification uscd we wcrc nol ablc to defect inclu· 
sionsloft in tbc surface, howcver it is likely that thcy are present. 
lf the discharge has any prefe-renee in rorming craters at indusions (6) I 
dn nol think it likely !hal the cratersizc is innucnçed l>y !hem. 
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Answers to the quc,tions of C. W. Kiml>lin 
Mcasurements on the erosion ratc of a vaçuum are at low c-urrenl 

values wcre nol performed in this Iabaratory until now. 
Thc valnes found by Rcel-'e and Robe-rtson indicatc :m crosion ralt" 

being independent of !he L'Urrent for a single spot. Aparl from tllc 
doubtfulness if Rohertson's results applics to a truc vacuum are, (his 
measuremenls hcing made in thc- prcssure range of somc mm torr) thcre 
are other dal a which are contr:atlictory to the idl'a of a t..•onstant (..'f'Hsiun 
ra~ . 

The ralher extensive mcasurcmcnts of Klyarfd'd ct al (I) show for 
copper a strong dependency of the erosi·m rate on thc currcnl in thc 
range of 0-SOA; the valuc of thc crosion ratc dl~crcasin~ hy o fador 
thr.;c. Othcr rn<'tals mcasurcd hy these authors show " similar de· 
pendency. Also Kutznet and Zalucki (2) and Tanbcrg (3) show results 
whh.:h indicate a diminîshing of the crosion ratc for lowcr currcnts. 
ft certainly scems net·rssary 10 have addilional data on thc quanlity of 
thc crosion ratc. 

Thc method of dctermining thc numhcr of individual eratets 
formcd ~r unit arcing time provc-d to bc inaccurate. Doc lo rcasons as 
fusion of cro.tt"rs and gros~ rnclting of cathode areas onc can only f!Ct an 
esthnatc of thc numbcr or cyotcr,;. lt is lhcrcfor<' nol possihlc to deler
mine a dependcncy hetween thc munber of cralcrs and thc current. 1t is 
interestin(l. to note that if thc measuremenlsof Klyarfel'd •hould be cor· 
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reet this couJd mean that the numbcr of craters per unit tîme is approxi
mately independent of the currcnt. 

In your discussïon you rcfer to the different values of current 
density found by a numbct of authors. In the discussion with G. A. 
Farrall I have pointed out the basic differencc between !he results 
obtaincd by are photography and !he autograph mcthod. 

Somc authors using thc autograph metbod have dctcrmined a 
current density basedon thc width of erosion tracks. These tra<:ks either 
consist of single cratcrs surrounded by areas being not eroded ot ate 
forrned by numbers of craters partially of complctely fuscd logether 
(4). These tracks are formed by the movement of tbc discharge. lts 
width is dependent on tbc are velocity at the catbode surf acc. A higher 
velocity leads to smaller tracks sîzes with correspondiogly 1ess cr.Jters 
per unit area. 

However we have not found any dependcncy of thc 
track width. In my opinion therefore a determinatîon the 
density based on track width is rather arhitrary and generally 
low valucs of this quantity. 
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Abstract. Erosion measurements on copper catbodes show the erosion rate to be depen
dent on different variables, such as are current, arcing time and catbode size. The 
experimental resuJts otfer an explanation of tbe large varlation in erosion rate values as 
found by earliet experiments. The behaviour of otber catbode metals proves to be 
similar. · 

An analysis shows the varlation in erosion to be caused by changes in the output 
of neutral species. It is concluded that ions and neutrals differ in origin of generation, 
the catbode spots being the eentres of fully ionized metal vapour, while neutrals are 
formed in surrounding areas. 

1. IDtroduction 

In a vacuum discharge charged and neutral species are present. Por conditions of catho
die arcs, i.e. when there is no anode spot, these species are generated at or near the catbode 
surface and, ifleaving the catbode permanently, cause a mass loss which can be measured 
by a weighing method. This catbode mass toss due to the action of the vacuum are is 
generally expressed in terms of mierogmms per coulomb charge transfer and is kuown 
as theerosion rate. 

Por quite a number of metals the erosion rate has been determined and copper 
especially has been investigated most thoroughly. Pigure 1 gives a survey of the values 
found for the erosion rate of copper as reported in literature during the last decade. 
The measurements, spanning a considerable current range, show contradictory results. 
On basis of these data it is clear that the erosion rate cannot he regarded as a single
valued function of the discharge current. The differences found in these measurements 
are too large to be explained by their inherent errors. This leads to the assumption that 
there are other variables to be taken into account. 

A special point of interest is the value of the erosion rate for small current levels. 
The behaviour of the AC vacuum discharge around current zero is of major importance 
in case the discharge is applied in a vacuum circuit·breaker. The available data (figure 1) 
may suggest a decreasing erosion rate for currents lower than 100 A, i.e. a situation for 
which on a copper catbode only one catbode spot exists. The increasing instability of 
the are for current levels approaching zero could make the lifetime of the discharge to he 
of intlucnee on the erosion rate and is accordingly investigated in this paper. 

Pinally, knowledge of the parameters influencing the magnitude of the erosion rate 
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Figure 1. Erosion ra te of copper according to different investigators: [X] Cobine and 
Vanderslice (1963); e Kansel' et al (1968); • Kimblin (1973); () Klyarfel'd et al (1969); 
0 Kutzner and Zalucki (1970); \1 Mitchell (1970); D Plyutto et al (1965); /':,. Reece 
(1963); x Rondeel (1973); *Zalucki and Kutzner (1972). 

can leadtoa better onderstanding of processes involved in generating the different species 
and their significanee in a metal vapour discharge in vacuum. 

2. Experimental procedure 

The oe measurements were carried out in the circuit shown in figure 2. As an accurate 
means of controlling time of current flow through the vacuum breaker and in order to 
minîmize electrode heating prior to contact separation, thyristors T 1, T z, were used 
inîtiating the current and short circuiting the vacuum discharge. Final interruption was 
performed by a oe breaker (MB). 

CRO 

CRO 

Flgure l. The circuit: VB, vacuum breaker; MB, master breaker; Tt and T2, thyristors, 
Rs, 11hunt (10·256 mil); RT, variabie resistance; SB, storage battery; CRO, catbode 
ray oscilloscope. 

The copper electrodes were mounted in a stainless steel chamber supplied with ceramic 
bushings, one ofthe contacts (the anode) being movable by a metal bellows arrangement. 
The contacts were separated by a mechanical device imparting the movable contact an 
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average speed of 1·5 m s-1. The chamber was evacuated prior to an experiment at 
pressures of 5 x 10-7 Torr or less. The electrode material was manufactured from high
purity copper having a gas content of less than 10 ppm. lts geometry was cylindrical 
(3-4 mm height). having a slightly convex end surface to achieve mid-contact separation. 
These cantacts were brazed on stainless steel studs so that they could he mounted in the 
breaker by a clamping system. This metbod ensured a negligible change of weight by 
fastening or releasing the electrodes. 

Throughout the range of measurements a catbode mass loss l!.mc of about 10 mg was 
achieved by choosing an appropriate number of arcing sequences n in each experiment 
at a fixed current Ie and a specific discharge time M. The average erosion rate Er is then 
determined by 

D.mc D.m 
Er=---~=------

lenl!.t lel!.t 
(I) 

where D.m the catbode mass loss during the discharge time l!.t. Here D.mc=nD.m, i.e. 
the total mass loss in an experiment is proportional to the number of arcing sequences 
when the other parameters are fixed. 

The mass loss due to arcing was measured with a balance ha ving an absolute accuracy 
of0·2 mg. 

The relative error in this procedure of weighing dUferences is of the order of 4%. 
The accuracy of determining the current is about 2%. For the major number of experi
ments the discharge time was evaluated by an electronk counter triggered by the are 
voltage and could thus he measured with a relative error Iess than 1 %. The overall 
accuracy in the erosion rnte therefore is of the order of 6%. 

3. Results of erosion measurements on copper 

Two series of experiments were performed. In the first a catbode ha ving a diameter of 
25 mm was used, in the second series the catbode diameter was 10 mm. In both cases, the 
anode diameter was 25 mm and the gap distance 1·5 mm. The dependency ofthe erosion 
rateon current as wellas on discharge time was examined. 

Figure 3 shows the results for a 25 mm éopper cathode. The discharge time M was 
varied from milliseconds to several seconds, which covers the range of experiments 
previously made by others. The current values were chosen from 33 to 200 A. The 
erosion was thus produced by either one, two, or even three catbode spots, the average 
current per spot on capper being 75-100 A (Djakov and Holmes 1971, Daalder 1974). 

The characteristics show the erosion rate to be dependent on bath current and dis
charge time. For a fixed current of 200 A we found the erosion rate to vary from less 
than 50 p.g C-1 toabout 190 p.g C-1, i.e. a variation of about a factor four, by choosing 
increasing values of the discharge time. For the other current levels investigated, the 
behaviour is similar, the erosion rate being less for lower currents. Also the average 
slopes of the curves become less for diminishing currents. 

The erosion is conneeled with the energy input into the cathode, which means that 
generally the erosion rate is a function of the charge transfer by the are. In tigure 4 the 
data of a 25 mm catbode are shown as a function of the number of arcing coulombs 
(leD.t) tagether with the results obtained with a 10 mm cathode. In the case of a 25 mm 
catbode two curves indicate the erosion rate dependency of approximately 50-120 A 
and 160-220 A. For high values of charge transfer there is a divergence of these curves, 
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Figure 3. Erosion rate of copper as a function of arcing time for 25 mm diameter elec· 
trodes: Are currents: x 200 A, 0 160 A, 0 120 A, V 55 A, +33 A. 
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Figure 4. Erosion rate of copper as a function of charge transfer by the are for two 
cathode sizes: Are currents: x200A, 0 160A; 0 120A; V 55 A,+ 33A-25mm 
cathode; + 33 A, *140 A-IO mm cathode. 

while for lower charge transfer the curves merge into one within the accuracy of the 
measurements. The fact that the current range investigated actually is a transition region 
from a single to a multiple catbode spot discharge probably explains why the erosion 
rate is not solely dependent on charge transfer. 

The dependenee of th,e erosion ra te on tbe size of tbe catbode is clearly demonstrated 
when comparing lO and 25 mm cathodes. The small catbode shows a mucb stronger 
increase in erosion rate for values of charge transfer where tbe 25 mm catbode only bas 
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a moderate gain, again indicating the importance of the arcing time in erosion ·rate 
measurements. 

For low valnes of charge transfer there is a convergence of data obtained at different 
current valnes and cathode sizes. There is a tendency of a continuing decrease of erosion 
ra te witb a decreasing charge transfer. The few data collected at 33 A indicate a more or 
less constant and minimum value of about 40 p.g c-1• These results will be analysed 
below. 

A check was made on some properties connected with the experimental set-up which 
could inftuence the validity of the measurements. 

3 .1. Bridge erosion 

When electrodes carrying a current are separated, molten metal is drawn from the elec
trodes forming a bri4ge at tbe point of separation (Uewellyn Jones 19S7, Holm 1967). 
By ropture or explosion of tbe bridge tbe are is initiated. Material transfer during the 
bridge stage can influence tbe determination of the transfer of catbode mass by tbe are. 
This will be of special importance when dealing with short arcing times in the order of 
milliseconds, as investigated bere. If during the bridge erosion stage there should be a 
dominant mass transfer from e.g. anode to cathode, this could explain the decrease of 
catbode erosion forshort arcing times. 

The influence of bridge erosion on are erosion was investigated on copper for currents 
of 50 and 200 A. 

When tbe electrodes were drawn apart tbe are initiation was observed by the are 
voltage reaching approximately 18-20 V, and after 1S fLS tbe discharge was short
circuited. For botb currents tbe procedure was repeated two hondred times. 

Any forther weight loss or gain by catbode or anode was not detectable by the 
weighing metbod used, which meant in these cases that mass changes were 0· 2 mg or 
less. The mass toss during arcing being negligible (0·03 mg and less), the maximum 
possible catbode weight gain due to beidging amounts to 0·2 mg in botb cases. 

An are of SS A having a discharge time of S ms showed after 200 arcing sequences a 
catbode mass loss of 3·0 mg. For a 200 A are lasting 2·S ms (200 times) the weight loss 
was5·0mg. 

We coneinde therefore that tbe error caused by bridging for tbe shortest arcing times 
involved leads to a possible maximum error of 7% for a SO A are and 4% for a 200 A 
are. For largèr arcing times tbe possible errors become completely negligible. 

These results can be compared with Rakhovsky's (1965) bridge erosion measurements 
on tungsten. He found an erosion rate of the bridge stage of about 1 p.g c-t, which is 
some 2% of tbe tongsten are erosion of around 50 p.g C-t. 

3. 2. Gap distance and anode size 

Some experiments were performed to investigate whetber tbe magnitude of tbe electrode 
gap and the anode size had any possible influence on tbe value of tbe erosion rate. The 
reflection of i ons and neutrats (Zalucki and Kulzner 1972) or rebound of particles at the 
anode towards the catbode could increase tbe mass of the latter and therefore lower the 
erosion rate. Any possible reflection of mass will be most pronounced for Iàrge anode 
areas and small contact gaps. 

To analyse whetber a systematic error was introduced by reftection, we changed the 
anode diameter from 25 to 10 mm, using a 2S mm cathode and a gap distance of l·S mm. 
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Varying the discharge time from 2 to 120 ms at a current of 155 A gave the same results 
as those previously obtained with a 25 mm anode. With the same arrangement the gap 
distance was then varied from less than I mm to more than 10 mm: the data did not show 
any dependenee on the gap length; fora current of 140 A and a discharge time of 100 ms, 
an average value of 75 (Lg c-1 was obtained, which agreed very well with the previous 
measurements. 

We conclude therefore that a variation of the solid angle, by which the anode is 
viewed from the catbode centre, between 0·58 and 1·90 1r sr (the limits being 0 and 2 1r sr) 
does not alter the erosion rate. If ref:lection towards the catbode occurs, it is considered 
bere to be a second-order effect and lies within the accuracy of the measurements per
formed. 

3 .3. Are movement 

An interesting fact was revealed by some experiments where the discharge movement was 
concentraled in a relatively small part of the total available catbode area. lt was observed 
that the are, when initiated on the catbode edge (25 mm cathode), had a preferenee to 
burn bere for prolonged times. The erosion rate then found was distinctly higher than 
it would be under 'normal' conditions, i.e. with an are moving over larger parts of the 
surface. For a 200 A, 20 ms are an erosion rate of 72 !Lg C-1 was found for a freely 
moving are, while in case of a discharge burning on the catbode edge a value of90 !Lg C-1 

was observed. At an arcing.time of 100 ms the values were 77 and 100 (Lg C-1 respec
tively. Inspeetion of the catbode showed the edge area over an extension of a few square 
mi1limetres to have the smooth appearance of copper once molten, in contrast with the 
usual dull, pitted surface structure after arcing. A similar behaviour was even more 
pronounced with a tin cathode. t 

These observations show the relation between energy input into the catbode surface 
and the resulting erosion. If the are stays concentrated in a minor part of the cathode, 
the actual catbode area as 'seen' by the are diminishes. Higher local surface temperatures 
are then attained which result in an increase of the erosion by either evaporation or 
sputtering of molten metal. The same of course applies when comparing the increase of 
erosion rates obtained by 10 and 25 mm cathodes. Clearly the velocity of the discharge 
and its manner of movement over the catbode surface are of importance for the resulting 
erosion. 

The geometry of the electrodes and other parameters (such as external magnetic 
fields) which influence are movement and velocity are other aspects besides the ones 
mentioned which have a hearing on the actual erosion by a vacuum are. 

4, Comparison of erosion measurements with available data 

If we compare our results on the erosion rate of copper with data of other investigations 
taking into account the dependency of charge transfer and catbode diameter, it becomes 
clear why different values have been reported (see figures I and 5). 

In tigure 5 those measurements which were sufficiently specified with regard to dis
charge times used are indicated by symbols; other data indicate the range in which the 

t In these (and earlîer described) experiments the catbode spots were always confined to the catbode 
surface, i.e. erosion never occurred in the vicinity of the joint between the copper electrode and the stain
less steel bolder. 
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author obtained values of theerosion rate. Rondeel (1973) performed his mcasurements 
in a current range of approximately 400-2000 A using an average discharge time of 20 ms 
and 15 mm diameter electrodes. His results have a close fit with our data at a current 
level of 150-200 A, which indicates that our results are valid for the higher current range. 

Kimblin (1971) and Plyutto et al (1965) used low currents (80 A and 300 A respec
tively). Their high values of arcing times however (>Is) resulted in relatively high 
erosion rates, which show that the erosion rate is determined by the charge transfer 
being the product of current and arcing time rather than by current alone. 
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Figure 5. The erosion rate of copper found in this investigation (-) compared with 
values of other investigators. Curves: A, Kansel' et al (1968); B, Cobine and Vanderslice 
(1963); C, Reece (1963). Points: • Kimblin (1973); \1 Mitchell (1970); x Rondeel 
(1973); 0 Plyutto et al (1965). 

Mitchell (1970) determined erosion rates for 50Hz sinusoirlal currents having peak 
values of 7-20 kA, an are duration of about 10 ms and 45 mm diameter electrodes. If 
one compares these AC measurements with the oe data presented here, the correspondence 
is reasonable. The strong increase in erosion rate for charge transfer in the order of 100 C 
agrees favourably with the tendency in our measurements. 

Zatucki and Kutzner (1972) found erosion rates varying from 50 to 100 (lg c-t deter
mined at a current of 250 A. They mentioned that the arcing time varied for the qifferent 
measurements taken, and this is most likely the main reason for the difference between 
their erosion rates and ours. The data of Kutzner and Zalucki (1970) and Klyarfel'd 
et al (1969) show the possibility of misinterpretation when the erosion rate dependenee 
for small currents is considered (figure I). Both observed astrong decrease ofthe erosion 
rate (a factor of three) for currents between 30 and 100 A. From figure 3 it can beseen 
that a decrease can be effected either by lowering the current at constant arcing time or by 
varying both current aad arcing time during the experiments. In their case the last 
possibility is more plausible because a decreasein current means shorter arcing times due 
to the instability of the are (Cobine and Parrail 1960, Kesaev 1963). 

In other words, the dependency of the erosion rate on current as found by these 
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investigators is not a single-valued function and is only valid for a specific combination 
of arcing times and current levels. Their decreasein erosion rate can also be found at 
much higher current levels if one chooses appropriate (short) arcing times. 

The measurements of Reece (1959, 1963), Kantsel' et al (1968) and Rakhovsky (1965) 
were performed on catbodes of approximately 10 mm diameter. Comparison with our 
data indicates why Kantsel' and Rahkovsky, especially, found high values for theerosion 
rate. The combination of small cathodes, high currents and fairly short arcing times 
is favourable for producing a relatively high mass loss from the cathode. 

So far, a number of discrepancies in data on capper erosion rates have been explained 
by the different arcing times and cathode sizes used. However, the high values of Cabine 
and Vanderslice (1963) cannot be attributed to a small cathode size or to large arcing 
times. Their dependenee of theerosion rate on the number of Coulombs shows a negative 
slope, which is in contrast with all other data. 

However, at a later stage Cabine perfortned AC measurements in the current range 
of 1·65-15·2 kA determining erosion rates between 51 and 73 11-g C-1 for capper (Farrall 
1974). The highervalues obtained earlier were most probably due to long durations of 
current flow through the electrades prior to separation and low contact opening speeds 
(Farrall1974). 

Chorgt transfer (Cl 

Figure 6. The erosion rate dependenee on the number of coulombs transported by a 
vacuum are. • For tin multiply ordinate values by 4 and for cadmium multiply by 2. 
Key to points: a, aluminium; e, cadmium, er, chromium; n, nickel; s, silver; t, tin; 
D, Daalder (present work); J, Jorde (1974); K, Kimblin (1973); Ku, Kutzner and 
Zalucki (1970); Ro, Rondeel (1973); P, Plyutto et al {1965). 

If the erosion rate is considered to be a function of charge transfer by the are, dis· 
erepandes in data for other metals investigated can be explained on the same basis. 
Figure 6 is a collection of measurements for different metals which were sufficiently 
specified with regard to current as well as arcing times and obtained by using cathode 
diameters of the order of 12 mm and larger. The curves are not particularly accurate; 
they merely indicate the general tendency of decreasing erosion rates with a diminishing 
charge transfer by the are, in accordance with the results found for copper. 
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5. Analysis 

The experiments which have been described here establish the amount of mass per 
Coulomb which permanently leaves the cathode during arcing. lf the mass toss is llm 
during a discharge time llt and the current has a value Ie, the average erosion rate Er can 
be expressed as 

llm 
Er=-. (1) 

feilt 

The mass loss is composed of two terms. A certain amount of mass leaves the catbode 
carrying an electtic charge (Davis and Milier 1969, Plyutto et a/1965); the remaioder is 
electrically neutral. The latter camprises vapour (mass loss in atomie form) and/or 
particles (clusters of atoms) (Cobine and Vanderslice 1963, Plyutto et al 1965, Udris 
1963, Klyarfel'd et a/1969). The relative contributions of vapour and particles to the 
total neutral mass loss is still unclear. The presence of particles is of interest as it inftu
ences the breakdown properties ofthe electrode gap (e.g. Farrall1973). Here we restriet 
ourselves primarily to an analysis of mass toss in either charged or neutral form. If we 
define the mass toss as ionsas llmt and the neutral mass Ioss as llmn, the erosion rate can 
be written as 

(2) 

If the ionized atoms are assumed to have an average charge, the ion mass moving from 
the cathode represents a current lt of magnitude 

11 _llm~e t- Milt (3) 

where ft is the charge transporled by i ons from the cathode per unit time, Mis the mass 
of one atom of cathode material, gis the average ion charge number, and eis the charge 
of an electron. 

Er can therefore be written as 

lt M llmn 
Er=- -+--==Ert+Ern 

Ie ge Iellt 

ltM 
Ert=--. 

Ie ge 

(4) 

(4a) 

Kimblin (1971, 1973) provided data on the ion current teaving the cathode. He was able 
to measure this current by surrounding the anode-catbode assembly with a conducting 
shield biased to cathode potential. The current flow to the shield was identified as an ion 
current the magnitude of which depends primarily on the circuit current, the anode size 
and gap distance. Por circuit currents up to hundreds of amperes, the maximum ion 
current is a constant fraction of the circuit current and amounts to 8-10% for a 
large number of metals including copper. 

These results were checked in our case for 25 and 10 mm diameter copper catbodes 
in the current range of 30-200 A using a set-up similar to Kimblin's (1971). A maximum 
ion cuerent of approximately 10% of the circuit current was detected. It was further 
proved that this fraction did notdepend on either current or discharge time. We there
fore conclude that the quotient lt/Ie is a constant, having a value of 0·1. Thus according 
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to (4) 
M !:::.mn 

Er=O·I-+-. 
ge Ie!:::.t 

The average ion charge numbcr g can bc calculated using tbc measurements by Davis 
and Milier (1969) and Plyutto et al (1965) who determined the charge of the different 
cathode species by mass spectrometry. Davis and Milier showed the average ion charge 
of copper varies from 1·93 to 1·83 for currents ranging from 50 to 200 A. Prom Plyutto's 
data a value of approximately 1·5 can be determined at a current level which is probably 
around 100 A. Rondeel (1974), using a different technique, deduced from energy and 
impulse measurements an average value of 1·7 at a current of 450 A. 

The available data show a spread of g between 1·5 and 1·9. Most probably this 
variation can be ascribed to thc different measuring systems and techniques employcd. 
Thc data of Davis and Milier demonstrate the variation of the average ion charge with 
current to be smal! in case of copper. They further state that for other metals this varia
tion is even less. We have not found data on the dependenee of g with discharge time in 
the Iiterature. As the lifetime of a catbode spot is much smaller than the arcing times 
considered hcre (sec §6) it is reasonablc to assume that the average ion charge is not 
dependent on are duration. We conclude therefore the average ion charge in tirst approxi
mation to be independent of the circuit current and discharge time. In case of copper g 
will have an average value of 1·7. This means that the erosion rate represented by the 
ions Eri is constant and thus independent of the discharge time or cathode size for are 
currents up to at least a few hundred amperes. 

This constancy of the ion erosion rate is Iikely to be limited. Por high currents 
(of the order of kA) additional ionization can occur outside the cathode spots due to an 
increased collision frequency. For very low currents (around zero) it is conceivable that 
the energy balance and the ionization processes change in the cathode spots. 

The measurements on cathode erosion showed that the total erosion rate of coppcr 
was a varying quantity that depended on are current, arcing time and catbode size. The 
erosion rate due to the ions being a constant, the variation of the total erosion rate 
should entirely be due to the neutrals leaving the catbode either as vapour or as particles. 
The ion erosion rate therefore is a lower limit of the total erosion rate which wil! bc 
reached in case no neutral matter is leaving the cathode. 

Por copper the value ofthe ion erosion rateis found by inserting the numerical values 
previously obtained in equation (4a). We tind Er1 = 39 [Lg C-1. As tigure 4 shows, this 
limit is a bout reached for small charge transfers i.e.fora low energy input into thc cathodc. 
Apparently we have a situation where nearly only ions (and electrons) are liberated. 
An increase of the energy input means an increase of the erosion ra te of neutral mass for 
all currents investigated. This increase is also determined by catbode geometry and the 
velocity and way of movement of the are root, as previously discussed. Therefore condi
tions of energy input per unit catbode area and heat loss by conduction into the electrode 
metal will have an important effect on the local surface temperature which determines the 
ensuing evaporation of atoms and/or freeing of particles from melted areas. The ion 
production however is not affected by these conditions. 

The results found for copper can be compared with those for other metals by referring 
to tigure 6 and table I. The table shows the ion erosion rates for a number of metals, 
calculated by using equation 4(a) and the average ion charge as known or estimated from 
literature; the calculations are based on the ion current being I 0% of the are current. 
Por metals like chromium, nickeland aluminium the production of neutrals fora charge 
transfer below 10 C tends to become negligible; for molybdenum and tungsten the same 
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Tablel 

Metal Averageion Ionerosion 
charge ra te 

(iJ.gC-1) 

Sn 1·0• 123 
Bi 1·0• 218 
Cd 1-()'1 117 
Pb 1·00 215 
Zn Hl" 68 
Mg 1·5" 17 

r-4· Al 1·5 19 
1·6b 

r4b Ag 1·45 78 
1·5" 

CS" Cu 1·7 39 
1·85• 

r3· Ni H 44 
J-5& 

Cr 2·0-2·5" 22-27 
Mo 2·011 50 
Ta 2·911 65 
w 3·0" 64 

a Plyutto etol(l96S) c Estimated from a 
bDavis and Milier (1969) dEstimated fromb 

applies bclow about 100 C. For copper a charge transfer below IC, and for tne low 
melting metals like cadmium or tin much less tban 1 C, is necessary to suppress neutral 
production. 

The previous discussion is confined to catbode sizes which are not too small (i.e. 
about 10 mm diameter or larger). Forsmaller catbode dimensions (or a restricted are 
movement) tbe production of neutrats will start at even Iower charge transfers. 

6. Origin of tbe species 

We have found that the neutral erosion rate varies under tbe circumstances described, 
but that the ion erosion rate is constant. Tberefore it seems plausible to infer that these 
species have different origins of emission in place and/or in time. 

Previous experiments dealing with the erosion pattern produced by a copper are 
sbowed tbe existence of numerous craters of varying sizes when using arcing times of a 
few milliseconds (Daalder and Vos 1973, Daalder 1974). Forthese arcing times the total 
mass leaving the catbode is about fully ionized (see ligure 3) and we therefore think the 
ions have their origin in these craters. This picture of a spot efflux which is fully ionized 
was originally proposed by Eekhardt ( 1974). 

From a rough estimate of the number of craters formed per unit arcing time the average 
generation time of a erater is in tbe order of 1 !J.S or less (assuming the formation of one 
erater at a time). The literature shows that the life time ofthe catbode spot estimated by 
are pbotography is in the range IQ-?_JQ-6 s (see e.g. Basharov et a/1966, Shadov et al 
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1972). These times are very short when compared with experimental arcing times of 
milliseconds or Jonger. One can therefore conclude that the mechanism of ion production 
will not be basically different whether the are bums for a short or a long duration, or on 
small or large catbode sizes. Under these different conditions craters are formed of the 
sameaverage sizes and producing the sameaverage ion current. 

However, when craters are being formed their direct vicinity will rise in temperature 
to a degree controlled by ion bombardment and heat conduetion. Here evaporation of 
neutrals takes place. This will partieularly be true when the craters are formed close 
together or are overlapping eaeh other (i.e. a low are velocity) so that they (partly) share 
the same temperature field. If the local input continnes to rise, regions of melted catbode 
material will be formed from which dropiets will be expelled due to the large pressure 
gradients near the spots. Evaporation from hot eratees after their eurrent emission has 
ceased may be another souree of neutral production, as recently suggested by Eekhardt 
(1974) and Harris and Lau (1974). 

The picture outlined bere is substantiated by ion and neutral energy-velocity meas
urements on different catbode materials. The neutrats have energies less than 1 e V, as 
measured by Davis and Miller (1969). From velocity measurements Utsumi (1971) 
calculated that their temperatures were of the order of a thousand degrees Kelvin, whieh 
agrees with results obtained by von Engeland Arnold (1962). The ionshowever possess 
energies in the order of ten(s) of eV (Davis and Milier 1969, Plyutto et al 1965). The 
seareity of both high-energy neutrals and low-energy ions shows that the probability 
of collisions between these species is low, which is unlikely ifthey should have the same 
origin (Eekhardt 1974). 

7. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that the magnitude ofthe totalerosion rate of copper is influenced 
by are current, arcing time, catbode size and are movement, and that these variables 
account mainly for the different values of erosion rate found in the literature. 

Theerosion rate consists oftwo major terms: that due to i ons and that due to neutrals. 
The ion erosion rate is independent of arcing time, catbode size or are movement, whereas 
theerosion rate of neutrats depends on these (external) parameters. 

We conclude that the origin and the mechanism of emission of these species is not 
the same. For sufficiently short areing times, mass lossin the form ofions is dominant; for 
larger arcing times, neutral mass is also eroded. 
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appendix J 

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGED AND NEUTRAL SPECIES IN VACUUM ARCS* 

J.E. Daalder P.G.E. Wielders 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

The Netherlands 

Abstract 

Experimental results are presented showing the existence of two 

dominant mass flows in a vacuum are. Ions are mainly directed per

pendicular to the catbode plane; their angular flow agrees with a 

eosine distribution. Neutral mass is expelled along the cathode plane 

in droplet form. 

INTRODUeTION 

In a vacuum discharge charged and neutral species are present. Both 

are formed in and near the cathodespots, but there is still uncertain

ty about the direction in which they fly away from these spots. 

Plyutto et al (1965) state that the maximum density of the ions is 

found in a direction perpendicular to the cathode plane, while most 

neutrals are escaping under a small angle with the catbode surface. 

Kutzner et al (1970) however demonstrate the existence of two dominant 

streams of neutral mass flow in these directions. Finally Kimblin (1971) 

found an isotropie distribution for both ions and neutrals. Experiments 

have been undertaken to determine the angular distribution of ions and 

neutrals in a vacuum discharge. 

DISTRIBUTION OF IONS 

fig.1 Experimental arrangement for ion 
flux measurements. A=copper 
aathode. B--wire çage anode. 
c=ion collector shields. 

* 

For the determination of the 

distribution of the ions, a 

cylindrical construction as 

drawn in fig. 1 has been used. 

The cathode A has been made 

of spectroscopically pure 

copper and has a diameter of 

5 mm. To prevent the are from 

wandering down along the 

electrode, the cathode stem 

Proceedings of the Twelfth International Conference on Phenomena in 
Ionized Gases (1975); Eindhoven, The Netherlands, Prt 1, p.232, 
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is surrounded by a caramie collar. 

The current due to ions moving in different directions is detected by 

a set of eight cylindrical collector shields placed bebind the anode. 

They are biased to catbode potential via 1 ohm measuring shunts. To 

give the ions in all directions an almost equal chance to reach the 

plates bebind the anode, the anode consists of a grid of stainless 

steel. For species moving perpendicular to this grid, the transmission 

coefficient is 63%. The whole construction is placed in a steel cylinder 
-7 with a pressure less than 10 torr. 

One kind of an~lar distributton of the ion current that was found 

agrees fairly witb a eosine law ("C" in fig. 2), with an exception 

for small angles witb tbe cathodeplane. This is probably due to slight 

instability of tbe are. 

2 

1 

catbode plane 
-=---+---........ +---......~"._· %/sr 

2 3 
fig. 2 AngulaP dis tribution of no:rma

I!.I 
lized ion aurrent flO'/V I! 'iif 

Fig. 2 shows the angular depen

dency of ion current AI., 
l. 

divided by the solid angle 

subtended by the shields at 

tbe centre of tbe catbode ~ 

and the total are current Ie. 

The unit of this normalized 

variable is percent per 

steradian (%/sr,). Fora 

eosine distributton and a 

total ion current of 10% of 

the are current (dotted line 

in fig. 2), the value on the 

axis should be 3,2%/sr., which 

is close to the measured value. 

Distributtons like c of fig. 2 have heen found for are currents of 50 1 

80-100 and 140 A. 

Another kind of distribution, measured with this set-up under identical 

oircumstances is characterized by having a lower ion current along the 

system axis, and a higher ion current .in the catbode plane if compared 

witb distribution C ("B" in fig. 2). Some measured distributions seem 

almost homogeneous. This result can be explained by surface irregulari

ties, spot movement and/or burning of tbe spot on tbe cathode edge 
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which causes the axis of the eosine distribution to rotate with 

respect to the axis of the measuring system. This leads to a dis

turbanee of the cylindrical symmetry so that each ion collector 

sheet now receives ions of different angles which means that the 

distribution actually measured becomes more homegeneous. 

Although the measurements, made with this set-up showed variation in 

the distributions obtained, from these results the conclusion can be 

drawn that the current density of tbe ions bas a maximum along the 

axis of the system and probably agrees with a eosine distribution. 

To oompare these experiments witb ones, made earlier, the total ion 

current - after correction for tbe transmission coefficient of tbe 

anode - bas been calculated. 

The values found were between 9 and 11% of the discharge current 

which is somewhat higher than the 8% found by Kimblin (1971). 

DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTBALS 

The angular distribution of the neutral mass leaving a copper catbode 

was investigated by using an anode and a catbode which were 10 mm and 

25 mm in diameter respectively. The electredes were surrounded by a 

stainless steel cylinder (fig. 3). A 140 A d.c. are was drawn and 

burned during 80 msec. in an electrode gap of 10 mm. This procedure 

was repeated 50 times. The total mass loss of tbe catbode hereaftar 

was 42,5 mgr. For an ion current which is 10% of tbe discharge 

current and if the ions have an average charge number of 1,8 (Davis 

and Miller, 1969) tbe mass loss in charged from is 19 mgr. The amount 

of mass loss in neutral from therefore is 23,5 mgr. 

Inspeetion of the shield showed numbers of particles varying in size 

from less tban 1 ~m up to 70-100 ~m diameter. This number is largest 

at a small positive angle (fjl = 4°) with the catbode plane. For 

increasing angles (positive and negative) the partiele density 

rapidly decreases, this being specifically true for the larger 

particles (fig. 4). The volume of the particles was determined by 

light-microscopy. Calculation showed the amount of mass represented by 

these particles in a region of 0<~<20° to be 20,8 mgr which is 89% 

of the amount of neutral mass lost by the catbode. 
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shield 

0.5 1.0 
mass dens ity 
(relative units) 

fig.3 APPangement to determine neutPal mass flow fPom the cathode 
and Pelative mass density of paPtiele deposit on the 
colleetoP shield. 

The cathode mass loss of neutral species therefore is mainly as par

ticles ranging in size from 1 to 100 ~m. The flow of these particles 

is restricted to small angles with the cathode plane (cf. Plyutto et 

al, 1965). 

fig.4a fig.4b 

Companson of paPtiele density on the shield at an angle 

of ~4° (fig.4a) and ~=20° (fig. 4b). 
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Previous experiments (Daalder 1975) showed the amount of neutral mass 

per unit charge leaving the catbode to be dependent on different 

variables as charge transfer, catbode size and/or velocity of the 

catbode root(s). 

The ion mass per unit charge however was not a function of these para

meters. Under specific conditions the total mass loss suffered by the 

catbode is almast entirely due to charged species i.e. the catbode 

erosion bas a lower limit. 

It was demonstrated that these data can be explained by a model of a 

metal vapeur discharge which is fully ionized; the ions being 

generated in the catbode spot(s) proper while neutrals are formed in 

the vicinity of these spots. 

The measurements presented here support this idea. The neutral mass 

loss being largely in droplet form indicates temperatures around the 

melting point of the catbode metal which is likely for areas directly 

surrounding the high temperature catbode spots. 

The preferenee of the draplets to move at small angles with the 

catbode plane may be due to large pressure gradients existing at the 

boundaries of the expanding ion streams, which originate from these 

spots. 

Daalder, J.E. (1975), Erosion and the origin of charged and neutral 
species in vacuum arcs. 
J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 8 pp 1647-1659 

Davis, W.O.; Miller, H.C. (1969), J. Appl. Phys. 40 (5) pp 2212-2221 
Kutzner, I; Seidel, St.; Zatucki, z. (1970), Int~ Conf. Disch. El. 

Insul. Vac., Waterloo 
Kimblin, C.W. (1971), Proc. IEEE vol. 59 (4) pp 546-554 
Plyutto, A.A.; Ryzhkov, V.N.; Kapin, A.T. (1965) Sov. Phys. JETP 20 

(2) pp 328-337 
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Abstract~ The composition of catbode mass toss was analysed for cadmium, copper 
and molybdenum vacuum arcs. lt showed that two dominant flows are present, one 
consisting of ions, the otber of molten dropiets which have sizes in the order of microns 
to tens of microns. The droplet flow is mainly oriented along the catbode plane and 
is strongly dependent on the fusion temperature of the catbode metal and the charge 
transfer by the are. The catbode mass loss in vapour form is considered to be small. 

1. Introduetion 

As a result of arcing processes in vacuum, different species are generated at or near the 
catbode surface. Investigations have shown that the mass lost from the catbode consists 
of ions, neutral vapour and (macro) particles. Data on the ion current and ion charge 
are known (Kimblin 1971, Davis and Milter 1969, Plyutto et all965) and this makes 
a calculation of their contributi9n to the total catbode mass loss possible. There is a 
Jack of quantitative data on the other two components. The presence of neutral vapour 
bas been established (Davis and Milter 1969, Utsumi 1971), but its amount and origin 
is unclear. 

Several investigators (Udris 1963, Plyutto et al 1965, Klyarfel'd et al 1969) have 
noticed the existence of particles produced in vacuum arcs, their work being ably sum
marized by Farrall (1973). More recently Jenkins et al (1975) have measured partiele 
sizes in bigb-eurrent arcs and described their influence on post are phenomena. Also 
Utsumi and English (1975) have studied the presence of particles in low-current (2-6 A) 
vacuum arcs and according to them, particles could represent a considerable mass loss 
for metals like gold and magnesium. The result for the latter metal is somewhat 
in contrast with Plyutto et al (1965) who concluded that practically no macroparticles 
were present for currents up to 100 A. On the other hand, the work of the latter showed 
that other metals indeed generaled sizable amounts of mass in partiele form. 

In this paper an investigation is made of the quantitative contribution of particles 
and ions to the total catbode mass loss and the parameters by which these components 
are govemed. Experiments are described for 5~200 A vacuum arcs, the results havio.g 
significanee for vacuum arcs up to several kA. The work is a continuatien of an earlier 
investigation (Daalder 1975). There it was found that the ion mass loss per Coulomb 
charge transfer could be regarded as a constant term while the neutral mass loss per 
Coulomb (vapour and particles) was a function of different parameters such as are current, 
arcing time, catbode size and are movement From these data it was concluded that 
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charged and neutral species had different origins. A simHar condusion was drawn by 
Eekhardt (1975) based on calculations of charge exchange collisions between ions and 
neutral vapour. 

The term neutral mass loss in partiele form may not be entirely correct because 
particles teaving the catbode may have a charge (e.g. Davies and Biondi 1968). Here 
it will be assumed that the charge transporled by particles will he very small compared 
with the charge transporled by ions. 

All mass components will be expressed in microgram per Coulomb charge transfer; 
a term known as the erosion rale. Previously particles were defined as being clusters 

. of atoms; in these experiments the definition agrees with molten dropiets ranging in 
diameters from microns to tens of microns. 

2. Experimental procedure 

The composition of mass released from the catbode by the are was investigated by an 
arrangement as shown in figure 1. The electrodes were surrounded by a stainless steel 
cylinder which acted as a condensing shield and had a diameter of 75 mm and a length 

Cathode Anode 

Shield 

]j 

Figure 1. Longitudinal section of the experimental arrangement and definition of 
current flows. The left electrode is movable and is the cathode in all experiments 
except for Cu-2 (cathode, right electrode). 

of 55 mm. The axis of the cy1inder coincided with the axis of the system. The cylinder 
was closed on the anode side by a stainless steel cap and fixed on the anode stem by 
means of a support of insuJating material. The whole system was mounted in a vacuum 
chamber with a pressure less than 5 x I0-7 Torr. 

Inside the cylinder there were four target discs, each with a diameter of 10 mm. 
Three of them were mounted in line and parallel with the system axis, the fourth 
disk was placed on the end cap. These target discs were used to collect data on the 
shape, size, number and angular distribution of the particles teaving the cathode. The 
shield provided additional data by measurement of its mass gain and the ion current 
flowing to it. 
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To attain a high accuracy, tbe surface of the stainless steel discs was polisbed in 
several stages, using diamond powder with a grain size of 0·25 !Lll1 in tbe last stage. The 
result was a surface witb a mirror appearance. The positions of tbe discs were based 
on previous experiments which showed that most particles were generated in or above 
the catbode plane. The system axis was oriented horizontally during the experiments, and 
the target discs were positioned at the lowest part of the vertical plane tbrough the 
axis. Udris (1963) and Utsumi and English (1975) mention partiele veloeities of at least 
several metres per second. The influence of tbe gravity force on the trajeeloties of tbe 
particles can then be considered negligible. 

In table 1 the experimental parameters are collected. Three metals were investigated, 
their choice as catbode material being mainly based on tbeir difference in melting 

Table l. The experimental conditions for the determination of partiele and ion erosion 
data with copper, cadmium and molybdenum cathodes. In all experiments the catbode 
diameter was 25 mm; the anode material was copper and had a diameter of 10 mm 
cxcept for experiments Cu-3 and Mo-l (25 mm). Opening velocity of the breaker: 
1·5ms-1• 

Experiment Catbode Arccurrent Average Average charge Number Maximum Maximum 
number me tal Ia duration transfer of arcing electrode opening 

(A) /).t /).Q=l,./).t sequences spacing anglet/>max 
(ms) (C) n (mm) (•) 

Cu-I Cu 52 45·9 2·4 201 10 63 
Cu-2 Cu 210 99·0 20·8 so 4 39 
Cu-3 Cu 200 1000·0 200·0 1 10 39 

Cd-1 Cd 21 10·1 0·21 250 10 63 
Cd-2 Cd 94 5·0 0·47 201 6 50 
Cd-3 Cd 90 500 45·0 2 10 63 
Cd-4 Cd 90 1500 135·0 1 10 63 

Mo-1 Mo 218 9·8 2·14 200 5 

temperatures (Cd, 594 K; Cu, 1356 K; Mo, 2883 K) and erosion rates. The catbode 
matenals used were high-purity metals and according to manufacturer's specifications 
had an impurity content of 10 ppm for capper and cadmium and 150 ppm for 
molybdenum. 

The current levels were chosen between 50 A and 200 A, tbe are duration was varled 
from some milliseconds up to more tban one second. Using these values direct com
parison is possible with results obtained previously (Daalder 1975). 

A furtber description of tbe electrical circuitry, tbe vacuum chamber, its opening 
mechanism, the metbod used to determine mass di1ferences and otber experimental 
conditions is found elsewhere (Daalder 1975). 

3. Resolts on partiele measurements 

3 .1. Partiele shape 

In order to observe the general shape and density of the deposited particles, an analysis 
witb a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was made of tbe target discs during each 
experiment. 

Figure 2 gives an impression of tbe partiele structures and sizes at different magnifi-
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cations. The deposit shown here is the erosion product of a copper cathodic discharge 
(experiment Cu-I). Particles produced by cadmium and molybdenum arcs and also 
deposited on stainless steel targets are very similar in appearance. 

GeneralJy the deposited particles have a circular shape (if taking in figure 2 a tilt 
of 30° in the SEM into account). The larger particles have a nearly flat middle part which 
is surrounded by a higher ring-sbaped sboulder (atoll-structure-see figure 2a, b). Por 
sizes of tbe order of a few microns and less the structures tend to become hemispbericat 
(figure 2c ). 

Minimum resolved partiele sizes down to about 0·1 [J.m were detected for all metals 
investigated. Utsumi and Englisb (1975) found in tbeir experiments with low-current 
vacuum arcs on gold, palladium and magnesium minimum resolved partiele sizes which 
were a factor of ten lower than this value and they consider it likely tbat even smaller 
particles exist. 

The shapes of the particles as shown in figure 2 have a close resemblance witb some 
stages of the splasb and outflow of e.g. a falling waterdrop on a target (Engel 1955). 
It is tberefore likely tbat the particles are in the liquid state before bitting the substrate 
and during tbe first moments of impact tbe bebaviour of the partiele will follow the 
laws of liquid flow until solidification starts. 

The radial symmetry of deposited particles indicates an angle of incidence with the 
substrate which is about 90°. This structure was dominant for particles deposited in 
and just above the cathode plane. The condusion therefore is that these particles had 
a major velocity component directed along the catbode plane. For targets displaced 
from the catbode plane the dropiets will not be normally incident. This resulted in 
partiele structures witb a somewbat elliptical sbape at the larger angles with tbe catbode 
plane. 

Tbe ultimate form the molten particles attain after striking a target will be a function 
of tbe thermophysical parameters of the substrate material (among other variables). 
The specific shape of particles may vary with the target material used. Tberefore the 
observed structures shown here must in principle be considered as being only charac
teristic for stainless steel targets polisbed to a high degree. 

To obtain quantitative data on partiele sizes and their numbers several considerations 
as regarding the experimental set-up have to be met. The target surface sbould be 
sufficiently plane so that conditions are equal for all striking particles. A further require
ment is that the particles adbere properly after callision witb the target plane. Subse
quent removal of the spottered mass by polishing showed that this was in deed the case. 
Tbe partiele density on the target disks should on the one hand not be too high, on the 
other not too low. A high partiele density gives an increased probability that individual 
structures will overlap each otber (examples are seen in figure 2a, b). This wiJl decrease 
the accuracy of measuring numbers (by counting) and establishing the individual sizes 
ofparticles. A low partiele density will increase tbe probability ofnot detecting sufficient 
particles with a given size in a specified area. As will be sbown larger particles are 
relatively scarce. Therefore their number may vary due to statistica] fluctuations if 
the area ofcounting is made too smalland the observed partiele density will tben not be 
representative. 

To some extent the partiele density on tbe target disks could he chosen by the number 
of are sequences (see table 1). Also tbe choice of the distance between the catbode and 
the target disc is a means of influencing the partiele density. On the outcome of pre
liminary measurements, the parameters of the different experiments executed are chosen 
as a campromise between these and other demands. 
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3 .2. Partiele numbers 

The procedure of determining partiele numbers as a function of partiele size was as 
follows. 

In a number of areas on the target discs and for varying distauces h with respect 
to the catbode plane particles were counted from SEM photographs as a function of 
their diameter generally using class intervals of approximately 5 !J.ill width. The size 
of each partiele is characterized by its outer diameter Do (see figure 4 below). For 
reasous of minimum resolution a size of 2-3 !LID bas been taken as a lower limit. From 
these data the number of particles which are present on cylindrical segments of the con
densing shield positioned parallel with the catbode plane and having a height of 1 mm is 
calculated. (The implicit assumption of a radial symmetrie deposition is treated further 
on.) For most experiments nine segments at different positions were chosen in order 
to obtain an accurate picture of the angular distribution of the partiele numbers. 

FigO.re 3 is a characteristic example of observed partiele distributions. The vertical 
axis corresponds with the number of particles .ànp per. micron diameter and per 
Coulomb present on a one mm high cylindrical segment with a diameter of 75 mm. 
The results shown bere apply fora capper are (expt Cu-1), but the distributions obtained 
in the other experiments have the same qualitative character. 

A general increase of partiele numbers per Coulomb is found with larger charge 
transfers for cadmium and copper. The increase of partiele numbers with a decrease 
in their size in case of solid catbodes bas already been noted by Udris (1963, 1970) and 
Utsumi and English (1975). 
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Figure 3. Partiele numbers on cylindrical segments of 1 mm height as a function of the 
partiele outer diameter. Distance from the catbode plane: <) 0 mm; e 4 mm; x 
6 mm; 0 12mm; * 26 mm. 
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Udris (1963) also noted that particles were more abundant when the melting tem
perature of the catbode metal is lower. This agrees with our observations. Also the 
range of deposited partiele diameters (which Udris determined on a glass target with a 
soot layer) are of the same order as found in our experiments. 

The distrihutions of these partiele numbers when plotted on a logarithmic scale 
(figure 3) against their partiele diameter can he well approximated by straight lines. 
(Here it is taken into account that the measuring error increases for very smalland very 
large sizes.) These continuous distribution functions of the particles can then be 
written in the exponential form 

~np ) 
~Doilhl!Q No exp ( -KDo (I) 

where K is a constant depending on experimental parameters such as catbode metal and 
catbode distance h. ilQ is the average charge transfer and No is the extrapolated value 
when Do= 0. Assuming the exponential fit to he valid beyond the range of measurements, 
it will be shown that then the contribution to the mass hy particles having a size of 
a few microns and less is of no importance. 

3. 3. The volume of a partiele 

The individual volume of the deposited particles was determined by a microscopet 
whose construction made it possihle to measure dimensions both in the plane of and 
perpendicular to a target disc. The shape of the deposited particles as observed in 
the SEM is cylindrically symmetrie and it was thought sufficient to characterize individual 
particles by four sizes as indicated in figure 4. 

For a numher of particles the inner diameter D1 and the height H1 of the flat p01tion 
together with the outer diameter Do and the height of the shoulder Ho was measured. 

do 

Figure 4. Longitudinal section of a partiele before and after impact on a stainless 
steel disc. (On scale: Do=20 (Lffi.) The approximate dimensions as measured for 
deposited particles are indicated. 

t Microscope for surface exarnination (nach dem Lichtschnittverfahren von Schmaltz 1936), manu
factored by Zeiss Jena. 
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The smallest particles observed had diameters down to a few microns. The heights 
H~, Hu could be measured from a minimum value of around 1 !J.m. 

With these data the volume of each partiele was calculated approximating its form 
by a straight cylinder surrounded by a ring of rectangular cross-section as shown in 
tigure 4. 

In tigure 5(a, b), the volume of individual particles originating from cadmium and 
copper catbodes is plotted as a function of the outer diameter Do. The results for 
molybdenum are similar. 
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Figure S. The volume of deposited particles as a function of their outer diameter Do. 
(a) Cadmium: e expt Cd-2, + expt Cd-3. (h) Copper, e expt Cu-I,+ expt Cu-2. 

For cadmium the results are shown of two experiments (Cd-2; Cd-3) having 
a difference in arcing time of a factor 100. For copper two experiments (Cu-1, Cu-2) 
were done that differed both in are current (factor 4) and arcing time (factor 2). No 
dependency on these parameters was observed. 

From these data points functions were obtained by a curve-fitting technique based 
on the metbod ofthe least squares, using an algorithm developed by Marquardt(1963). 
Thése functions are of the form 

Vn0 =ot.DofJ (2) 

where Do is in !J.m and a and f3 are constants depending on the catbode metal. 
Table 2 shows the magnitude of the constants for the different metals investigated. 
Here it must be stressed again that these relations only hold for the specific experi

mental conditions chosen. 
The curves illustrate that, apart from the spread in the data (measuring error about 

10%), the volume of the deposited particles is a single-valued function of their outer 
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Table l. Numerical values of the constantsin formulas (2) and (4). 

Cadmium Copper Molybdenum 

IX 0·082 0·178 0·332 
f3 2·977 2·672 2·512 
y 0·539 0·698 0·859 
ij 0·992 0·891 0·837 

diameter Do. In other words: the outer diameter of a deposited partiele can be used as 
a means to identify its volume. 

This result has important consequences in two respects. In the first place it establishes 
the necessary correlation between the different measuring methods described. The 
volume of the particles and their number are now Iinked together unambiguously by 
their outer diameter Do; a condition which must he fulfilled if one wants e.g. to calculate 
their total volume. 

Secondly it correlates the characteristic size a partiele has before and after impact. 
This can be explained as follows. 

It is likely that due to surface tension, the molten particles have the shape of spheres 
before impact if we neglect possible oscillations in the liquid drops. 

A molten sphere having a certain volume wiJl deform during impact and after 
solidification attains the shape as discussed (compare tigure 4). However, it maintains 
the samevolume if there is no break up to smaller particles or simHar types of disintegra
tion which impair an accurate volume determination. For all expcriments described, 
only one (expt Cu-3) showed evidence of disintegration of particles during impact. 
Figure 6 gives examples (compare Udris 1964). 

But even in this case the number of particles of this type was negligibly small 
so that this effect can be ignored under our experimental conditions. Then the diameter 
do of a molten sphere before impact is directly related with the outer diameter Do of a 
deposited particle. 

The volume of a sphere with diameter do ([.tm) is given by 

(3) 

By equating (2) and (3): V Do= Vd0 , relations are obtained in the form 

([.tm). (4) 

Ta bie 2 shows the magnitude of the constants y and ö. 
Roughly one can say that the diameter of a molten spilere is about half the outer 

diameter of the deposited particle. 
We conclude therefore that in the experiments described, molten globules were 

expelled from the catbode with maximum sizes of the order of 30 fl.ID for cadmium, 
25 [LID for copper and lO [LID for molybdenum. 

4. Radial symmetry of deposited mass 

Some observations were made to check whether the emission of the erosion products 
was radially symmetrie. 
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The cylinder surrounding the electrades consisled of two halves with the plane of 
intersecdon through the axis of the electrode system. For each experiment the total 
mass gains on both halves were compared. NearJy all experiments showed ditTerences 
in mass increase on both halves which were within a few per cent. The catbodes in 
those experiments showed uniformly eroded .surfaces. Only in one experiment (Cd-2) 
a discrepancy of a bout 20% was found. This could be related to a burning of the 
discharges on one side of the electrode surface which was only partly covered by erosion 
marks. The cylinder half nearest to this cathode part showed the highest mass increase. 

Kimblin (1971) bas analysed the radial emission of erosion products of a 80 A 
copper are at different angles to the catbode plane. Using a chemica) metbod he 
was able to determine the mass increase on a number of segments of a cylinder sur
rounding the cathode. By comparison of the mass on cylindrical half-segments he 
concluded that uniform radial emission at a giyen angle was taking place. 

The results mentioned are related to the radial symmetry of the total mass output 
of the cathóde. It does not necessarily meao that this also applies to the constituents 
of theerosion product. In one of the experiments (Cu-I) two additional target discs 
were mounted in the catbode plane, their positions making angles of 120° with the 
third disc (compare figure 1). Partiele density was determined as a function of partiele 
size and comparison of the results obtained for these three discs (at different angles 
with the catbode plane) showed good agreement. 

We conclude therefore that the particles are also deposited uniformly for a given 
angle with the cathode plane, a result which bas been used in calculations of total mass 
output in partiele form. 

5. Mass loss in partiele form 

In the previous sections relations were established for the number of particles and 
their volume. lt is possible then to calculate the total amount of mass expelled as 
particles from the cathode. 

The amount of partiele mass per Coulomb charge transfer, present on a cylindrical 
segment of 1 mm height at a distance h from the catbode plane can be expressed as 

&Erp fNo 
&h = 

0 
paVD0 dnp (!Lg C-1 mm-1). (5) 

Here Erp is the partiele erosion rate, dnp is the number of particles in the interval Do 
and Do+dDo having a volume V Do while pa is the specific mass. 

Inlegration is performed over all diameters Do, thus extrapolating the exponentlal 
fit (I) beyond the range of measurement at both large and small values of Do. This 
metbod of calculating the partiele erosion rate gives either an underestimate or an over
estimate depending on whether the number of particles outside the measured range 
is larger or smaller than the assumed fit. However, consideration of the range of 
diameters which contribute most to the erosion (this range is discussed in §6) shows 
that the error introduced by the extrapolation is unlikely to be large; the errors in the 
determination of the partiele erosion rate which are mentioned in the following refer 
to measurement errors only. Inserting the runelions (l) and (2) we findas aresult 

AErp rxpsNoP(/J + l) 
Alt 1<P+t (6) 

where ris the gamma function, tabulated in most handhooks (e.g. Handhook 1970). 
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In this way the partiele mass output in the experiments with copper and cadmium 
was calculated as a function of the distance and is shown in figure 7 (a, b). By graphical 
integration of the area enclosed by each curve, the total mass output per coulomb is 
determined and tbe results are sbown in tbe third column of table 3. The error in the 
final result is about 15-20%. 

The curves of figure 7 generally show a concentration of mass output some distance 
above tbe catbode plane. In tbe case of copper tbe (slightly curved) catbode surfaces were 
covered witb a very uniform erosion pattern (caused by 1-3 catbode spots). Tracks 
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l•'igure 7. Partiele mass per Coulomb charge transfer on cylindrical segments of lmm 
height. (a) e: expt Cu-I; \1 expt Cu-2; x expt Cu-3. (b) e: expt Cd-1; \1 expt 
Cd-2; D expt Cd-3; x expt Cd-4, 

Table 3. Composition of mass in a copper and cadmium vacuum are. 

Experiment Charge Mass lossin Mass toss Sum of ion and Catbode 
number transfer partiele form as ions partiele mass loss mass loss 

!:iQ=I.A.t Erp Eri Eri+Erp Er 
(C) (!Lg c-1) (tJ.gC-1) (!J.g C-l) (!!& c-1) 

Copper 

Cu-t 2·4 25 37 62 57 
Cu-2 20·8 37 39 76 81 
Cu-3 200·0 76 39 115 110 

Cadmium 

Cd-1 0·21 245 128 373 347 
Cd-2 0·47 166 128 294 293 
Cd-3 45·0 250 128 378 399 
Cd-4 135·0 360 128 488 510 
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were scarcely visible on the side edges which means that tbe catbode spots moved in 
the catbode plane; this agrees with the steep decrease of the curves below the catbode 
plane. 

For cadmium both the surface area and part of the (cadmium) side edges were 
covered with erosion marks (number of catbode spots 1-2 for 20 A and up to 10 for 
90 A). To some extent this explains the curves being broader than in the case of copper. 
The curves obtained from the experiments Cd-1 and Cd-2 are shifted to higher values 
of h, which is caused by the experimental conditions. The moving of the catbode plane 
is important for short arcing times, and has tbe effect of smearing out the deposit 
over a broader area. It is therefore more realistic to assume that without this effect 
the maximum mass output is occurring nearer to the catbode plane. 

By consiclering the amount of partiele mass produced by one Coulomb charge transfer, 
a direct comparison is possible between the results of the different experiments. Table 3 
shows that for copper there is an increase in the partiele mass output per Coulomb with 
longer charge transfers, or in other words: the efficiency to create partiele mass per 
Coulomb increases bere with a factor of three. In the case of cadmium tbe partiele mass 
output is much higher when compared with copper, which most likely is due to a lower 
melting temperature and a lower fusion energy of the former metal. If we consider 
the experimental series Cd-2, Cd-3 and Cd-4 we notice that bere an increase in partiele 
mass per Coulomb also exists (a factor of 2·1). An exception is experiment Cd-I. Here 
we find for a low charge transfer a rather high partiele mass loss. This anomalous be
haviour, which is related to the are movement, bas been noticed previously for other 
catbode metals and has already been discussed in detail (Daalder 1975, p 1652). 

In the only experiment where molybdenum was used as catbode metal (see table 1) 
the amount of partiele mass was a few (Lg C-1. Camparing the results obtained having 
used three metals with widely diverging melting temperatures it seems reasonable to 
assume that the amount of mass which leaves the catbode as particles is also a function 
df the fusion temperature of the catbode metal. 

6. Tlte aogular distributioo of the partiele mass 

In tigure 8 (a, b) the angular distribution of the copper and cadmium partiele mass is 
shown. The partiele erosion rate per solid angle as viewed from the catbode centre 
llErp/llD. is calculated as a function of the angle cp with the catbode plane (taken from 
the catbode centre). The maximum opening angles cfomax (angle between the catbode 
plane and the line connecting the centre of the catbode with the side edge of the anode) 
are tabulated in table I and as can be seen are larger than these values. Interception 
of particles by the anode is tberefore unlikely in most experiments. Only f()r short 
arcing times (Cd-1 and Cd-2) may the anode have a shadowing effect. 

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) do not represent the angular distribution of the partiele mass 
ejected by a catbode spot; rather they correspond to an averaged or smeared-out version 
of the former as detected at the condensing shield. The averagjog results from both 
the movement of the catbode during tbe opening period and from movement of tbe 
catbode spots over the catbode surface. For the majority of the experiments the arcing 
times were long in comparison with the opening times and the effect of the moving 
catbode on the distribution is smal I. In experiments Cd-1 and Cd-2 ho wever, the opening 
times are comparable with the are durations and the smearing out of the distributions 
is pronounced. Furthermore, witb cfo= 10° (at tbe catbode centre) the corresponding 
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0 10 20 

Figure 8. Angular distri bution of partiele mass in a vacuum are. (a) e : expt Cu·l, 
.1Q=2·4 C; \! expt Cu-2, LlQ=20·8 C; x: expt Cu-3, 11Q=200 C. (b) e: expt 
Cd-1, LlQ=0·21 C; \!: expt Cd-2, ~Q=0·47 C; expt Cd-3, ~Q=45 C; x: expt 
Cd-4, ~Q= 135 C. 

angles at the points on the catbode nearest to and furthest from the collector are 
approximately 15° and 7·5° respectively. 

The curves illustrate that nearly the entire droplet mass is expelled in a narrow region 
having an angle of 20°-30°. This observation agrees with the experiments of Plyutto 
et al (1965) who observed a similar behaviour of particles. Kutzner et al (1970) found 
two dominant mass flowsintheir experiments, one directed along, the other perpendicular 
to the catbode plane. They did not mention the composition of these mass flows but 
it can now be inferred that the farmer mass flow was due to particles (the second mass 
flow agrees with anion flow, see Plyutto et a/1965, Daalderand Wielders 1975). 

As apparently large numbers of particles skim the catbode surface it is very likely 
that there also exists a flux of particles returning to the catbode surface. Their presence 
can indeed he observed in detailed examinations of catbode surfaces after moderate
and high-cuerent arcing in vacuum (Farrall 1974, 1975). Also for metallic arcs under 
atmospheric conditions the catbode shows the presence of metal particles (Gray and 
Pharney 1974). 

To analyse the relative contribution of par~icles with a specific size to the total ma ss 
output in partiele farm, the curves of figure 9(a, b) were drawn. Two experiments werc 
analysed (Cu-I; Cu-3), differing bath in are cuerent and arcing time. The percentage 
of the mass expelled in a certain direction was calculated as a function of the size of the 
contributing particles (in class intervals of 5 [Lm). It is of interest that in bath cases the 
mass composition is about the same at an angle of 10° with the cathode plane. Com
parison of figure 9 with figure 8 shows that for bath cases the dominant mass output 
occurring at small angles with the catbode plane is due to partiele sizes in thc range 
10-40 [Lffi. 

For 1arger angles with the catbode plane (25° and 37°) there is a significant shift 
to smaller partiele sizes and for a low charge transfer (Cu-1), this shift is rather 
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Fagure 9. The contribution of particles with different sizes in the total mass output 
for a specific angle with the catbode plane.. (a) Expt Cu-1, ..:1Q=2·4 C; x: ~=4"; 
0: ~=10"; 0: ~=25"; e: ~=37". (h) Expt Cu·3, ..:1Q=200C; 0: ~=10"; 0: 
~=25"; •= ~=37". 

strong. Apparently a larger charge transfer means an increase in the presence of large 
particles at increased angles. If we again compare figure 9 with figure 8 it can be seen 
that the amount of mass expelled at larger angles is smalt. Therefore tbe relevant 
partiele sizes which account for the total partiele mass output do not differ substantially 
between a charge transfer of 2 and 200 C. A similar result is shown for cadmium, 
where also deposited partiele diameters of 10-40 (LID are dominant in tbe mass output. 

7. Mass loss in ion form 

A second term in tbe mass balance of cathodic arcs is due to i ons produced in the catbode 
spots. Those ions teaving the catbode can be detected as a current flowing to a shield 
surrounding the anode-catbode assembly and biased to catbode potenrial (Kimblin 
1971, 1973). It provestbat fora sufficient catbode-anode spacing tbere exists a maximum 
ion current ft from the catbode which is a constant fraction of tbe circuit current Ie 
( currents defined as in figure 1) for a large number of metals. This fraction is a bout 
8% from sometensof A up to several kA as bas been recently shown (Kimblin 1975). 

A different technique was employed, with the use of a mesbed anode (Daalder and 
Wielders 1975) surrounding the catbode. 1t was thus possible todetermine tbe'angular 
ion current distribution and tbe total ion current flow in the upper half-space above 
the catbode plane. A maximum ion current which was about 10% oftbe circuit current 
Ie was detected for copper and subsequently for cadmium for currents up to 140 A. 
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One would expect a somewhat higher ion fraction in the latter set-up as the ion flow to 
a solid anode escapes detection. 

The amount of ion mass leaving the catbode cao be calculated by 

ltM 
Ert=---

lage 
(7) 

(Daalder 1975 p 1655), where Mis the mass of one atom of catbode material, eis the 
charge of an electron and gis the average ion charge number. Insteadof the circuit current 
Ie, the are current Ia is introduced in the formula (compare figure 1). This current is 
directly related to the current carried by the catbode spots and it makes direct com
parison possibJe with the erosion data previously obtained. (When ion currents are 
oot measured: le=la.) It is easily shown tbat if lï/fe=O·l tben, ft/la.=0·11. 

In the case of copper gis determined from the data of Davis and Milier (1969). We 
find g= 1·95 (50 A) and g =I ·85 (200 A). For cadmium the data of Plyutto et 
al (1965) gives a value of g = 1. Using Nla.=O·ll the ion erosion rate can be calculated; 
the results are shown in table 3, fourth column. 

8. Mass balances 

8.1. Mass balance at the cathode 

Having established the catbode losses due to particles and ions, a comparison can be 
made with the total catbode loss as determined in each experiment. In table 3 the dif
ferent quantities are shown. The catbode erosion rates Er for copper agree very well 
with values obtained earlier (Daalder 1975). For cadmium the catbode erosion rate 
can be compared witb the measurements of Rondeel (1971), who found values of 
350-420 (.Lg c-1 for 6--12 C charge transfer and Kimblin (1973) who measured an 
erosion rate of 655 (1.8 C-1 for 150 C charge transfer. 

If we cornpare tbe sum of ion and partiele erosion rates Erv +Er i with the catbode 
erosion rate Er, one finds a fair agreement for the range of charge transfers investigated. 
The difference between the two components lay witbin the range of the measuring 
errors which are 15-20% in tbe partiele mass loss, a maximum error of 10% for the 
ion mass loss and less than 2% for catbode rriass loss (considered within each experi
ment). 

To estimate the maximum possible contribution of mass lost from the catbode as 
vapour, we consîder the maximum error teading to a minimum in partiele and ion output 
and a maximum in catbode mass loss. Under these circumstances for experiment 
Cu-I 8% of tbe catbode mass would be lost in vapour form; in experiment Cu-3 about 
12%. For cadmium these values are 12-22%. However, due to movement of the catbode 
spots on tbe side edge of the catbode a difference between mass gain on the shield and 
catbode mass loss of about 5% also contributes to this value, which means that maximum 
possible vapour losses are probably lower. In any case we conetude that mass Ioss as 
particles and ions are two dominant terros in the catbode mass loss and the mass gener
ated in vapour form from tbe catbode is considered to be low. 

(According to Jenkinset al (1975) another souree of vapour in vacuum arcs (besides 
evaporation from the cathode) is the evaporation of molten particles in free flight.) 
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8.2. Mass halonee at the shie/d 

A second check was made by considering the mass balance at the shield. In some ex· 
periments the ion current fiowing totheshield was measured (shield biased to catbode 
potential). The ion mass represented by this current could then be calculated and, 
together with the partiele mass, compared with the total shield mass gain. Table 4 
shows the results. In the second column the measured ion fractions are given. The 

Table 4. Mass balance on the condensing shield. Mass in partiele form and the ion 
mass calculated from the ion current flow to the shield are compared with the total 
shield mass gain. 

Experiment (I) (2) (3) (2)+(3) Total mass 
number Maximum fractional Mass in Ion mass on (!LS C-1) collectedon 

ion current collected partiele form the sbield tbe sbield 
by tbe sbield Erp (tLS C-1) calculated (tLB ~1) 
11/la (%) from (1) 

<~ts c-1) 

Cu-1 7·2 25 21 46 46 
Cu-2 S·O 37 18 ss 56 
Cu-3 5·2 76 18·S 94·5 84 

Cd-3 6·5 250 75 325 348 
Cd-4 6·5 360 75 435 472 

values found in the cadmium experiments are considered to be somewhat low due to 
movement of arcs on the catbode edge. The two last columns. demonstra te that bere 
a fair agreement also exists. 

The measurement of the ion current for molybdenum failed due to com
mutation of catbode spots from the catbode to the shield. This phenomenon occurred 
repeatedly; in contrast with the other experiment& where we did not find catbode tracks 
on the (stainless steel) shield. The partiele output for molybdenum is negligible 
in comparison with copper and cadmium and therefore particles can hardly be the 
souree of the cathode spot initiation. More likely this effect is due to the highly energetic 
ions (cf. Davis and Milier 1969) present in a molybdenum are. 

8.3. Mass bolanee at the anode 

A third check was made for some experiments by analysis of the mass increase on the 
anode. From the distribution of partiele mass (figure 7a, b) it can be shown that their 
contribution to the anode mass gain will be negligible for long-duration aces. 
The anode mass gain can therefore be ascribed as being caused by ions. Com'parison 
of the measured anode mass gain with the expected anode mass increase due to ions 
again showéd a satisfactory agreement. 

On the basis of these tb,ree mass balances we think it justified to conetude that the 
ions and the particles mainly account for the losses from the catbode and that the 
relation: Er,+ Ert =Er holds within the experimentallimits. 

Already it has. been shown that the increase in the catbode erosion rate Er with 
charge transfer is due to neutral mass output either as vapour or as particles (Daalder 
1975). Evidence has now been obtained which shows that this increase is mainly due to 
partiel es. 
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It was also proven that the same value for the neutral erosion rate can be found for 
a large current range by an appropriate variadon of the discharge time (e.g. for 
copper from 100 A up to about 10 kA for sufficiently large catbode areas (see also 
Daalder 1975)). Therefore one may expect that the relevant partiele sizes as encountered 
in the low-current range are also present in bigb-eurrent arcs with the same charge 
transfer. The observations of Jeukins et al (1975) who measured dropiets in free fiight 
with a diameter do in the range of 1-30 [J.m for 2-1 I kA copper arcs lasting approxi
mately 1·65 ms are consistent with this view. 

For all catbode geometries a critical value of thermal stress can be reached for 
which melting over extended catbode areas starts to result in a rapid increase of the 
erosion rate. Parrall's (1974, 1975) measurements illustrate that under such conditions 
even flow of liquid metal layers over the catbode surface is possible together with forma
tion of very large partiel es. Th is did not occur in the experiments described he re where the 
melting and generation of dropiets are processes on a microscale. In our opinion how
ever, the basic mechanism of the production of molten metal is the same. 

9. Conciosion 

Dominant mass fiows from the catbode surface are represented by ions and molten 
partiel es. 

lt was shown that the ion erosion ra te is practically independent of the charge transfer 
by the are. The partiele erosion rate accounts mainly for the increase in the catbode 
erosion rate with charge transfer and is also dependent on the melting temperature 
of the catbode metal. The particles are expelled largely along the catbode plane. For 
the conditions investigated the catbode mass toss as vapour is smalt. 

The results are an extension and additional confirmation of earlier observations and 
analysis (Daalder 1975). 
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2(c) 

Figure 2. SEM pictures (30° tilt) of particles generated by a 

copper are and deposited on stainless steel. (b) and (c) 

are enlargements of details in (a). 

Figure 6. Examples of desintegration of particles on impact. 
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Reftections of ions in metal vapour arcs? 

JE Daalder 
Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
PO Box 513, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Received 14 March 1977 

Abstract. This letter cornrnents on· a paper publisbed in 1976 by Z Zatucki and 
J Kutzner and questions the assumptions made in the calculations of mass gain at the 
condensation shield and anode in a vacuurn are. 

At the Holm Seminar in Japan last year an interesting paper was presented by Zatucki 
and Kutzner (1976, Zand K hereafter). From experiments it was concluded that ionsin 
vacuum arcs show a high probability of reflection at metal surfaces (in particular the 
anode). Condensation coefficients were measured which, dependent on surface structure 
and experimental set-up, varied from 0·50 to 0·90. 

The study of catbode phenomena in vacuum arcs is still hampered by a lack of 
precise quantitative knowledge on a number of variables. Examples of these are the 
accommodation coefficients and condensation coefficients for metal-metal interactions, 
of which only very few data are known. The energy transfer of impinging metal i ons, the 
attachment of molten dropiets and condensation of metal vapour on metal surfaces are 
factors which are important both for a better understanding of are physics phenomena 
and in the impravement of power vacuum-breaker design. Experimental results in these 
respects are therefore most welcome, and I think the elfort of the authors to gain a better 
insight on condensation and reflection in vacuum arcs deserves to be acclaimed. 

It seems appropriate however to draw attention to the outcome of their results as, in 
my opinion, a different condusion basedon the same experimental results is more likely. 

Z and K described an experiment in which a 64 mm diameter flat anode was placed 
in front of a 36 mm diameter cathode, both being constructed from vacuum melted 
copper. The anode--catbode combination was surrounded by a metal condensation 
shield (140 mm diameter, nature of the shield unspecified) biased to catbode potential. 
This provided a means of measuring the ion current flow totheshield (cf Kimblin 1971). 

An are of 250 A was struck by auxiliary means and burned for 12 ms, a procedure 
which was repeated 600 times. Subsequently the mass changes of the cathode, anode 
and the shield were measured. The same experiment was performed under identical 
circumstances with an anode having a grooved surface. The implication of the grooved 
surface is that a higher probability of condensation is to be expected. Mass changes 
were again determined and compared with the results of the flat anode. 

Two pairs of measurements were thus performed: one at a gap distance of 8 mm and 
one at 25 mm. The results of their measurements as given in their paper are shown in 
table l. 

Z and K started their analysis of these results upon two assumptions. Thc first was 
that due to the low veloeities of molten dropiets and neutral vapour complete condensa· 
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Taille l. Results of Zatucki and Kutmer (1976). 

Elec- Sbapeof Catbode Mass sain for Mass gain for the Ion Ratio 
trode the anode erosion the anodet condensation current Wa/We 
gap surface loss shield, with the to the or 
d Wc anode shield Wa'/Wc 

I si 

Flat Grooved Flat Grooved 
w. Wa' Ws Wa' 

(mm) (p.g Ç-1) (p.gc-1) (!J.g c-1) (!J.g c-t) (!J.g c-1) (A) 

8 Flat 73·2 34·4" 38·6• 4·11 0·47 
8 Grooved 68·5 42•5C 26·01 3·50 0·62 

25 Flat 69·5 18·2b 46·31 11·8 0·26 
25 Grooved 63·7 23·5" 12·311 12·3 0·37 

t C in the units of this table refers to Coulombs of charge transfer. The signifièance of 
the superscripts a etc. is apparent in table 2. 

tion occurs. The ions however have high energies and therefore reflection of these 
particles may be expected. 

The second assumption was that for a fixed electrode gap the total flux of ions, 
molten particles and neutral vapour incident on the anode is the same and independent 
of the anode surface structure. As is shown in the experimental results, the mass increase 
of a flat anode is lower than the mass increase of a grooved anode. Z and K attributed 
this to different conditions of condensation at the anode. From the ratio Wa/Wc (table 1, 
last column) condensation coefficients for $e anode were calculated which range from 
0·68 (8 mm gap) and 0·63 (25 mm) fora flat anode to 0·90 (8 mm and 25 mm) fora 
grooved anode. They forther argued that due to complete condensation of molten 
dropiets at the anode, reflection of ion mass is the eau se of these condensation coefficients 
being less than one. 

My first observation is that the values of the catbode erosion rate are concurrent 
with results of others (e.g. Rondeell973, Daalder 1975a). Also the ion currents to the 
shield have values which cao be expected for this experimental set-up (Kimblin 1971, 
Daalder 1976). Finally the contribution of neutral vapour to the totalloss ofthe catbode 
is small (Daalder 1976) and may therefore be neglected. 

The interpretation of their results however may be a different one. As Z and K quote 
from other sources, a total ion current from the catbode which is about 10% of the are 
current is to be expected. This agrees with a calculated amount of mass of 36·6 118 c-1 
in charged form (for an average charge number per ion of about 1·8 (DaVis and MiUer 
1969). This means that in these measurements 50-60% of the catbode massloss is in 
ion form and 40-50% in droplet form. In other words, a significant part of the mass 
fluxes from the catbode to anode and shield will consist of droplets.. Othèr observations 
have shown that these dropiets are expelled dominantly at small angles (20-30°) with 
the catbode plane (Pluytto et a/1%5, Daalder 1975b, 1976). 

If the gap distance is not too small, one would therefore expect that the mass flux 
incident on the shield is mainly composed of droplets. This implies, on the other hand, 
that the mass stream incident on the anode will be dominantly made up of ions. 

lf we now proceed by calculating the amount of ion mass which can be expected on 
the shield and anode on the basis of the ion shield current and the expected totaJ ion 
current, a picture emerges which is rather consistent with this view. 
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Table 2. Comparison of mass gains in table 1 with ion mass calculations of present 
work 

Ref. in table 1 a b c d e f g h 

Mass gain in table 1 (!J.g c-1) 34·4 18 ·2 42 ·5 23·5 38 ·6 46·3 26·0 12·3 

Present calculations (!Jog c-1) 30·6 19 ·4 31·5 18·6 6·0 17 ·3 5·1 18·0 

Table 2 shows a comparison of my calculations with the results-of Z and K. 
As can be seen, the calculated ion mass agrees rather well w'ith the mass increase 

found on the anode, either flat (a, b) or grooved (c, d). Fora distance of 8 mm (a, c), 
some droplet mass may also be expected on the anode, which can explain the higher 
measured values. For a 25 mm gap (b, d), the droplet contobution can only be smal!, due 
to the increased cathode-anode distance, and consequently one should expect a good 
agreement (measuring accuracies were not stated). 

The mass increase of the shield should be largely due to molten droplets, and this 
view is also in agreement with the findings of e, /, g and h (the fourth trial shows an 
unexpected low mass gain of the shield; on the whole a mass Ioss of 44% is unaccounted 
for in this experiment; figure 12.3 (h) is probably an error in printing). 

The analysis presented here shows that ions actually may have a condensation 
coefficient of one. Of course one may suppose that in these experiments one does not 
know whether the mass deposits have indeed originated from ions or molten droplets. 

In other experiments (Daalder 1976) the mass in droplet form was actually measured 
in case of Cu, Cd and Mo vacuum arcs and under varying conditions. lt was found that 
the droplet mass output, together with the mass of ions calculated from the ion currents, 
could we !I explain the mass increases of both the condensation shield and the anode. 

In my opinion the main difference between Z and K's interpretation and the inter
pretation given here is due to their assumption that the total mass flow to the anode 
(ions and droplets) is the same for experiments with an identical set-up. 

As far as the ion flow is concemed, one can expect this approximately to be true on 
the basis of the observed ion currents flowing to the shield, which are about the same 
in a paired experiment. For the droplet flow however this assumption is not justified. 
The droplet mass output as a function of the angle with the cathode plane is such that the 
amount of dropiets intercepted by the anode is strongly varying with the position of the 
catbode spots(s) (cf Daalder 1976, p 2389). Because of the erratic movement of the 
cathode spots their average position(s) may be different in each experiment, which 
consequently results in different droplet masses on the anode. 

Another corroborative point is that if significant reflection at the anode should occur 
one may expect (at least for a small gap) that in case of a grooved anode a higher 
catbode mass toss should be measured than in case of a flat anode; due to reileetion of 
particles to the cathode in the last case. As can be seen the opposite is true. 

My condusion therefore is that on the basis of these experiments total condensation 
of ionsis not unlikely, irrespective of the anode surface structure. 

Zand K briefly describe a second experiment (which has an original set-up) in which 
they measure a condensation coefficient of even 0.50. The same assumptions as previously 
have been made. Unfortunately data on the accuracy of smal! mass increases (about 
I [J.g C-1) and the composition of material used (which is highly important in case of 
reflection), are not given. Because of this, and because only about 3% of the total 
cathode mass output is analysed, I will refrain from further comment at this time. 
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Energy dissipation in the catbode of a vacuum are 
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Abstract. Measurements have been performed to determine the heat flow to the catbode 
during arcing in vacuum. It is shown that fora range of metals the heat flow is propor
tional to both current and arcing time. Depending on the catbode metal the losses vary 
from 25 to 34% of the total are input. A relation between catbode heat loss and are 
voltage is established. The experimental results are compared with theoretica! calcula
tions as found in literature. 

1. Introduetion 

One of the means of clearing faults in power-supply systerns is the vacuurn circuit
breaker. As in other types of switch-gear the interrupting medium is a discharge which 
has a low impedance during current flow tagether with a high rate of dielectric recovery 
after current zero. However, the properties of the vacuum are are rather different from 
otheï kinds of discharges employed in power circuit-breakers. A prominent difference 
is the low are voltage, which for vacuum arcs amounts to some tens of volts, while for 
other types of switch gear the are voltages are of the order of several hundreds of volts 
and more. The dissipation in a vacuum are is therefore comparatively low. On the other 
hand, there is no cooling medium as there is with the gas flow in an air blast circuit
breaker or the turbulent oil in an oil breaker. In fact only cooling surfaces are available 
in a vacuum breaker, i.e. the electrades and the condensation shield. The power gen
erated by the are is transported to these surfaces and ultimately transferred into heat. 
The ensuing rise in temperature of the electrades has consequences for the erosion and 
mass loss from their surfaces. Too large thermal stresses will even impair the breaker 
performance and well-known examples in this respect are the formation of an anode 
spot (Reece 1963, Kimblin 1969, Mitchell 1970, Rich et a/1971) and local rnelting of the 
condensation shield. 

· Even for a moderate power input the electrode surface structure is altered and its 
material loses its mechanica! strength. At current zero this may initiate mass transport 
under influence of electrical stresses and could eventually lead to breakdown. It is 
therefore of interest to know the distri bution of power in a vacuum are. Here an analysis 
has been made of the power transfer to the catbode for conditions of a cathode-dom
inated are (i.e. no anode spot was present). 

Another aspect of the power transfer to the catbode is its relevanee to the catbode 
spot rnechanism. In particular the energy balance at the rnetal-vacuum interface has 
been the subject of many studies. Power toss by conduction is one of the terros in these 
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balmees and is generally evaluated by thermodynamica! considerations. Experimental 
corulrmation has not been possible so far, and in this papersome of the results wiJl be 
corr.;>ared with the data obtained. 

l. Experimental procedure and results 

The energy dissipated in the catbode was measured by determining its enthalpy increase 
due to arcing fora number of catbode metals: Mo, Cu, Al, Ni, Ag, Sn, Zn, Cd, Pb and 
W. For this purpose the design shown in figure 1 was chosen. The catbode disc had a 
diameter of 30 mm and was attached to the catbode holder by three small supports to 
minimize heat conduction losses. The holder was constructed from stainless steel which 
has a low thermal conductivity. 

30 mm diam. 

Figure 1. Structure of cathode disc and its support: TC, position of thermocouples. 

The temperature increase of the disc was measured by three thermocouples of iron
constantan (of sensitivity 50 t-tV K-1) inserted at the backside of the disc. Their signals 
were preamplified ( with a gain factor of around hundred) and recorded on an oscilloscope. 

Before an experiment, in which a specific catbode metal was used, the system of 
catbode disc, thermocouples and amplifiers was calibrated for the temperature range 
(some tens of degrees) in which the measurements were to be performed. Any errors 
were thus eliminated which might otherwise have been introduced by thermal resistances 
between the couples and the disc, the thermovoltages arising from different cable junc
tions and by deviations of standard specifications of couples and amplifiers. After 
calibration the catbode was cleaned and mounted in a vacuum chamber facing an anode 
which was slightly tapered, thus ensuring the onset of arcing at the catbode centre. The 
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whole system was evacuated and after moderate baking ultimate pressures of around 
10-7 Torr were attained . 

The purity of the materials employed was 99·5% (trade quality) for Mo, Ni, Zn, Pb 
and Al, 99·95% for W, and spectragrapbic purity (impurity less than 10 ppm) for Cd, 
Zn and Cu. Befare each series of experiments the catbode surface was additionally 
cleaned by drawing a number of arcs, thus removing any absorbed layers of gas and 
oxidized surface layers if present. This treatment ensured that the measurements taken 
are typical for true vacuum arcs. A further description of the experimental procedures 
and measuring techniques is given elsewhere (Daalder 1975). 

An are was drawn at a prescribed current level during a specified time. Immediately 
after are extinguishment the temperature change of the catbode di se was recorded during 
200 s. The value of the maximum temperature Tamax was used in the calculation of the 
electrode enthalphy increase. This energy input due to arcing was evaluated by the 
expression Wcon=MCpTam&x· HereMis the mass ofthe catbode disc and Cp its specific 
heat. Experimental conditions were such that Ta max:::: T _ , where T _ is the steady state 
temperature increase of the catbode if there is no heat loss from the electrode to its 
support. It will be shown in §3 that accurate values of the catbode enthalphy increase 
can thus be obtained. Figure 2 shows the results of a number of metals investigated. 

For each metal the choice of the current range was such that conditions of both one 
catbode spot and several spots were investigated. For the low melting metals Pb, Cd, 
Zn and Sn the current was varied between around 10 A (one spot) and 200 A (in case 
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Figure 2. Energy increase of the cathode disc by heat transfer of the are as a function of 
charge transfer for a number of metals. 
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of Cd, Pb and Zn around 15-20 spots were counted); for the higher melting metals 
(Ag, Ni, Al, Cu and Mo) the current range was extended and reached more than 600 A 
(for Cu and Mo 8-9 spots were observed). The discharge time was varied (at constant 
current) from a few ms toa maximum of half a second; the product of current and arcing 
time ranging up to 20-40 6C. 

Most measurements were taken at an electrode spacing of 1 mm. For Cd and Al the 
gap distance was varied from approximately 0·5 mm up to 10 mm. No dependency on 
this parameter was observed indicating that catbode heating is due to processes occurring 
in the direct vicinity of the vacuum metal interface and/or in the metal itself. 

It proved that for all cathode metals investigated the energy increase of the catbode 
was proportional to arcing time and, with the exception of Cu ànd Mo (see below), 
also proportional to are current. This is illustrated in figure 2 where the heat dissipation 
of a number of metals is shown as a linear function of charge transfer by the are. Because 
of this proportionality the heat transfer of each catbode metal can be characterized by a 
voltage U con= Wcon/Ia.ó.t. Here/~ is the arcing current and ó.t the arcing time. U con can 
be interpreted in terms of the power Ioss per ampere discharge current, and in table 1 
its value for different metals is collected tagether with the are voltage Vare· 

Table 1. The power loss to the cathode per arnpere discharge cuerent Ucon and the are 
voltage U are for a number of cathode metals. The are voltage is taken at 100 A unless 
specified otherwise. 

Metal Uaro U con U con 

(V) (V) U are 

Pb 10·5 2·6 0·25 
Cd 11·0 2·7 0·25 
Zn 12·0 3·0 0·25 
Sn 13·5 3·9 0·29 
Ag 17·5 5·25 0·30 
Ni 18 5·35 0·30 
Al 20 6·2 0·31 
Cu 18 (40A) 5·4 0·30 

20 (IOOA) 6·2 0·31 
Mo 25(50A) 8·2 0·33 

26· 5 (200A) 8·7 0·33 
28 (600A) 9·25 0·33 

w 28 9·5 0·34 

The results of table 1 show that in case of the metals Cu and Mo the value of U con 

varies with are current. This variation is related with the change of are voltage with 
current forthese metals. Results of others (Reece 1963, Grakov 1967, Davis and Milier 
1969) have al ready established that the U &re-la. characteristic of a metal vapour discharge 
has a positive slope, a condusion which agrees with our findings. For most metals 
considered here the increase of are voltage with current is in the order of a volt in a 
current range from a bout I 0 A up to several hundreds of amps. Th is increase is particularly 
noticeable in the transition region of one to a few catbode spots. For Cu and Mo the 
increase in are voltage was a few volts, and it was found that this rise was related to an 
increase in Ucon· Within the limits of accuracy the are voltage increase of the other 
metals was not related with a change in U con· 

It appears that the power toss to the catbode is related to the are voltage of a par
ticular metal, as figure 3 illustrates. The metbod of the least squares shows a Iinear 
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Figure 3. The power loss per A discharge cuerent to the catbode of a vacuum are as a 
function of the are voltage. 

dependenee given by U con =0·38 U are -1·44 (V). Deviations of the individual values of 
Ucon from the curve are within the error limits in these experiments. One may expect 
that this equation is not sensitive for the particular dimensions of the catbode geometry 
as employed in this investigation. Dominant energy flow to the catbode wiJl occur in 
the catbode spot area, which bas a cross-section of < 1 mm2• This is much less than the 
dimensions an electrode area generally bas, and provided there are no catbode spots 
at the electrode edge the energy flow to the catbode will in the first instanee oot be 
influenced by its size. This view is supported by the experiments of Ried er ( 1956) who 
measured the energy flow of arcs in air to electrodes. For arcs of small length (which 
have the character of a metal vapour discharge) he did not find noticeable differertces in 
the energy flow to 2 and 6 cm diameter electrodes. (I t should be noted that by using a 
magnetic field parallel to a vacuum are Rondeel (1976) found an increase of are voltage 
which was related with an increase ofthe heat flow to both catbode and anode.) 

For low-arcing metals such as Cd and Pb, around 25% of the total power input is 
ultimately used for heating the cathode; this amount increases up to 33 % for arcing 
metals such as Mo and W. The remaioder ofthe energy consumed is largely transported 
to the anode for smal! gaps. For increasing electrode spacings the energy flow to the 
surroundings (e.g. to a condensation shield) becomes substantial. 

The measurements span a range of metals with a wide variety of thermal character
istics and with both low and high are voltages in cathode-dominated vacuum arcs. One 
may expect therefore that the curve shown in figure 3 is also representative for other 
catbode metals and that a good prediction on the basis of this relation can be found. 
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3. Validity and accuracy of the results 

3. 1. Theoretica/ analysis 

The method which has been chosen todetermine the gain ofinternal energy ofthe catbode 
due to arcing implies the knowledge of the temperature increase T _ attained by the 
electrode in the steady state. This value will only be approximately reached as there is a 
loss by thermal conduction from the disc to its ·support. Other losses due to radiation 
and conveetien are negligible because of the small temperature differences and the high 
vacuum environment. 

An analysis has been made of the process of power input by the are and the subse
quent heat flows in the electrode and its support (Daalder 1977). The temperature 
change Ta. at the electrode boundary was calculated as a function of time and can be 
expressed by 

co . 

Ta.= T _ ~ ( -l)n-1 tXn exp (- 1/Tn). 
n=l 

The initia! temperature of the electrode is taken zero. T _ is the steady state temperature 
increase of the electrode if there are no conduction losses. The variables cxn and Tn are 
functions of the dimensions and the physical properties of the structure. A qualitative 
picture of the function is shown in tigure 4. The tirst time constant TI is mainly related 
with the heat flow through the support. Th is time constant governs the tail ofthe tempera
ture curve in tigure 4 and can attain large values if a proper construction is chosen. 

Figure 4. Variation of the temperature at the boundary of the electrode with time. 

The secend and higher time constants are almest exclusively determined by the geometry 
and thermal diffusity ofthe electrode materialand retlect the relaxation times of tempera
ture variatien in the electrode. The secend and higher terms of the solution contribute 
dominantly in the front part of the temperature curve. 

With increasing n the time constauts Tn become progressively smallerand if we neglect 
the temperature change for small values of time, the temperature variatien can be des
cribed by two time constauts according to 

Ta= T _ [a:r exp (- t/Tt)- 0:2 exp (- t/Tz)]. 

The maximum temperature Ta.ma.x is found to be 

T .:..T [ ( In [(a:z/cxt) {3]) (-{Jin [(cx2/cxr)f31)] J.a.ma.x- _ cxrexp - R -cxzexp R • 
1-'-1 1-'-1 
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Here {3 = r 1f-r 2 and for the construction considered here the theoretica! va lues of cxt, cx2 

are: cxt~ land cx2~2·S. 
In the experiments the maximum temperature increase of the electrode has been used 

to calculate the enthalpy increase. Fromthe function Tamax follows that only an accurate 
result can be obtained provided the quotient of the time constants -r1/-r2 is large, i.e. 
Ta~ T _. The fractional deviation between Tamax and T _ has beencalculated as afunction 
of r 1/r2 (Daalder 1977) and is shown graphically in tigure 5. 1t is of importance to note 
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Flgure 5. The fractional deviation between the maximum temperature Ta mu and the 
steady value T _ as a function of the ratio of the two principal time constanis n and n. 

that high values of r1/-r2 are required if the value of Ta max will represent the steady state 
value within narrow !i mits. 

For each cathode metal the thermal time constants -rt and r2 were obtained from the 
front and tail slopes of the temperature curve. Depending on the cathode metal -r2 
ranged from 300 to 600 s while -r2 varied from 0·1 to I s. These values ensured that the 
ditTerenee between the maximum temperature and the steady state value was about I%. 
This accuracy was considered sufficient for our purpose. 

3. 2. Experiment al accuracy 

The accuracy of the temperature measurement was increased by using three therma
couples situated near the periphery of the disc and in the vicinity of the supports (of 
tigure 1). By averaging the registered temperature increase the inttuenee of unequal 
heating of the disc caused by the wandering of the are and any differences in the thermal 
resistances of the support were minimized. 

For each metal it was shown that possible additional heat sourees besides the heat 
developed by arcing were of no consequence for the range investigated. A simple check 
made by charge transfer through closed cantacts proved that heating by current in the 
constrictions of the supports could be neglected. Heating prior to contact separation 
was avoided by keeping the time of current flow before arcing to a minimum (some ms). 
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The voltage difference over the support structure was sufficiently low and did not influence . 
the are voltage measurement. 

The error in the catbode energy increase is entirely determined by the accuracy of the 
temperature measurement. The mass of the disc is known to ~ ~% and mass changes 
due to arcing are ~ 1 %. The arrows in figure 2 indicate those values of energy transfer 
Wcon, which are measured with an accuracy of 4%. For larger values of Wc on the error 
decreases inversely proportional to charge transfer. The discharge time as measured 
by an electrooie counter had an error of 0·5-1% while the current measurement had an 
accuracy of 2-4%. The values of U con in table 1 have an average error of around 5%, 
while the are voltage was measured with an absolute accuracy of ± 0·25 V. 

4. Comparison with available experimental results • 

Few data are known on the dissipation of power into the cathode. For vacuum arcs .on 
copper Reece (1963) measured a powerlossof 8 W A-1 at 30 A, while Rondeel (1971) 
found a value of 4·5 WA - 1 at 600 A for the same materiaL Both results were based on 
observations of the ratio of the temperature rises of the catbode and anode during 
arcing, and from this quotient the power conducted to the catbode (and anode) was 
calculated. For this type of measurement assumptions have to be made of the are 
losses to the surroundings, and the electrode spacing must be introduced as an unknown 
variabie influencing the outcome of the results. The measuring technique chosen bere is 
not sensitive in these respects, and this may be one of the principal explanations for 
the differences between their values and the results found bere. 

Capp (I 972) examined short (0·1-1 mm) metal vapour arcs of a few amps in nitrogen 
at atmospheric pressure. For an electrode spacing approaching zero (the influence ofthe 
positive are columnisthen excluded) a catbode loss of 3 WA - 1 for cadmium and 3·2 W 
A - 1 for zinc can be deduced from bis measurements. These values agree well with the 
results found bere. Rieder (1956) measured losses to the electrades of a free-burning 
are in air. For currents up to 30 A and a diminishing are length a loss of 5 WA - 1 

was measured for a copper cathode, a value which is compatible with ours. The agree
ment in results between vacuum arcs and short arcs in a gaseous ambient could indicate 
that their catbode spot behaviour is rather similar as far as the catbode loss mechanism 
is concerned. 

5. Discussion 

A number of catbode roodels have been proposed (as e.g. by Lee and Greenwood 1961, 
Ecker 1971, 1973, Rondeell971, Harris and Lau 1974, Lee 1975) in which an analysis bas 
been given of the different energy flows in the catbode spot area. The energy balances 
used are stationary of character and for stabie are operation the sum of energy ftows 
from and towards the vacuum-metal interface must he zero. In these roodels the energy 
gain of the catbode is caused entirely by a flow of i ons which delivers kinetic and potential 
energy to the catbode surface. This energy is partly used for compensating the energy 
toss of the catbode by the emission of eleetrons (electron cooling; Lee 1960, Eek er 1961) 
and partly for the melting and vaporization of catbode roetal and radiation. The remaio
der of the energy is lost as heat conducted from the catbode surface to the buJk of the 
cathode. This last term bas been evaluated in the experiment previously described. 
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In these roodels the heat conduction into the catbode roetal has been assessed by 
thermodynamic calculations. Two main approaches are discernible in literature based 
on either a movable or non-movable catbode spot. For vacuum arcs the latter approach 
can only be considered as a fint approximation as there is abundant evidence of catbode 
spot movement on metals with veloeities of meters per second. However, the stationary 
heat Ioss has been frequently calculated on the basis of a ei reular power souree on a plane 
surface (cf Carslaw and Jaeger 1973). If the current density in the catbode spot is taken 
Ja, the powerloss by conduction per unit area can be written as U con Ja and the calculation 
fora stationary spot leads to the formula U con Ja.= T>..ja (Lee and Greenwood 1961, Ecker 
1971, Holmes and Djakov 1972, McCiure 1974, Lippmann and Schuöcker 1976). Here 
T is catbode spot temperature, a the radius of the spot and ,\ the thermal conductivity 
of the catbode metal. 

A comparison of calculated and observed losses shows that agreement is generally 
poor. If we restriet ourselves to recent results, the theoretica! calculations of Lippmann 
and Schuöcker (1976) leadtoa heat loss which is at least twice the value as measured 
here, a discrepancy which has influence on the outcome of their results. McClure ( 1974) 
concludes from bis energy balance that the current density in the catbode spot should be 
larger than lOll A m-2• On the basis of the actual heat losshowever a value lower than 
1011 A m-2 is found. 

A better agreement may be expected ifthe movement ofthe spot is taken into account. 
This view was put forward by Holmes (1974), who calculated a powerlossper unit area 
U con Ja.= pCpT V/3. Here p is the specific mass, Cp the specific heat and V the spot 
velocity (see also von Engeland Robson 1957). As can be observed, this result is essen
tially different from the formula obtained for the stationary spot. Holmes calculated 
from this energy balance (for copper) a spot temperature T = 5500 K and a current density 
la.=4·3 x 1011 A m- 2. With these values and assuming a (exceptionally high) spot 
velocity of 100 ms-1, the powerlossis still a factor ten lower than actually observed. · 

Apparently the calculated heat losses are at varianee with the measured values in the 
examples given. More refined calculations seem to be necessary to obtain a better 
agreement between experiment and theory. 

6. Conclusions 

A method has been described for measuring the thermal energy increase of the catbode 
· during vacuum arcing. This energy increase has been interpreted in terros of a heat loss 
from the catbode spot and constitutes a significant fraction of the total are input. A 
relation existing between heat conduction to the catbode and the are voltage has been 
established for a number of metals, and this can be used as a basis for predicting losses 
to other catbode materials. 

A comparison of experimental results and available theoretica! roodels shows the 
necessity of more refined calculations. 
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appendix 7 

VIIth INTERNATIONAL SY~OSIU~ ON DISCHARGES AND ELECT~CAL INSULATION 

IN VACUUM 

Novosibirsk ~ USSR p. 288-292 August-1976 

ION VELOeiTIES AND THE CORRELATION BETWEEN HF FLUCTUATIONS OF THE ARC 

VOLTAGE AND THE ION CURRENT IN VACUUM ARCS. 

W.M. de Cock, J.E.Daalder 

Introduetion 

An important feature in the investigation of the metal-vapor dis

charge in vacuum is the high veloeities of ions produced by the are. 

Already in 1930 Tanberg [1] observed energies up to 80 ev for copper 

arcs, which are remarkably higher than can be expected from an are 

voltage of 20 V. Other investigators found similar results for a 

range of metals, using measuring equipment as the pendulum [1,2,3,4] 

electrostatle probe analyzer [3], and magnetic-electrostatic analyzers 

[5]. Tyulina [6] used a different technique of measuring velocities. 

He observed the difference in time between the fronts of ion clouds 

to two probes placed at different distances from the are. This artiele 

describes a measuring method that can be seen as an extension of this 

last method. It is shown that there exists a relation between the HF 

fluctuations in the are voltage and the HF component in the ion 

current to shields placed around the cathode. A correlation between 

the signals to the different probes was also observed. Ion veloeities 

can be obtained from these correlations. 

Method of analysis 

A means of detecting timeshifts in signals is crosscorrelation. For 

two signals F(t) and G(t), containing no d.c. component, the definition 

of crosscorrelation is given by: 

lj!FG ('r) 
T 

lim ~ [F(t-T) G(t) dt. 
'1.'-+o> T 0 

This function is the mean product of F(t) and .G(t) when .F(tl is de~ 

layed over a time T. This function can be normalised by dividing it 

by the square root of the mean squares of F(t) and G(t); the function 
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obtained .i..n th.i..s way is called correlation coe.f;.f;ic.i..ent 1)-G(T). 

It is easily shown that R.FG(1:1 l = 1 if .F(t-1:1 1 and .G(tl are identical 

functions with a displacement 1: 1 in time. 

On the ether hand, RFG(T) will be zero for any 1: when there is no 

relation at all between F(t) and G(t) (for example two noise signals 

from different sources) . 

Suppose F(t) is anion current at the place x1 • The ions are moving 

with a velocity v along the X-axis and arrive at x2. after a delay time 

(x2-x1J/v. If the ion currents in x1 and x2 are measured and 

correlated thereafter, the correlation function will show a peak at 

1: = (x2-x1)/v, having magnitude 1. 

In practice there will not be one velocity but a dictribution of 

velocities. Therefore one will not find a sharp peak but a hump in the 

correlation function, corresponding to a ?istribution of delay times. 

Experimental setup and procedure 

The measurements were made with an electrode contiguration as shown in 

fig. 1. Two cylindrical copper centacts of 1 cm diameter are sur

rounded by four shields, placed at successive distances of 1 cm, 2 cm, 

3 cm and 4 cm. from the centre of the cathode. 

C :cathode 
I : insuiator 
51-54: shields 

fig. 1 Configu:t>ation of cathodB and shieZd. 
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The shields are cylindric and have a tangential dimension of 90 

degrees, and such axial dimensions that each of them have the same 

solid angle, viewed from the cathode centre. This configuration is 
~··· 

placed in a vacuum chamber with a pressure of 5.10 mm. Hg. The 

anode is mounted ~vable by a bellows arrangement. 

A d.c. are was ignited by separating the contacts when carrying 

current. The ion currents were measured with shunting resistors of 

10 Q(bandwidth >10 Me) connected to cathode potential. The potential 

raise of the shields by the voltage drop over these resistors was 

not higher than 3 volts, which means that the shields remain approxi

mately on cathode potential. A saturated ion current [7] is therefore 

flowing to the shields. 

~he measured siqnals were first stored in a transient recorder of the 

type Biomation 8100.This is a diqital semiconductor memory able to take 

samples of two signals at the same time. 1024 samples of each signal 

can be stored with an amplitude resolution of 256 levels. The stored 

signals can be displayed directly on an oscilloscope, makinq a quick 

check on the measurinq results possible. The frequency components 

between 1.5kHz and 2.5 MHz were reqistred usinq a sample int~rval 

of 0.2 ~sec. The lenqth of a measuring interval was about 0.2 msec. 

In order to execute the correlation process as described in the 

previous chapter, the contents of the recorder were taken over on 

punchtape and processed in a Burrouqhs B 6700 computer. Usually a 

number of recordinqs was averaqed for a final result, in this way 

diminishinq the influence of statistical effects. The resultinq 

correlation functions were pictured by a plotter. 

Results of measurements 

The results presented here were obtained using an are of 65 A (one 

cathode spot) and a cathode~ode spacing of 0.6 mm. The first series 

of measurements relates the are voltage fluctuations wi.th the fluctu~ 

ations in the ion current to the four shields. The resulting camputed 

normalised crosscorrelation functions are shown in fig. 2. Each 

tunetion is the averaged result of ten measurements. The numbers of 

the probes correspond to those in fig. 1. 
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fig. 2 Normalised crosscorrelation functions of are voltage and 
ion current to four shields. 

The first conclusion that can be drawn is that there exists a 

correlation between fluctuations in are voltage and ion current to 

the probes. The correlation is positive, which means that a variatien 

in the are voltage is followed by a variatien in the ion current of 

the same sign. We conclude therefore that the high frequency component 

in the are voltage is related with the presence of ions in the vacuum 

are. 

The characteristics of the functions of. fig. 2 are listed in table 1. 

correlation between are 
voltage and shield current 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Secondly one can see that 

Table 1. 

nominal distance between 
are and shield 

cm 

2 cm 

3 cm 

4 cm 

peak occurs at 

1.1 )!sec . 

2 )!Sec. 

2.9 )!sec •. 

4.2 )!Sec . 

for all measurements the position of the 

peak indicates a velocity of about 104 m/sec., which corresponds with 

-

the ion veloeities found by ether investigators using different methods. 

Finally the correlation function shows that there exists a spectrum 

of possible ion veloeities around 104 m/sec. [3,5] • . 

A secend series of measurements was made to .determine correlations 

between the ion current fluctuations to different shiiüds. This was 

done for three combinations of shields and the results are represented 

in fig. 3 . Again, each correlation function is the ave~age result of 

ten measurements. 
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fig. 3 Normalised crosscorrelation functions for three different 
combinations of shield currents. 

In table 2 the characteristics of the functions are listed. 

Table 2. 

correlation between nomina! difference in peak occurs at 
shield currents di stance from are 

( 2) and (3) cm 0.7 'IJS 

( 1) and (3) 2 cm 1.5 'IJS 

(1) and (4) 3 cm 2.5 ).IS 

For the interpretation of. this result it should be noted that the are 

spot tended to stay on a fixed place at the cathode surface, near the 

cathode edge at the side of shield (3). This fact was observed visually 

through the window of the vacuum chamber; in the measurements of fig. 

2 the spot stayed almest in the centre of the cathode. Because of this 

effect, the real differences in distance to the spot wil! be closer 

to 0.5 cm fortheshield combination (2-3), 1 cm .for the combination 

(1-3) and 2.5 cm for combination (1-4), as can be calculated from fig. 

1, assuming that the spot is exactly at the edge of the cathode at 

the side of shield (3). 

The conclusions are mainly the same as in the previous measurements: 

presence of correlation, peak correlation corresponding to about 104 

m/sec, and presence of slower ions. 

The result of fig. 3 also shows that the HF fluctuations in the ions 

are the same in all radial directions; otherwise there would not be 

found correlation between them at shields placed in different 

directions, even in opposite directions with respect to the are 

(shields 1 and 3). 

Obviously, there is a radial symmetry in the HF plasma fluctuations. 
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Conclusion 

The method described in this artiele is a useful technique for 

achieving ion velocity distributions, although further refinements 

have to be made. Specially the discriminatien between ions of 

different ionisation degrees and the accurate determination of 

spot(s) position are subjects of further investigation. 
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Stellingen 

behorend bij het proefschrift van 

J.E.Daalder 



1. Rakhovskii's opvatting dat de aanzienlijke spreiding in de 

resultaten van kathode-erosiemetingen voor vakuümontladingen 

wordt veroorzaakt door de gasinhoud van de gebruikte electrode

materialen, is in zijn algemeenheid onjuist. Deze spreiding 

heeft een principiëlere achtergrond. 

Rakhovskii, V.I. (1976) IEEE Trans.Plasma Science PS-4 

p.81-102. 
Dit proefschrift 

2. Gezien de invloed die metaaldruppels hebben op de spanningsvast

heid van vakuüm-vermogensschakelaars, verdient het aanbeveling de 

materiaalkeuze van de condensatieschermen mede te laten bepalen 

door de materiaalkeuze van de elektroden. 

3. Utsumi en English stelden op grond van hun metingen vast dat een 

aanzienlijke fraktie neutrale metaaldamp in lage-stroomvakuümont

ladingen aanwezig is. Zowel hun experimentele opzet als de (deels 

impliciete) aannamen gemaakt bij de analyse van de meetresultaten 

en de wijze waarop de analyse is uitgevoerd, zijn aan ernstige 

bedenkingen onderhevig. 

Utsumi, T., English, J .H., (1975). J .Appl.Phys. 46 p.126-131. 

4. De stelling van Daalder: "Doordat de emancipatie van katholieken, 

orthodox-protestanten en socialisten als de oude minderheids

groepen van de Nederlandse politiek in belangrijke mate haar beslag 

heeft gekregen, worden de eens stabiele politieke verhoudingen 

onberekenbaar", wordt vooralsnog niet door de twee laatste ver

kiezingen in ons land (Tweede Kamer 1977, Provinciale Staten 1978) 

bevestigd. 

Daalder, H., (1974) Politisering en Lijdelijkheid in de Neder

landse politiek; van Gorcum, Assen p.47. 

5. Bij de bestudering van doorslag in vakuüm wordt te weinig rekening 

gehouden met de betekenis van de elektrische impedanties in de 

onmiddellijke nabijheid van de plaats van doorslag. 



6. Het van overheidswege verstrekken van verslavingsmiddelen aan 

ernstig verslaafden werkt dehumaniserend op verslaafde èn hulp

verlener. 

7. De verschillende experimentele resultaten verkregen omtrent de 

grootte van de stroomdichtheid in een kathodevlek laten een varia

tie zien in de orde van zes tot zeven decaden. Afgezien van de 

charme die een dergelijke spreiding heeft voor de bevestiging van 

vrijwel ieder theoretisch berekende stroomdichtheid, geeft deze 

spreiding aan dat de stroomdichtheid als zwaartepunt in de theore

tische modelvorming een weinig geschikte grootheid is om hiermee 

kwantitatieve bewijskracht te ontlenen ten aanzien van de juist

heid van het gekozen model. 

8. Op grond van de resultaten verkregen uit twee van elkaar onafhanke

lijke experimenten stelde Kimblin isotrope verdelingen vast van 

geladen en neutrale deeltjes in een vakuümontlading. Hoewel de 

metingen correct zijn uitgevoerd, zijn Kimblin's conclusies aan 

bedenkingen onderhevig. 

Kimblin, C.W., (1971), Proc.IEEE 59 p . 546-555. 

9. De energie-accomodatie van in vakuümontladingen gegenereerde koper

wolfraam- en aluminium-ionen aan schone metaaloppervlakken is 

vrijwel volledig. 

10. Het verdient aanbeveling om van overheidswege een instituut op te 

richten dat als taak heeft het innovatiebeleid van industrie en 

universiteit te coördineren. 

11. Het Zweedse kiessysteem is aantrekkelijker dan het Nederlandse 

omdat het meer invloed geeft aan de kiezer. 

12. De wijze waarop in o.a. de reklame benadrukt wordt "dat het zo 

fijn is om jezelf te zijn",· doet vermoeden dat het onaangenaam is 

om iemand anders te wezen. 

Eindhoven 13 juni 1978 




